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ESSAYS

Murder in a Mediterranean City:
Homicide Trends in Athens,
1850-1936
by THOMAS GALLANT

During Greece's electoral campaign of September 1996,
politicians of all political persuasions frequently and heatedly
discussed the issues of crime and violence. Rival candidates
launched vicious assaults on their opponents in public debates
and on television talk shows, accusing them of being soft on
the "crime problem." Related to the social crisis of violence
was the question of the role of ethnic foreigners, and especially
Albanians, as the main source of crime in Greece. I shall not
discuss the issues of ethnicity and violence here.' Instead, I
examine the question of the proneness of Greeks to violence
in a historical context. Clearly, a central trope of contemporary
Greek society is the lack of violent crime, or indeed of any
secular violence. With the exception of the occasional terrorist
attack on the vengeful assault of a, usually Cretan, brother
restoring his family's honor, violence is considered to be nonexistent. Excepting tax fraud and black marketeering—each of
which is widely viewed as an acceptable social act—other crime
as well is thought to be rare. The perception is that even in
the teeming metropolis of Athens, a city of over four million
people, violent crime was and largely still is exceptionally uncommon. Travel guides, for example, note that in Athens "it is
almost inconceivable that you should be mugged" and "you will
never be threatened with a knife" (Walker 1989:47 and 48).
THOMAS W. GALLANT is associate professor of Criminology and
Law at the University of Florida and the author of numerous articles
and books on the social history and anthropology of Greece.
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These comments by a foreign observer jibe well with local
opinion. With little or no prompting, Athenians will state that
unlike other cities, such as New York, for example, anyone can
walk the streets of Athens at any time of the day or night in
complete safety. An examination of data from the ministry of
justice supports this popular perception of a nonviolent Greece.
Even with the recent elevation in the overall crime rate, in
every category of violent crime, Athens ranks among the lowest
in the world, and indeed violent offenses are more prevalent in
other parts of Greece. Nevertheless, the rates for the country
as a whole are also among the world's lowest (Gallant 1995;
Chimbos 1993).
This phenomenon raises some intriguing questions: have
low levels of interpersonal violence always characterized Athens?
If it has, then why was this so? How does the history of lethal
violence in Athens compare to other European cities, many of
which witnessed dramatic falls in the levels of violence in the
modern era and which manifest comparably low levels similar
to those in Athens? Like them, did Athens experience a rise
and then a fall in violence? I have argued elsewhere (Gallant
1995) that criminality in contemporary Greece manifests a pattern unlike either the developed country model or the developing
country model as proposed by Shelley (1981). Athens, in many
ways, has undergone a very similar developmental trajectory to
other Third World comprador conurbations, and many of these
other cities are among the world's most violent places. When
and why did Athens deviate from other major cities in the developing world? This paper presents some tentative answers to
these questions through an analysis of homicide trends in Athens
from the middle of the nineteenth century until 1936. An examination of the available data leads to the following observations:
1. Throughout the period covered in this paper, the rest
of the country as a whole paralleled the trends in the homicide
rate of Athens. This observation supports the finding of Archer
and Gartner (1984:114-115) for more recent times.
2. During the mid-nineteenth century, Athens and Greece
manifested relatively low homicide rates.
3. The homicide rate in both city and countryside sky8
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rocketed during the 1870s and 1890s to levels among the highest
in the world.
4. By 1926, the rates nationwide had fallen to levels higher
than, though much more comparable to, other European capitals;
they remained lower than other Third World cities, and they
have continued to fall down to the 1980s. I present some possible explanations for these perceived patterns. I stress the tentative nature of these suggestions.
I. TRENDS IN GREEK HOMICIDES
1.1 1850s to the 1880s

There exists no quantitative data for this period and so
we have to rely on a variety of qualitative sources to construct
an impressionistic account of homicide in Athens and Greece.
The best available information for this period comes from foreign travelers, resident aliens, and official government papers.
The near uniform assessment from the sources that homicide
and interpersonal violence, with the exception of brigand-related
activities, were rare in Greece and its capital should give us
some confidence that this probably was the case.
Henry M. Baird (1856) was a long-term resident of Athens
during the 1840s. He noted that all Greek lower-class men, and
especially peasants, carried knives, but that in spite of their
having easy access to lethal implements, they seldom used them
on one another. He noted further that even "honor" homicide
or blood revenge killings were on the wane. To prove his point
he recalled the story of an elderly hero of the Revolutionary
War whose son was killed in a brawl. Rather than immediately
exacting vengeance, as custom previously dictated, he agreed to
give the gendarmery 40 days in which to capture and punish the
murderer. Baird's point is that men were increasingly willing to
accept the right of the state to intercede in this most intimate
of family affairs. Unfortunately, when the 40 days had lapsed
and the culprit remained at large, the aged warrior sought
justice in the time-honored way: he pulled his knife and pistols,
went to his enemy's house, and killed every adult male he
encountered.
Murder in a Mediterranean City
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Mid-century travelers and resident foreigners like Agnes
Smith (1884) and Augustin Proust (1857), for example, observed that Athens was a far safer city than their own native
capital cities. It should be noted that by the mid-nineteenth century, London, Paris, and Berlin all manifested homicide rates
of between .5 and 1.8 per 100,000 (see below). Even if we
allow for some romantic exaggeration on the part of these expatriates, the impression that violence was not a pressing problem in Athens seems probable. Even the caustic Edmond About,
who found little redeeming about Greece and Athens, had to
admit that the kingdom's capital was relatively free of violence.
The only major source of violence in the kingdom was the bandit
gangs who roamed the "wild countryside," often preying on
European visitors. About's Roi de Mountains was a sustained
diatribe against brigands and the sociopolitical system that allowed
them to flourish (1854).
During the 1860s, changes in this situation were becoming
hlightly more perceptible. Charles Tuckerman was the consul
for the United States during the 1860s, and an astute observer
of the contemporary scene. He observed that crimes such as
housebreaking, highway robbery, and pickpocketing were rare
in Athens, but that nonetheless "crime exists in Athens as in
other Capitals; but what is commonly designated as the 'criminal
class' is unknown here" (Tuckerman 1872:344). There was
not a rowdy element in Athens. He concluded, however, that,
over all, the Greeks were peaceable, orderly, and well disposed.
He did detect a disquieting trend of increasing violence in both
the city and the countryside. The code of honor and the ethos
of blood vengeance were to blame for this rise. He noted that
most homicides in Greece were the result of "drinking house
brawls" and that ". . in many parts of this country the knife
is as quick as the tongue, and this accounts for the large number of fugitives from justice ... [Many flee to the mountains
and are pursued as) escaped homicides and murderers." Another
major cause of violence was honor: "A wound of honor or a family insult burns like a compressed and slow consuming tow. In
coarser natures it urges to desperate measures, and the traveler in
the interior of Greece sometimes sees men with their hair and
beards growing long in token that the wearer has an enemy to
10
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meet; nor will it be cut or shaved until he has met insult with insult, or blood with blood" (Tuckerman 1872:240, 340). As we
saw earlier in the passage from Baird, the state was making some
inroads toward inserting itself as an independent arbitrator in
affairs of honor, but it clearly still was far from successful in
this enterprise.
To conclude, in the period from independence (1833) until
the 1870s, violence in Athens did not seem to be a problem. In
the countryside, as well, interpersonal violence was present but
not prevalent. Slights of honor and blood vengeance were seen
as the two primary causes of homicides and the weapon of
choice appears to have been the knife. Another form of violence
did stalk the land, and this was. banditry. Bandit gangs operated
in every corner of the small kingdom, and they were, as one
member of parliament decried in 1851, "the scourage of the
nation." Comparative ethnohistorical material suggests that the
presence of endemic banditry may have acted to lessen the amount
of mundane interpersonal violence. Brigand chieftains, it, appears,
often acted as mediators in disputes among peasants, and they
frequently responded ruthlessly to any challengee to their presumed monopoly of violence. Further masking our understanding of violence in the countryside, of course, is the absence of
data on arrests. The same absence of official forces that allowed
banditry to flourish meant that few arrests were made even
of the most heinous of assaults. Nonetheless, the generalization
does seem to hold, especially for Athens: until the last quarter
of the nineteenth century, there was a "bandit problem," "not
a "crime problem" (Koliopoulos 1987; Gallant 1988).
1.2 1888 1891
-

The first quantitative data on violence in Greece comes in
the form of figures presented in the Government Gazette for
1891, and reproduced by Bickford-Smith in his work, Greece
Under King George, published in 1893. The ministry of justice
compiled and appended this data for the parliamentary debate
on the "crime problem." The figures on homicide indictments
for the entire country are presented in Table 1.
Murder in a Mediterranean City
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Total Homicides
Murder
Manslaughter
Attempted Homicide

107.2

26.8
80.4
36.7

2344

586
1758
802

No. Rate (1)

1888
357.2
89.3
267.9
122.2

(2)
1738
316
1422
473

79.5
14.4
65.0
21.6

1889
No. Rate (1)

216.7
72.1

264.9
48.2

(2)
2301
487
1814
869
39.7

105.2
22.3
82.9

1890
No. Rate (1)

TABLE 1
Annual Number and Indictment Rates, 1888-1891

276.4
132.4

350.7
74.2

(2)

3957
821
3136
1925

180.9
37.5
143.4
88.0

1891
No. Rate (1)

477.9
193.4

603.0
125.1

(2)

I have calculated two different rates. The first (rate 1), is
the standard figure per 100,000 people as derived from the 1890
national census. The second (rate 2), is based on the number
of men aged between 15 and 60. Since men in this group committed nearly all recorded homicides, this figure provides a
better measure. The category of "Total Homicides" is the standard
figure utilized in the literature. I have broken this rate down
further by separating indictments for manslaughter from murders.
For comparative purposes, I have also provided the indictment
rate for attempted homicide.
These rates look astonishingly high, both compared to other
countries and to the previous period. The homicide rate varied
from a low of 79 per 100,000 to over 180 per 100,000. At approximately the same time, the rates in France, England, Germany, Spain, Italy, and Bulgaria were anywhere from 200 to
20 times lower (Durkheim 1951:217). The homicide rate for
Corsica (often considered one of the most violent places in
TABLE 2
Homicide Rates, 1888 1891
-

Region
Athens-Attica-Boeotia
Aitolia-Akarnania
Zakynthos
Messenia
Larissa
Achaia-Elis
Trikkala
Phthiotis-Phokis
Argolis-Corinthia
Laconia
Euboea
Arcadia
Cephallenia
Kerkyra
Cyclades
Arta
Murder in a Mediterranean City

Rate per 100,000
23.9
23.8
22.7
22.6
21.1
20.1
19.2
18.4
13.4
12.7
12.7
10.8
8.7
7.9
7.6
6.1
13

homicide/attempted homicide rate was 50 (Wilson 1988:16)—
Europe) at this time was 21 per 100,000, and the combined
both figures pale compared to the rates in Greece.
I broke the data down further to examine the rural-urban
distribution of homicide, so as to assess the question of whether
or not the aggregate country rate was being distorted by a
burgeoning urban rate. Table 2 suggests clearly that this was
not the case concerning the homicide rate.
The rate at Athens was only slightly higher than those in other
areas of Greece. It should be noted, of course, that the data
are deme or country level, and so the figure from Athens is
subsumed under the larger administrative district of Attika and
Boeotia. Athens, however, produced the overwhelming majority
of cases in the administrative region of which it was a part.
The picture changes dramatically if we aggregate the rates for
homicides and attempted homicides. These figures are presented
in Table 3.
TABLE 3
Combined Homicide and Attempted Homicide Rate, 1888-1891

Region
Athens-Attica-Boeotia
Achaia-Elis
Messenia
Zakynthos
Altolia-Akarnania
Arcadia
Phthiotis-Phokis
Argolis-Corinthia
Larissa
Euboea
Trikkala
Arta
Laconia
Cephallenia
Cyclades
Kerkyra
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Rate per 100,000
107.0

46.4
45.3
43.1
40.5
39.1
34.8
33.9
32.4
31.7
30.0
24.3
23.8
23.7
17.5
10.2
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Athens stands out from the rest of the country in having a
substantially higher rate of convictions for attempted homicide.
One possible explanation for the much greater incidence of
indictments for attempted homicide in smaller towns and villages
is that some forms of ritualized violence, like knife dueling,
which did not result in a death, probably went unreported to
the gendarmery because men remained determined to restore
face by reciprocating violence. Also, in a setting where the
fighters knew all of the observers, any man who reported the
episode to the authorities risked incurring vengeance. Whereas
in the city, the greater gendarmery presence and the different
social context might have made men more likely to report nonlethal brawls and duels (Gallant 1997).
In any event, if we compare either rate from Athens with
other major cities at the same time, the Greek capital stands out
as an extremely violent place. London, for example, had a homicide of rate of approximately 0.5 per 100,000 in the late nineteenth century (Gurr 1989); in Liverpool, it was just slightly
over 1.0 (Monkkonnen 1989). In Berlin, the homicide rate was
47 per 100,000 (Johnson 1995). The rate for Amsterdam, earlier
in the century, was around 1.0 per 100,000 (Spierenburg 1994).
Comparison with other Mediterranean capitals shows that they
had higher rates than cities in northern Europe, but that Athens
outstripped them all (Moschi 1997).
Qualitative evidence also indicates that many people perceived violence as a pressing social issue. Parliamentary candidates
prominently debated the "crime problem" in the national elections of 1888, 1891, and 1893. Each side of the political divide
in Greece endeavored to point the finger of blame at its rivals.
Newspaper editors of all political persuasions bemoaned the
rising tide of violence as a new blight on the nation. The banner
headline of the newspaper Aion, on the day after the Easter
holiday weekend of 1898, proclaimed, "More Greeks than [Paschal] Lambs Slaughtered." The accompanying article went on
to list all of the homicides committed during the religious
holiday. The caliber of lethal violence also seems to have
changed from the earlier period. In particular, firearms, especially pistols, seem to have replaced knives as the weapon of
choice. This was particularly the case in the city. William Miller,
Murder in a Mediterranean City
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a historian and astute observer of the Greek scene, noted: "The
custom of wearing arms, which Thucydides says was obsolete
among the Greeks of his day, is unfortunately very prevalent
today, and leads to many accidents and some assaults. The law
forbids the carrying of firearms; but the law is one thing and
the practice another. Most of the people in the cafes wear
revolvers and since the irregulars of 1897 sold their arms, they
have become far too cheap" (1903: 205).
The evidence clearly indicates that in Greece as a whole and
in Athens in particular during the latter part of the nineteenth
century witnessed a dramatic increase in the rate of violence,
rates that were between 30 and 200 times greater than other
European cities and countries. I venture some possible explanations for this explosion of violence later in this paper.
1.3 1926 1 93 6
-

I have been unable to locate any quantitative figures on
crime or violence in Greece between 1891 and 1926. The ministry
of justice began in that latter year to produce and annual statistical bulletin, and they continued to do so until the fascist dictorship of Ioannis Metaxas in 1936. As the figures in. Table 4
suggest, lethal violence in Greece and in Athens had, by 1926,
declined to levels higher than, but still far more commensurate
with, other European countries and cities.
Certain regions of the country continued to have high rates
of lethal violence, in particular within the Peloponnese and
the island of Zakynthos. With a total homicide rate of 51.3,
Athens and its surrounding areas again led the nation. Note,
however, that manslaughters constituted the overwhelming majority of indicted homicides. There was a wide disparity in violence
across the country, though some patterns are perceptible. The
border regions to the north, with the exception of Epirus, had
overall low levels of violence. The islands of the Aegean, an
area noted for its lack of crime, had a relatively low homicide
rate. Two regions, which were considered the last bastions of
honor violence and the vendetta, Zakynthos and Laconia manifested high rates. Compared to other countries in Europe, in the sec16
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TABLE 4/Homicide Rate, 1926 1936
-

Region
Athens-Attica-Boeotia
Zakynthos
Messenia
Achaia
Laconia
Aitolia-Akarnania
Chania
Phthiotis
Thessaloniki
Ioannina,
Trikkala
Preveza
Arcadia
Ells
Larissa
Cephallenia
Argolis-Corinthia
Arta
Lesbos
Herakleion
Serres
Euboea
Rethymnon
Kozani
Evros
Rhodopi
Cyclades
Kerkyra
Drama
Pella
Florina
Samos
Kavalla
iChalkidiki
Chios
Lassithi

Murder
5.7
6.4
2.9
2.7
3.4
3.4
4.1
1.6
3.0
5.7
1.4
2.9
1.7
1.8
2.4
3.0
0.9
0.7
2.2
1.3
1.7
1.6
1.0
0.9
0.9
1.0
0.4
0.9
0.6
1.0
0.3
0.7
1.0
0.1
0.3
0.1

Manslaughter
45.
36.
29.
29.
25.
18.
15.
16.
14.
11.
15.
12.
12.
12.
10.
8.
9.
8.
6.
7.
6.
6.
6.
5.
5.
4.
4.
4.
3.
2.
3.
2.
2.
2.
1.
0.

Total
Homicide
Rate
51.3
42.4
31.9
31.7
28.8
21.5
19.5
17.7
17.7
17.0
16.8
15.2
14.0
13.8
13.0
11.4
10.2
9.6
9.0
8.9
8.6
8.0
7.6
6.0
5.9
5.7
5.1
5.0
4.0
3.9
3.6
3.6
3.3
2.1
2.0
1.0

and quarter of the twentieth century, the homicide rates in much
of Greece, while lower than they had been in the 1890s, were
still high.
A better perspective for viewing the long-term trend in
violence in Greece would be to compare the various regions over
the last century. Table 5 contains this data for the major geographical regions of Greece. It must be borne in mind that the
territory of Greece has changed over time, and that the country
did not achieve its current boundaries until after the First World
War. I have tried to aggregate the deme-level data to make the
units of comparison as accurate as possible.
TABLE 5
Homicide Rates per 100,000

Aegean Islands
Athens and Region
Central Greece
Crete
Epirus
Ionian Islands
Macedonia
Peloponnese
Thessaly
Thrace

1888-1893
7.6
23.9

1926-1936
4.3
7.1

17.0

10.6

13.1
—

8.6
25.6
21.4
3.8

14.8
20.1

13.8
11.5

5.1

1981-1987
1.1
1.7
5.5
4.4
6.4
6.0
2.2
6.0

1.3
6.3

The long-term pattern of declining homicide rates emerges from
these figures. In fact, only one region, Thrace, manifests a higher
rate now than it did in the past. The fall in violence since the
1920s and 1930s is best highlighted by the fact the region with
highest rate now and then—Epirus—has a rate of 6.4 per 100,000,
while for the decade from 1926 to 1936 it had a rate of 25.6.
To summarize: From its foundation as an independent state
until the 1870s, indictments for lethal violence do not seem to
have been prevalent in Greece. The last quarter of the nineteenth century witnessed in both the city of Athens and the
countryside a massive increase in homicide rates. This quan18
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titative sea change was accomplished by a switch from knife
to gun violence. Between the first decade of the twentieth century and the period from 1926 to 1936, the rate of both rural
and urban violence fell significantly and has continued to fall
down to the present. In the remainder of this paper, I venture
some tentative explanations for this pattern.
2. EXPLAINING GREEK HOMICIDE TRENDS

Throughout the period covered in this paper, Athens and
the rest of the country followed a similar trajectory concerning
violent behavior. As I pointed out earlier, Gartner and Archer
found the rural:urban relationship evident in Greece to be common. Cultures with a tendency toward violent city dwellers also
had violent countryfolk. This does not mean, I would argue,
that the precise causes of violent behavior in each setting were
the same. It seems to me that, while there was surely a connection, rural and urban violence in Greece rose and fell for slightly
different reasons. I focus attention primarily on the factors
behind the rise of homicide rates in the late nineteenth century
and their decline over the first two decades of the twentieth
century. It is necessary, however, to begin the analysis with a
discussion of the period from the advent of the Greek kingdom
until the 1870s.
2.1 1830s 1870s: Why was the homicide rate low?
-

The Greek state came into existence in 1833 after a protracted
war against the Ottoman Empire. The little kingdom was under
the protection of the Great Powers, and they provided it with a
foreign monarchy in the person of Otto of Bavaria. A coup in
1843 led to the formation of a constitutional monarchy, which
circumscribed Otto's powers and established Greece as a democracy. Otto was overthrown in 1863 and replaced as king
by George of Denmark. Throughout this period, the state
struggled, often vainly, to exert its authority over the indigenous
local elites and over a disparate and isolated rural population
(Gallant 1995b).
Murder in a Mediterranean City
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As I alluded to earlier, one of the most crucial problems
faced by all Greek governments from independence onward was
banditry. A number of scholars, myself included, have argued
that banditry flourished in Greece in the absence of effective
centralized state control (Gallant 1988). In many regions of
Greece, bandit chiefs were almost a law unto themselves. One
effect of this dominance was that bandits often held a monopoly
over violence. In the absence of state institutions for resolving
disputes between rural folk, bandits acted as mediators in local
conflicts (Brogger 1968; Cohen 1972). One aging bandit thief,
for example, noted that in the area he controlled before his
arrest he did not "allow a chicken to go missing" (Greek National
Archive: F162, Letter dated 1/7/1836, cited in Koliopoulos
1987) . I do not want to romanticize bandits or the Greek
countryside. Bandits held sway over the rural population
through the threat of violence, extortion, and coercion. They
often were able to retrieve stolen goods because they themselves
were the thieves. Nor was it the case that Greek peasants were
averse to using violence against one another. They did. However, what is clear is that to do so risked incurring the wrath
of the local bandit headman. Violence, after all, was the brigands'
stock and trade, and they guarded it closely. I have argued elsewhere that bandits were peasants "for whom violence was a
way of life" and that they were "men well-versed in the arts of
killing, men to be respected" (Gallant 1986:282). The monopoly
of violence exerted by bandits lessened its application by rural
dwellers against one another. Acceptance of violence, an acute
sensitivity to honor, and an ethos of blood vengeance were all
integral elements of Greek culture, but the heavy hand of the
brigand stopped them from generating more incidents of mundane
behavior.
The lack of violence in Athens is even easier to explain:
up until the 1870s, Athens was a very peculiar city. When the
kingdom was established, Athens was a devastated ruin. The
war had left a heavy imprint on the previously flourishing small
town. After it was made the capital, massive building projects
were undertaken to make Athens look like a European capital.
As the political center of the country, elites and followers
from around the kingdom flocked to it. But it was a very selective
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migratory process: Athens was a city without a 'sizeable working class or a lower class. Paul Sant Cassia has shown how
many of the migrants to the city came as servants or as other
functionaries of the political elite (Sant Cassia 1992). Many
of the problems associated with urban development did not occur
during the early years of the new city's existence because of this
eccentric class structure. Thus, foreign observers extolled its
broad streets, new public buildings, and its fine new townhouses,
as well as the conspicuous absence of slums and their inhabitants,
or, as Proust called them, "dwellers of the lower order" (1857:
234). Those social groups which accounted for the lion's share
of violent acts elsewhere in Europe were largely absent from
Athens during the period from the 1830s to the 1870s.
2.2 1870s-1900s: Why did violence increase?

I suggest that the explanation for the increase of violence
in the countryside was directly related to the factor that previously
inhibited it: bandits. Beginning in the 1850s and continuing unevenly until the late 1870s, the Greek government waged a war
against bandits. The army and various citizen militias were
mobilized against the major brigand chiefs and the judicial system was expanded and augmented with new summary powers.
The result was that by the late 1870s banditry was eradicated in
some areas and put under control in others. However, the state
did not take advantage of the opportunity presented by the
successful crusade against this scourge of the nation: it failed
to develop and impose institutions of control to fill the void
left when the chiefs were dispatched. With the monopoly of
violence removed and no alternate mechanisms for peacefully
resolving disputes established in place of the previous ones,
interpersonal violence rose. Petty squabbles over land or debt
progressed to lethal levels. Vendettas were allowed to escalate
because no agency existed to enforce binding arbitration between the feuding factions. By the mid-1880s, politicians perceived rural violence to be a major problem. Spyridon Trikoupis,
the leader of the liberals and the single most dominant political
figure of the late nineteenth century, passed a number of pieces
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of legislation in the late 1880s to combat the epidemic of violence.
One in particular stands out: he increased fivefold the number
of rural police magistrates, and he made service as a rural magistrate mandatory for all graduates of the University of Athens
Law School. The period for which we have ministry of justice
figures, then, was one when violence was still an integral and
first-order response to disputes, but also one when the state was
beginning to impose itself on the process. The result was high
rates of lethal violence and high homicide rates.
Violence rose in Athens for somewhat different reasons,
though the connection to rural violence is crucial. It seems to
me that the case of Athens fits well with :the model developed
by Howard Zehr for other cities in Europe (Zehr 1976). Beginning in the 1870s and continuing into the 1890s, Athens experienced a rapid and massive demographic growth spurt. In
1870, the population of Athens was 55,473, and by 1900 it had
grown to 242,328. The growth rate per annum during the 1870s
was 5.14 percent and 5.2 percent for the 1880s (Leontidou
1989a; 1989b). Moreover, the composition of the immigrants
was uniform: overwhelmingly they were poor, single men, between the ages of 15 and 40; almost invariably, this was the
most violence-prone group in any society (Courtwright 1996).
The rural economy of Greece was in turmoil. Immiseration and
peasant expropriations were driving people off the land. Poverty
was the push and the beginning of industrialization was the pull
that attracted the young and the restless to Athens.
Slums grew up around the chic inner city, and workers'
villages sprouted in the space between Athens and the port of
Piraeus—itself the recipient of tens of thousands of poor men in
search of work. Along with these migrants came a whole slew
of problems identical to those experienced elsewhere in the face
of rapid urban growth: poverty, sanitation, and, of course, lack
of public order. As one conservative politician thundered in a
parliamentary debate in 1891, "proletarianization threatens to
turn Piraeus into a Mediterranean Manchester, and Athens
into a hot-bed of socialists and anarchists" (Government Gazette,
October 3, 1891, p. 495). The propensity to violence inculcated
during their rural upbringing was conveyed with them when
these men moved into the city, except that circumstances there
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brought them more frequently to the fore. Thrust together in
a hostile environment, men from various regions of the country
found themselves in new contentious situations. Absent, however, were many of the social control mechanisms that existed
in the village—limited though they were. Kinsmen were not
there to pull disputants apart, nor were the village elders, who
often could prevent disputes from reaching violent ends, though,
as we saw above, they were often unsuccessful mediators. In
the struggle to create new social hierarchies, men became, I
would suggest, hypersensitive to slights, real or imagined, on
their honor. Thus, as we saw earlier, much of this violence took
place in taverns and cafes. One episode reported in the newspaper Avgi (January 13, 1895, col. 3 para. 4) epitomizes the
new street violence. Two men were standing in line to get water
at a pump. One cut in front of the other. They exchanged angry
words. One pulled razor and slit the other's throat. The numerous
wars and irridentist conflicts waged by Greece during this period
introduced another dimension: cheap firearms. The impression
is that pistols came to account for the majority of homicides in
this period. Indeed, the former conservative prime minister,
Theodoros Deliyannis, was gunned down by an angry player
in a card game. The plebeian class perpetrated most, but not
all of the lethal violence in the capital. Violence rose in Athens
as poor young men migrated to the city from a countryside in
which violence was also a prominent feature. The hostile conditions that they found in their new urban environment acted
to amplify their violent tendencies. Pushing the rate of violence
up even higher was the coincident introduction of a more efficient technology of destruction in the form of affordable,
modern pistols. Homicide rates soared as the opportunities
for contention expanded and as more plentiful, cheap firerams
enhanced men's ability to inflict moral wounds on one another.
2.3 1900s-1980s: 1Phy did homicide rates fall?

As the evidence presented in the first section demonstrates,
the homicide rates in both Athens and the countryside fell between the early twentieth century and the 1930s. They have
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continued to fall down to their currently relatively low rates.
I have not explored the period from 1936 to the present, and
so will not venture any arguments for that period other than
to voice a strong suspicion that the fascist dictatorship, followed
by five years of Nazi occupation, and then a horrendous civil
war contributed in extremely important ways to the suppression
of violence. The rest of this paper will focus on the commencement of the decline in homicide rates in the early part of this
century.
Turning first to the countryside, I suspect that over time the
Trikoupian program of more forcefully imposing gendarmery in
the countryside took hold. The further expansion of the rural
gendarmery by Eleftherios Venizelos (liberal prime minister
from 1911 to 1919, and then again from 1928 to 1934), also
contributed to the decline by exerting the state's claim to be
the sole source of legitimate violence. Pragmatically, people
used the new gendarmery to resolve disputes in ways that they
could not before. In like vein, the provision of gendarmery
magistrates in far more villages than ever before allowed people
to mediate disputes before they turned lethal. I would suspect,
but have not tested yet, that more and more diverse types of
disputes were taken before the courts and resolved in ways that
allowed people to win or lose without the loss of face. It appears that over time people resorted more frequently to the
courts rather than settling disputes in informal and often violent
ways. In the period 1888-1891, the average number of cases
heard by rural gendarmery magistrates was 1,828 per 100,000
people; this figure rose to 6,922 for the period from 1911
to 1916, and to 8,076 for the decade from 1926 to 1936. I would
suggest that as the state imposed itself more effectively into
rural society and as people came to use the courts in local disputes, their reliance on self-help and violent justice fell.
The fall of urban homicide followed a similar path, with
some additional twists. First, the massive out-migration of young
men to the United States must have played a role. Close to
half a million people (overwhelmingly men between the ages
of 20 and 35) left Athens and Piraeus for the United States.
Immigration records indicate that 62 percent of emigrants identified themselves as "workers-servants" and 73 percent had
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called to the capital city or its port home before they left. These
were the men who accounted for much of the situational violence
described earlier. The fact that the Immigration Commission on
Crime found Greek immigrant men to be among the most
violent groups in the U.S. supports the argument about their
behavior in their homeland (Dillingham Commission 1911:1489). Second, in the 1890s, successive Greek governments enacted
special laws to combat urban violence. Trikoupis gave the
military wide-reaching police powers in the capital. He authorized the suspension of habeas corpus and allowed the police to
summarily arrest "shiftless young men" and to send them into
internal exile on deserted Aegean islands (Gallant forthcoming).
Third, those who stayed behind tended to be those who economically had made it in the city. These, I would suggest, were
the groups that were most likely to undergo and be most susceptible to the "civilizing process" discussed by Spierenburg
(1994; 1997) and others. Internalization of new mores and
behavioral modes that denigrated aggression and celebrated selfcontrol made violence far less acceptable as a social strategy.
Fourth, the migrants who came to Athens in the 1910s and
especially the 1920s were overwhelmingly refugees and included
far more women and children than was the case during the
1870s and 1880s. Athens continued to grow in size but in ways
different from the late nineteenth century demographic shift.
The combination of these factors seems to hold the key to explaining the decline of lethal violence in Athens. Both the city
of Athens and the countryside of Greece experienced a diminution in violence. The reasons for this decline were slightly different in each case, though the two trends are related. The
result was the same.
3. CONCLUSION

I began with a contemporary social stereotype: Athens is
a very safe city and Greece is comparatively free from the blight
of violent crime. Both are widely held beliefs and both are
substantially correct. Contrary to popular opinion, both are also
rather recent developments and are the result of long-term
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trends. Historically, there was a time when Greece and its capital
city were among the most violent places in the world. In comparative terms, the developmental trajectory of Greece does not
follow the pattern experienced in most of Europe. Instead, what
we see is a period of low homicide rates, even though violence
of another form—banditry—was prevalent, followed by an explosion of violence in the late nineteenth century, and then
an extended period of decline that continues to the present.
The tentative explanations proposed here suggest that violence
is a social strategy that may wax and wane in response to a
variety of social, cultural, and political factors. As the case of
Greece suggests, swings of enormous magnitude were possible
given the right circumstances. Further is required to elaborate
the social, cultural, and political factors that either inhibit or
amplify the application of violence as a strategy in social
discourse.
'The problem of the relationship between ethnicity and crime in
Greece is an important and sensitive one. I deal with this issue in an
article "Crime, Violence and Ethnicity in Greece, 1974-1994," Southern
European Society and Politics, in progress.
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Y Afrieronos:
Greek Jews and the Holocaust
by MOSES B. ALTSECH

Though many memoirs have been published by Holocaust
survivors, each a chilling account of the death and despair that
reigned in German concentration camps, very few such memoirs
have come from Greek Jews, and even fewer have been translated or published outside of Greece. 2 One likely explanation is
the fact that the Jewish community in Greece suffered one of
the most overwhelming destruction rates in all Europe, with 92
percent of the Jewish population having perished in concentration camps. 3 Few countries lost a higher proportion of their
Jewish population, and there were just not enough Greek Jews
who lived to tell the tale. Furthermore, many Holocaust historians have simply focused on countries with Jewish populations far larger than that of Greece, leaving the story of Greek
Jews largely untold.' And yet not only is this story unique in
many respects, but it offers unprecedented insight on several
aspects of the Holocaust experience.
The Jewish community in Greece dates to ancient times:
When the city of Thessaloniki (Salonica) was founded in the
4th century B.C., Jews were likely to be among its first inhabitants.' Certainly by the middle of the 1st century A.D., there
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was a solid and prosperous Jewish population in the city. Jews
also lived in the Ionian islands, Athens, and central Greece well
before Byzantine times.' It was not until 1492, however, following the expulsion from Spain, that thousands of Jews came to
Greece, which was then part of the Ottoman Empire. They
settled throughout the country, and established communities that
thrived economically, socially, and culturally: Salonica itself
became known as "Madre de Israel," and established itself as a
major Sephardic cultural center for centuries. Ladino (also
known as Judeo-espanol, a medieval Castillian Spanish dialect)
is commonly spoken by Greek Jews to this day. By the time of
the German invasion there were approximately 70,000 Jews in
Greece, of whom some 50,000 lived in Salonica: The numbers
had been greater still, before waves of immigration to the West,
which started in 1908 and culminated with the Great Fire of
Salonica that destroyed most of the Jewish Quarter in 1917. 7
Nonetheless, on the eve of the German invasion, Jews accounted
for more than 25 percent of the city's population. Elements of
Jewish life in Salonica alone included 19 synagogues and nine
Jewish schools, several medical and charitable institutions, cultural and political organizations, Jewish newspapers and magazines, and ownership of 20 percent of the city's 10,000 stores.'
After what Myriam Novitch called "The Passage of the Barbarians," nothing was left standing.'
The German actions against the Jews started almost immediately: Jewish newspapers were shut down, the Germans
confiscated some Jewish homes and property, and took over
the Jewish hospital, throwing staff and patients out on the
street.' There were sporadic arrests and some public humiliations, but they were not widespread until the Eleftherias Square
gathering of July 1942. Jewish men were told to report to the
public square on Saturday morning, where the Germans made
them stand in the sun for several hours, subjecting them to meaningless drills, after which they beat and humiliated many of
them. Orders were issued for men to register with the Jewish
community and report for forced labor. The magnificent Jewish
cemetery was razed, bones were scattered, and the Germans
used tombstones dating back centuries to pave roads." As the
time for the final solution drew nearer, the creation of a ghetto
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was ordered, and Jews had to move to designated areas-6,000
Jewish families were affected. Jews also had to wear the yellow
star inscribed "Jude/Evraios" in German and Greek.'
The architects of the final solution in Greece included
Dieter Wisliceny, who was informed of the order for "the annihilation of all Jews" by his immediate superior, SS Sturmbannfuhrer Adolf Eichmann, during a trip to Berlin in June
1942. Wisliceny returned to Salonica in February 1943, accompanied by his colleague, Alois Brunner, and contacted the head
of the military administration, Max Merten. Merten had already
been trying to convince the Italians, who controlled the southern
part of Greece, to allow the deportation of Jews to the northern
zone, without much success." The Germans decided to wait no
longer; in a concerted effort, the SS and the Wehrmacht started
rounding up the Jews and taking them to the Baron Hirsch
camp, near the railway station. Jews interned at Baron Hirsch
traded ancestral treasures and heilrooms for warm clothes and
food that would help them survive the Polish winter." On
March 15, 1943, the first transport of 2,800 Jews left Salonica
for Poland." The destination was Auschwitz: Upon arrival,
2,191 were sent immediately to the gas chambers, and the remaining 609 to the labor camp." It is worth noting that shortly
after the war, Wisliceny was hanged in Prague for crimes against
humanity, while Eichmann was captured by Israeli agents in
Argentina and hanged in Jerusalem in 1962. In spite of being
sentenced to 25 years in prison by a Greek court, Merten was
soon released and returned to Germany through a special law
passed by the Greek Parliament—whereas Brunner still escapes
capture in Syria." Another individual who went unpunished
was military administration intelligence officer Kurt Waldheim,
also stationed in Salonica, whom unrepentant Austrians elected
president of their country in 1986 even after widespread publicity of his Nazi past.
While the transports continued regularly, many Jews tried
to escape to Athens. Some fled to the mountains and were
helped by the Resistance, while some managed to stay in hiding
through the end of the war. In a unique occurrence, Jews who
held Spanish citizenship were shipped to Bergen Belsen instead
of Auschwitz, in an attempt to avoid an international incident
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with Spain. The Spaniards did not make as intense an effort to
save Spanish Jews as the Italians did to save their own, and
they set more stringent criteria as to who would be considered
a Spanish Jew; nonetheless they ultimately decided that several
hundred Jews would be admitted to Spain. As a Spanish diplomat
had openly stated to a German foreign ministry official in
Berlin, Spain could not stand by and see "Spanish citizens being
liquidated in Poland."' That may have saved some of the Jews
living in Greece, but also indicated the extent to which the nature
of the final solution was known by many, long before the camps
were ever liberated.
In September 1943, the Italian zone came under German
control; small communities were scattered throughout, and that
made their deportation a logistical problem. Still, the roundups and deportations proceeded, with primary emphasis given to
the Jews of Athens, who were taken to Haidari camp, and subsequently deported to Auschwitz.i° The last to be deported were
the Jews of Rhodes and the Dodecanese, who were taken to
Athens and then sent to Auschwitz, where they arrived on
August 15, nearly a year and a half after the first transport,
and very shortly before Greece was liberated 2 0 Most of the
Jews were sent straight to the gas chambers upon arrival, only
young and healthy men and women were spared immediate
death. Even those, however, were very likely to eventually die
from exposure to the intense winter cold, starvation, disease,
slave labor, or the sadism of the guards. Some were even selected
for medical experiments, suffering a horrible fate at the hands
of Dr. Josef Mengele and his colleagues. Within a few months'
time, almost the entire Jewish population of Greece had been
exterminated at German concentration camps.'
The four memoirs presented herein cover a remarkably diverse scope of Holocaust experiences as seen through the eyes
of Greek Jews. The narrative of Lutcha Altsech gives vivid
details of Jewish life in pre-war Salonica. When the GrecoItalian war of 1940 broke out, her husband, Moise, was one
of 13,000 Greek Jews to serve at the Albanian front. Lutcha's
memoirs tell of the Eleftherias Square gatherings, and her
family's daring escape to Athens as the deportations of Greek
Jews were already under way. Then came the perils of life in
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hiding, both in Athens and in the countryside, as well as attempts
by the Resistance to help Jewish families escape. A twist of fate
made escape for Lutcha and her family impossible, and ultimately
led to the night when a traitor's hand sent Moise Altsech to
slave labor and subsequent death at Auschwitz. Lutcha managed
to remain in hiding through the remainder of the war, saving
the lives of her four children, in what is a story of remarkable
courage.
Jeanne and Daniel Gattegno were among the few hundred
Jews with Spanish citizenship living in Greece at the time of
the German invasion. Although several dozen Spanish Jews were,
in fact, deported to Auschwitz, most were spared. Jeanne and
Daniel Gattegno's story looks at the incredible survival of the
Jews with Spanish citizenship who were deported to Bergen
Belsen instead of Auschwitz. Though not a camp with gas chambers, Bergen Belsen was a place where starvation and disease
made life nightmarish and death an everyday occurrence. Jeanne
and Daniel were only saved when they became pawns in a highstakes game of international relations between Germany and
Spain. They were ultimately released to Spain, lone survivors
of a large extended family which perished at the hands of
the Germans.
The story of Hella Kounio, a German Jew living in Greece,
tells of an entirely different experience. Emboldened by her
knowledge of German and her nordic appearance, Hella had more
than one dangerous confrontation with the Germans in occupied
Salonica, as well as an unlikely meeting with a childhood friend
who became a German officer. Ultimately deported to Auschwitz
with her family and assigned to a work detail at the camp's
records office, she offers graphic accounts of life, resistance,
and death at Auschwitz. Her special position also gave her the
rare opportunity to send warnings to relatives hiding in Athens
under assumed names. Hella details the long road to liberation
through the death marches and the chaos that followed the
collapse of Germany. Against all odds, she and her family did
survive the war.
Finally, Sam Profetas chose to turn himself in when his
mother and sisters were rounded up, an indication of both the
strong family ties that still exist among Greeks, and the ignorance
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of the fate that awaited the Jews who were sent away for "resettlement." He narrates in very striking terms his experiences
at Auschwitz, including close encounters with death, and interactions with other inmates at the camp. Not included in this
narrative, however, are details of Sam Profetas's most chilling
experience, the fact that he was also a survivor of block 21, the
dreaded experiment block. There, following injections, German
doctors removed one of his testicles; when the other became
infected, it had to be removed as well. Sam became one of only
a handful of experiment block inmates not to be liquidated,
and ultimately lived to tell his story. He told of this experience
during a 1982 interview to "ERT in Northern Greece," a program aired on Greek state television.
"Le pardon est mort dans les camps de la mort" (Forgiveness died at the camps of death), wrote Vladmir Jankelevitch
in L'Imprescriptible. 22 Never does the unwillingness to forgive
this crime become more justified than after reading the chilling
accounts of these survivors, whose alternating moments of fear
and bravery, despair and determination, are still reflected in
their narration almost 50 years after the living nightmare they
endured. One must remember that many more did not survive
to tell their story. Each of them had a family and friends,
dreams and aspirations, plans for the future and a thirst for
life—referring to them in terms of numbers does not do them
justice. The Germans destroyed an entire universe with each and
every man, woman, and child that they killed; the fact that a
recent landmark study by Daniel Goidhagen indicates they did
so en masse and without any qualm or reservation makes the
crime even more terrifying. 23 The Jewish population of Greece
never recovered from the catastrophe of the Holocaust. Barely
5,000 Jews now live in the country, with fewer than 2,000 in
Salonica, a mere remnant of what used to be the crown jewel
of Sephardic Jewry.
NOTES
'Y Afrieronos: Ladino phrase from the Hagadah, meaning "And
we suffered."
2Some notable exceptions include Marco Nation's Birkenam: The
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4Steven Bowman rightly suggests that Holocaust historians' neglect
of the story of Greek Jews "borders on the criminal"; see introduction
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The Story of Lutcha and Moise Altsecb
There's so much of it, I can't even tell you half the story ...
In 1912 the Greeks came to Thessaloniki. My mother, Ricoula
De Castro, didn't know a single word of Greek or Turkish; she
spoke French and Ladino. She had been married to my dad for
no more than three years and already had three kids. My dad,
Haim Azaria, was a musician, a fiddler. People used to have
feasts back then, and they'd hire him to perform. He was
one of the best, and was very well paid. They would ask him
to sing and dance as he played, and threw gold sovereigns at
him as he danced. Unfortunately, he died very young. When
he worked, people would offer him drinks all the time, and
he couldn't refuse; it was all a day's work, you see ... It ruined
his liver, and he died. I was born in 1910; I don't know exactly
when, since there were no records back then, but it was in September. The Great War came soon after, I remember the British
in Salonica during the war. I was seven when the Great Fire of
Salonica broke out and burned down the city. We lost everything in the fire: the house, and everything we owned. We
were left out on the street—my mother and I, and my four
brothers, Solomon, Moise, Alberto, and Dario (another brother,
Baruch, had died as a baby). I had an aunt married to a very
rich man, and they helped us; my mother's parents helped a lot
too, sending a whole bag of coal and food ... We needed enough
for five people to live on. The Jewish community built shacks
made of wooden planks on the sites of the 32 burned-down
synagogues, and each homeless family was given one. So we
lived there for a while, sleeping on the floor. I went to work
by necessity when I was very young; my mother was poor. She
had wanted me to finish school, but in those days her motherin-law would decide on these things. So she told my mother to
send me off somewhere to learn how to sew, and that only the
boys should finish school. But I remember that my brother
Solomon worked too, at a shoe repair shop—he'd even bring work
home in the evening, so we got by. I looked for work at various
places, but no one would hire me, since I was only nine or ten,
much too young. Eventually I got a job as an errand girl at
Cohen's, where shoes were manufactured and then sold. There
was a lot to do: 200 people worked at the manufacture, and I
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would be sent to buy thread, bring something to eat, and so on.
Later I learned how to make shoelaces and button holes, and
started working on that. One day the boss found out that I
could read and write, and decided to make me a sales girl. I
was 12 years old.
I first met Moise Altsech, my future husband, at school,
when we were very little. We used to play marbles together.
He also lived nearby and was a good friend of my brother,
Solomon. As a result, he would come to our house often. Other
guys started to pursue me, colleagues from the store, a journalist, and a couple of others. But Moise, too, had fallen in love
with me, and asked me to marry him. My mother knew he was
from a good family and had good manners; she used to tell
me, "He's a nice boy; I wish you marry a nice fellow like him . .."
And later, my husband told me that he first took notice of me
when he saw me working and being so helpful with all the boys
at home ... He saw that I cared, and that's how he fell in love
with me. He was a hard worker, too: he worked at a store selling
textiles and keeping the books. We were both very young, but
my mother wanted me to get married when I was still young,
so I decided to say yes. I was 21 when I was engaged, and 23
when I got married. The engagement was a big affair: there
were many guests, and I had an evening dress made for the
very first time. In those days the rabbi would come and pick
out the dresses a girl would bring with her as dowry. If there
was another sister, he'd have to leave some for her, but I was
the only girl. They called it "preciado": estimating the value of
the dowry. The groom would have to pay tax on it all. All that
was declared as being mine I could take with me in case of
death or divorce; nothing else. Then there was a feast. The
guests came in early afternoon and stayed till dawn. They all
brought great gifts—what a feast that was, what music, how
many people ... In February 1933 I got married, and by December I already had my first daughter, Reina. Two years later
I had another daughter, Ketty. We lived very well, staying with
my mother-in-law, and even had two maids. We started off
with one, Elisabeth, but when she got appendicitis and had to go
away for a while, she had her sister, Marika, replace her temporarily. When Elisabeth came back, we decided to keep them
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both. We are still very good friends today, they are like family.
My son, Baruch, was born in 1938. I was young then, and
knew nothing of impending war until my husband was called
up for army service. We had heard of the war in Europe that
started in 1939, but were not very concerned; my only concern
at the time was taking care of three small children. My husband
had already served his regular term in the military in 1928, but
of course he was drafted again in 1940 when war with Italy
broke out. That night he took Marika aside and told her not to
take her eyes off me and the children while he was gone. Marika
kept her promise: When Salonica was being bombed, and her
mother came to take her back to the village, she refused to go
to safety, saying, "Wherever Lutcha's children die, I'll die myself." And she stayed with us. So Moise was off to the front
lines, and would send letters from the Albanian front asking
for a pot to make coffee in, and for some sugar, and I'd send
him parcel after parcel. Tombakides, an army friend and colleague, would sometimes take his place when they had to go
on a mission; "You have three kids," he'd tell him. "Nothing
should happen to you." They both came back together in 1941,
walking home from the front for 20 days straight.
But, the Germans had already come by then. Returning
Greek soldiers, who didn't want to get caught in uniform, broke
into stores (including ours) to get civilian clothes and left their
uniforms behind. As soon as a store had been broken into, though,
looters took advantage: Many cartloads worth of merchandise
were taken from our store alone. They robbed us, they took
everything. When my husband came back, he cleaned out the
mess, and bought new merchandise to reopen the store. There
were orphans from the war, of course, and we used to help
them. Moise started a committee to feed the poor children, sending them to various Jewish homes for food.. Two girls used to
come to our house for lunch every day, and Moise would also
give them things to sell and let them keep all of the money.
We suffered a great deal, but at least there was food on the
table. One day, two Germans came to the store. Moise was
there, and he kept all the merchandise down in the basement.
They went downstairs, and one of them picked out what he
wanted. Moise told him how much it was, but he didn't want
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to pay. My husband took the merchandise right from the German's hands. The German took out his pistol to shoot him on
the spot, but the other stopped him. One day, though, the
Germans came and took everything away. I was knitting a
sweater for my husband, still unfinished: they wouldn't even
let us take that, let alone the petty cash from the drawer. They
loaded everything on their truck and took it all away, including
a large table. Then the government took possession of our white
Cabbot textiles to make uniforms for the alpine division.
The Germans decreed that the Jews should register for
forced labor. Rabbi Koretz gave a speech and called upon the
Jews to cooperate, not to fear, because nothing would happen
to us and we would just have to work. Some left the city immediately, but most stayed. Moise was assigned to serve in the
Jewish fire brigade. I was pregnant again, and I would take the
yellow star off, walk to the synagogue and pray to God every
day for the baby's sake.
One Saturday morning all Jewish men were told to come
to Eleftherias Square. Everyone put on a suit and nice clothes,
expecting to hear a speech. But there they were surrounded by
Germans and made to stand in the sun for three hours. Then
the Germans forced them to do drills, and beat many of them
in the process. When they were through they let their dogs loose
on the crowd, and everyone left, running. Moise was shaken
up when he got home, and that's when he first started planning
a way to escape. I was afraid: if we were caught we would all
be shot. "Better to be shot than to leave my children in the hands
of the Germans. After what I saw today I know that these
people have ill intentions towards us," he said. Little did we
know how right he was at the time. Soon afterward three other
families came to live with us: Pepo Saltiel, Matalon, and
Gattegno. They were forced to move to one of the designated
Jewish neighborhoods, and we already lived in one. Marika's
brother would bring firewood from his village, and we all had
hot water as a result. As soon as we decided to leave, we gave
all our furniture and other belongings to various friends and
neighbors for safekeeping. Needless to say, we hardly got anything back afterwards.
The children were then seven, five, and three, and there
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was another on the way. Tombakides, the old army friend, had

a cousin who was friendly with the Germans. She paid off a
German to issue papers stating that there was a problem with
my pregnancy and I had to go have the baby at a hospital in
Athens, which, unlike Salonica, was under Italian occupation.
The name on the ticket was a Christian name, of course. Our
entire fortune consisted of gold sovereigns, which we had sewn
inside of five specially made belts. So we got tickets for me
and two of the kids to go to Athens by train, to meet my motherin-law who was already there. We paid 100 gold sovereigns for
the tickets, a lot of money, as a single gold sovereign was a week's
worth of food at the time. As we boarded the train, there were
Jews being loaded on another train, this one headed to Poland.
We recognized neighbors and colleagues on that transport, but
tried to make sure we were not seen. We got to Athens and
waited there. My older daughter, mother-in-law, and husband
were put in large crates and shipped to Athens by freight train,
and soon we were all reunited. My brother, Solomon, was also
set to leave, but the Germans took him and his family away
the very night before they were going to escape. They all died.
Many, many others in our family were also taken away.
Athens was safe for us as long as the Italians were there.
When Italy fell, the Germans came to Athens too, and we all
had to go into hiding. Flora, my youngest daughter, was still a
baby. We went to Oropos, and then made it to Eretria, where
we lived with a family of fishermen and did farm work for
them. There were not many Germans in that area, but eventually
they started to come in search of guerrillas who fought with the
Resistance. One day they were looking for a guerrilla whom
they knew to be short, with green eyes and light brown hair,
and arrested my husband by mistake. The village mayor was
called to attend his execution, but when he came he told the
Germans they had caught the wrong man, and they released him.
They did find the man they were looking for: someone betrayed
him, and he was killed in front of his wife and children. They
asked if he had a last request, and he asked to smoke a cigarette.
They let him take one out, but they shot him before he could
smoke it.
We knew that the Resistance was helping Jews escape to
Palestine by boat, and we decided to go since they gave priority
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to families with many small children. They hid us in a but in
the mountains until it was time to leave. But my mother-in-law,
who was with us, got sick, and was too ill to travel, so we missed
the boat. We decided to go back to Athens and we found a place
in Peristeri, but people eventually figured out we were Jews
and we had to leave again. We were given shelter by a family
who had a large, beautiful house but little money, and we all
lived off our savings. One night the Germans barged in and
searched the house. We pretended to be asleep and they didn't
bother us. It turns out they were looking for the son of our host
family, who was in the Resistance. We knew they would be back
and we might not be as lucky then, so off we were again. We
found a small apartment and lived there for a while. It looked
as if we'd spend the rest of the war there.
One day, Alfredo Hannen, a Jew whom my brother, Dario,
had often helped, asked my brother, who was also in living in
Athens under an assumed name, for a loan. When my brother,
who had a family of his own and little money, said he could
not afford it, Hannen decided to turn him in. Sure enough, the
Germans raided his house, caught his wife and children, as
well as my mother, but my brother escaped. The kind old man
whose house they lived in was beaten, but denied knowing that
his tenants were Jewish. They held him for a week, and then
released him. Hannen also knew where we lived, and the Germans came there next, in the middle of the night. My husband
denied that we were Jews, but Hannen was there to identify
us. The Germans took as many valuables as they could find and
ordered us to register with the Jewish community the next
morning. Why they didn't take us right away, I don't know,
but they must have known a family of six would have a hard
time finding a hiding place in a few hours' time. The traitor,
by the way, survived the war and died in 1986; he is buried at
the Jewish cemetery in Athens. My husband went to report the
next day; I went along, but didn't go inside. I was outside the
room, but I saw the men who had been to our house the night
before dressed in civilian clothing, now in uniform. They were
Gestapo. Moise saw them too, and told the translator to go to
the woman waiting at the door and send her away .The translator came over and told me my husband said I should go, because he would be interrogated. He told me he would send my
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husband home as soon as he was released, but they didn't release him. I sent my husband shoes at the Haidari camp, where
he was held, and cigarettes; I would give packs to five people,
two to each, telling them to keep one and give one to my husband. Then he sent me a note, written on a piece of newspaper,
that said, "Watch out. Watch it because even some of the folks
we thought had gone to Israel are here." They had caught some
of the boats as they were leaving.... Then they took him away,
and only the children and I were left.
We went into hiding again, and we were in great danger.
If a single person found out that we were Jews, it would be
the end. We went to live in a village, where some man set his
sights on me. He was no older than 22: he would tell me, "You're
too young. These children can't be yours. Why did you marry a
guy with four kids?" When we would go to another village,
the same would happen. There was this guy named George, who
was from Crete and used to make ceramics. He told a neighbor
that he wouldn't get married because he loved a woman with
four children. When they would ask my son, who was about six
then, if his father had been taken away by the Germans, he
would say he didn't know, since he could not say we were Jews.
Another lady whom we lived with would tell people that I was
her relative, and that my husband was cut off in some village
from where he sent us his news regularly.
We knew Moise had been sent to Poland, but nothing more.
Later we learned that he had been sent to Auschwitz, and, being
young and fit, was put to work at an underground aircraft factory near there. Nehama Capon, who worked there with my
husband and lived to tell the tale, said that Moise would often
give his food rations to others who were weaker; he'd say that
he would make it back anyway, since he had a wife and kids to
live for. I'm still waiting for him. He never did come.
After the war Dacha Altsech returned to Salonica, where she lived
for many years. She moved to Athens in 1978 and lived there until she
lost a battle with bone marrow cancer in July 1995. She left behind
four children, nine grandchildren, four great-grandchildren, and countless friends, for whom she is still and always a source of great wisdom
and inspiration. Her story was narrated to her grandsons David Samuel
and Moses Altsech (named after the grandfather he never met). The
help of Reina Felons and Ketty Samuel is also acknowledged.
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The Story of Jeanne and Daniel Gattegno

I was born in Skopje, in Yugoslavia, in 1908; Daniel, my
husband, was born in Salonica. In 1939 we got married, and we
came to live in Salonica. We could see that things were not
going well; Hitler started doing things ... But we were not worried, we never imagined it would affect us. One morning, as
I got up, I heard that war had been declared. We got very scared,
although we, in Greece, were not yet involved in any of it. That
was still 1939. Then Italy got involved in the war, attacking us,
and war between Italy and Greece broke out in October 1940.
There was a general mobilization, and all the men had to serve
in the army. Luckily we had Spanish citizenship, so my husband
was not called for military service, but still we were afraid.
Then the bombings began, and we had to run to the shelters
every time the bombers came. There was a food shortage, but
we still had enough for ourselves: we had wheat and many
other things, but there was still a war on and nothing was easy
to come by. Eventually the Italians could not advance any more.
They had tried to get to Greece through Albania, but the Greek
army was successful in holding them back. Then Germans came
to help them, and the German army soon occupied Greece.
Once Greece had fallen to the Germans, the Italians came
down as well. The Germans occupied the northern part of the
country, while the Italians were in the south. My relatives in
Yugoslavia, both in Skopje and Belgrade, were already under
German occupation, but managing well for the time being. One.
day a German came and brought us salami and all sorts of
foods, sent by our relatives who had heard we were short on
food. They were still alive. They took us away in July of 1943,
so they must have taken them a little earlier. In fact, we later
learned that they had been put in old cattle cars and dumped in
the river. We don't know the details, but one thing is sure:
None of them, not one of them, ever came back, and we never
saw them again.
When the Germans came, things were very bad. Daniel
owned a factory that manufactured raincoats, and the Germans
took it away from us. But we also feared for our lives: One
day my husband was taken away by the Germans, because they
thought he was a thief. There was a friend of ours who had
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bought several containers of oil, each five to ten liters. One day,
when we were at the movies, with him, he told us about the oil
and asked us if we needed any. Since we were almost entirely
out of oil, we said we'd take some, so he sent a container over.
The Germans found out about it, and one night while we were
asleep they came and banged on our door. They searched the
house and found the oil, and then asked my husband where he
found it. He said he bought it from someone, but they didn't
believe him. They slapped him across the face, and his glasses
went flying to the floor. And then they took him with them.
Daniel was in jail for a month, and I would go to see him.
I didn't know what they were going to do to him; they thought
the oil had been stolen. Thank God they let him go a month
later. Still, things would get worse by the day.
One day they gave everyone red badges to wear. Then
they started taking people away for hard labor, digging, and
other heavy tasks. They all had to go—we were the only ones
left alone, because of our Spanish citizenship. The Germans
confiscated the seaside house of a very rich relative of ours, so
we took him in, and our two families were living in one home.
Then the order came for the creation of a ghetto. There were
specific areas where Jews were allowed to live in. Everyone had
to move to the area around Analipseos Street (we lived further
out, on. Chrisostomou Smyrnis Street, and had to move, along
with our relatives). They began regularly blocking the streets
and rounding people up. They would take the people to Baron
Hirsch, where the railway station was, and from there they
would ship them by train to Auschwitz. We didn't know anything; we just saw them being taken away, with their possessions
they thought they would need, not knowing the end was near.
Mostly, they took things to wear: boots, warm clothes ...
After they were all gone, one day my husband did not return home. All the Spanish citizens had been rounded up and
taken to the synagogue, in order to be deported as well. I stayed
home with my mother-in-law, being pregnant at the time, but
eventually we were also taken away. Before leaving we managed to give everything we owned to neighbors and acquaintances,
who promised to keep it all until we returned, since we knew
the alternative was to leave it to the Germans. After the war
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we came back for our belongings, but we found nothing. People
would say that our things were damaged and so were thrown
away, and some even said that we were mistaken, and really
hadn't left anything with them. The same happened to many
other families.
We were shipped off to Bergen-Belsen by train. The trip
was a nightmare in itself: we were put in cattle cars, packed
like sardines in a can. There was hardly any food or water, and
no room to sit. There was a bucket in place of a bathroom, and
no privacy, of course. It was horrible, and lasted for days, over
an entire week. Many died before we ever reached the camp.
Upon arrival, a soldier took us all to the baths for showers ...
We had no food; when someone would find a little piece of
meat, we rejoiced. A piece of potato ... Very little to eat. BergenBelsen was a camp of slow death, death by starvation and disease.
People died every day. We didn't have to perform hard labor,
because we were Spanish citizens. Otherwise we may not have
survived. Daniel took advantage of the time we spent there to
learn German from a pocket dictionary that he was allowed to
keep. When I got to Bergen-Belsen, I was seven months pregnant. I was having some trouble, and couldn't hold out any
longer, so they took me to the hospital for an operation. The
baby died there. How it died, I don't know ... They told me
it was born dead, a baby boy. I stayed at the hospital 15 days,
and then I was sent back to the camp.
None of our other relatives survived, except for my fatherin-law, who died shortly after liberation. Our parents, many
aunts, uncles, cousins, little nephews and nieces who were only
small children, they all died, all of them. The Germans killed
them all. The only reason we were saved was our Spanish citizenship. I had an aunt who was also a Spanish citizen, but we
didn't know ... Poor woman, she could have been saved, but
she was lost too. She was Mrs. Benrubi's mother-in-law. Her
husband, Haim Benrubi, was taken to Baron Hirsch and died
there. He was a saint, a worthy man, who did a lot of good.
He would give envelopes full of money to a delivery 'boy to take
to different people to help them out during the war. But in
the end, he was also caught. He was old, and he died when
he was taken to Baron Hirsch. He left his wife behind, and she
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perished too. I hope you never have to go through this. The
fear We didn't really live our life.
We were at Bergen-Belsen for seven months. The Spanish
embassy made great efforts to have us released, and we were
finally liberated in two stages: we were among the first to
leave, and another group followed. We were taken to Spain,
where we were put up in a hotel, and given spending money
every day. They even paid for our food ... We spent five months
there, until we were sent to Casablanca. It was toward the end
of the war, and the Americans were there. We were asked
where we wanted to go from there. Really, we wanted to go to
Greece, but my father-in-law was ill, so we took him to Israel,
where he died of cancer. When Daniel saw that the Americans
won the war, he decided to learn English, which he did, on his
own. He knew French already and learned Hebrew, after which
he got a position with a bank in Tel-Aviv. The war soon broke
out: the War of Independence. I remember how when the air
raid sirens would go off we used to run to the shelters with
my daughter, Dahlia, who was still very young (born in 1946).
But we had been through worse. In Israel we stayed for ten
years, and returned to Greece in 1955. That is the story, but it's
different just to hear it told. It was terrible, terrible, terrible ...
You can't describe it.
Jeanne and Daniel Gattegno stayed in Greece for the remainder of
their lives, living in Athens, where Daniel became a successful business
owner. Daniel Gattegno passed away in March 1992, and his wife in
December of that same year. They are survived by a daughter, a sonin-law, and two grandchildren, in whom they have instilled their love
for life, insatiable thirst for knowledge, and genuine concern for others.
This story was narrated to Moses Alisech, their grandson, in September
1989.

The Story of Hella 1(o:ono

I was born in 1906 in Carlsbad, a resort in Czechoslovakia
which used to be part of Germany. There are three such resorts
there: Marienbad, Franzesbad, and Carlsbad. Now they have
Czech names. In 1925, I got married and went to Salonica. In
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1941, the occupation took place. The Germans would go into
people's homes to steal things, and eventually began to look
for homes for their officers. There was this wiseguy named
Tsofas: his mother was German, his father Greek, and they
had a pharmacy down the street. His mother was a known
Hitler admirer. There was a small German community here, so
word would get around about where everyone stood politically.
Nobody knew I was Jewish though; I wouldn't wear a star, and
my hair was blond. One day I happened to see Tsofas riding
down Koromila Street in a jeep, along with two German officers.
When they approached, I said in Greek: "You'd better watch it
because I'll come down and beat you worse than anyone has before
if I hear you turned in any Jews." I told him this because I had
seen him pointing here and there. I then turned to the German
and asked, "Captain, may I be of any assistance to you?" "Ah,"
he said, "you speak German!" Tsofas, on the contrary, knew
very little German. "We are looking for homes that will be used
as a residence by officers of the German army," the German
explained. "And what do you need him [Tsofas} for? Maybe
I can spare a room, but I wouldn't want too young of an officer
in my home: I have a 12-year-old son and a 14-year-old daughter, and I wouldn't want someone bringing women around,"
I answered. He said he had someone in mind, and would send
him over that afternoon. I don't know how it had come to me,
it was a spur-of-the-moment decision. I knew what had happened to the Jews in my homeland. So, he put a sign on the
door: "Occupied."
That afternoon a soldier came and asked for the colonel's
room; he was the colonel's adjutant. When he asked me how
I knew his rank, I told him that my father had also been an
officer in the Austrian army: a colonel. He told me to empty
the colonel's suitcase, but I replied, "I am Hella Kounio, not
a maid." As he opened the suitcase I saw a machinegun; having realized he was a commissar of the Geheime Feld Polizei,
I kicked myself for having made the offer. The day after that,
the colonel himself came—he was tall like a giant—and introduced
himself. I did the same, and added, "I have to tell you something, Herr Kommissar. I am Jewish." His answer was: "I
don't care; I hope we will become good friends." He then asked,
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"Do you have a radio ?" to which I responded, "No, I had a
very nice one, a Phillips, but it was taken away from us." "I
will take care of that," he promised. Soon afterward, we were
hearing about Auschwitz on the radio. We could pick up England,
and there would be transmissions in many languages: Spanish,
English, French, German. My father, being from Czechoslovakia, said that it was all English propaganda, that it couldn't
be possible. There was something about it all that didn't seem
right. But the German was very polite. He went to work every
day, and never mentioned anything about us being Jewish.
One day, there was a round-up in the street, and they took
away many people. My husband, Salvator, was among them.
The round-up was not far from our store, on Venizelou Street.
Salvator was taken on the way to the shop. I had stayed home
that morning to take care of our two children, and our cashier,
who was Jewish, called to tell me about. Word got around that
they had all been taken to Ilissia, the movie theater, near Aristotelous Square. I went there and saw two soldiers of the
Feldgendarmerie. I asked where the people they were holding
were from. "They are Communists from Venizelou Street," they
said. "And who gave the order to round them up ?" I asked.
"The commandant." The commandant was where the Goethe
Institute is today, on Nikis Avenue, on the fourth floor. I went
there, and spoke to the officer in German: "I cannot understand why you would take my husband away. He was on his
way from the bank to our store, and was taken away. He is not
a Communist, and never was one." "Where are you from?" he
asked. "Carlsbad." "Ah, Carlsbad ... Deutschland ?" "Deutschland." And it was true. So he called two soldiers, and told them
to go with me to free my husband. They went in and called
out, "Salvator Kounio," and poor Salvator came forward, white
as a ghost. "Come," I told Salvator, "let's go to the store; walk
and don't say anything, even the trees have ears here. Then you
will go home and you will not go to work for two or three days.
I will go in your place."
After the summer of '42 the order came out that we had
to wear a star. I told Salvator I was not going to wear it. "And
what are you going to do ?" he asked. "I'll keep it in my coat
pocket. If we're together, I will wear it. If I'm walking alone,
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I will definitely not." In February 1943, a relative named Misrachi asked me to come to his house. I did, and there I saw
Germans in a strange uniform that I had never seen before.
They were members of the Schutzpolizei—Schupo, they called
it. "Hella," he said, "they want to kick me out of my house."
So I turned to a soldier: "What is going on here?" He said,
"We must have this Jew's apartment." And I said, "I'm Jewish
myself." "And where is your star?" he asked. "In my pocket;
it's too hot today. That man there has a wife and four children.
What do you expect him to do? He's sick. He can't even pick
up a handkerchief," I answered. "You must speak to the officer,"
he said. When the officer saw me, he exclaimed, "Hella Levy,
don't you recognize me? So you no longer remember me? I am
Uncle Max." "Uncle Max! What are you doing in that uniform?"
He was the uncle of a friend from high school. He had a farm
in Czechoslovakia, where we spent four weeks every summer
at the time. I really hadn't recognized him. He said, "We are
Schutzpolizei. Making sure that no harm comes to the Jews."
"What, you changed your policy ?" I asked. He said he would
have to send the family to another house nearby. He asked me
where I lived, and said, "Look, they will take your house away
from you; look for another or you will be left without a home.
When it gets dark, I will come by and see you." Indeed he did.
He saw Salvator and told him: "Salvator, get out of here.
Take the two kids and go to Athens. Leave Hella here; she
knows how to take care of everything and she can manage on
her own." Shortly after there was a mailman who came to the
store and said, "Mr. Salvator, come with me and I will take
you and your kids to my mother's. Mrs. Hella will come on
her own." Don't forget that I knew German perfectly and I
also had blond hair. But he wouldn't leave me behind.
Soon it was our turn to be taken to Baron Hirsch, where
the railway station was. We arrived one afternoon, and two
days later, at four o'clock in the morning, we were taken to
the station. Uncle Max came to the station that morning, going
from one car to the next shouting my name. I shouted back at
him from that small window cattle cars have. "Why didn't you
listen to me?" he yelled. "Now it is too late and I can't do
anything for you!" He said something to the commandant of
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the transport: I don't know what, but it must have been something good, because every time the train stopped, they took
Salvator off the train, gave him German food and had him
make lists of people in every car. And when we arrived in
Auschwitz, the Transportfiihrer told us to stay on the side, separating us from the other groups of people. My daughter, Erika,
had her sixteenth birthday the day we got to Auschwitz; my
son, Heinz, was 15 months younger, but tall. "You know, Hella,"
Salvator said, "we will not come out of this place alive." At
that point, I started singing an old German military song. Suddenly, I felt a hand on my shoulder. "How did you learn that
song?" "The same way you learned it: my mother and father
taught me." He pointed to my husband, my son, and my daughter: "Do they speak German?" "Yes." "What other languages?"
"English, French, Italian, and Spanish. The children do too, while
my husband also knows Turkish." Thank God he didn't notice
that Salvator was limping; one of his legs was eleven centimeters shorter. He called someone and told him, "The two
men: Auschwitz I, translators. The two women: Auschwitz,
records." That saved us. We didn't go to Birkenau. For the whole
time we were there, we were posted at the political administration of the camp.
By coincidence, right across from the office I was in was
the place where Salvator's kommando worked. A barbed-wire
fence is all there was in between. The other girls who worked
with me were from Berlin, and we became friends from the very
first night. One of them said to me, "Oh, what beautiful hair
you have! Do you have a comb ?" I said I had nothing, and at
eleven o'clock that night she secretly gave me a comb. She had
no hair at all: she had lost it all because of typhus. I lost mine
too, when I got typhus. In the morning an SS woman came and
gave us clean clothes, telling us that we'd be put to work the
next day. One girl came and told me that my husband and son
were translators, but soon they would get a real job, because
that of a translator was not permanent. Salvator soon got a job
at the warehouse with the striped uniforms for the inmates,
while my son would mend socks and sew buttons and so on.
I worked at records, handling the files of the dead, while my
daughter worked across the hall from me. The list would come
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from the various hospitals, including the names of the dead,
the time and cause of death. Everyone had a card with their
name on it; I would take the card and then go over to the records,
put a cross on the card, and write the time and cause of death
on it. Of course no one really knew the exact time, so I put
down whatever I wanted. If the deceased was a Jew, that would
be indicated on the record. If he/she was a Christian, especially
a German, they would write a typical letter notifying the family
of the deceased, asking for 10RM in order to ship them the
ashes of the deceased. Of course, who knows whose ashes they
sent out. It was quite a scam, wasn't it?
A terrible thing was the witnessing of the arrival of word
from Berlin to send masses of people to the gas chambers. There
was a teletype in the other room, so one day we saw a telex that
came in from Berlin, ordering "special treatment" for 3,000
men and 3,000 women. They had a roll call, and the director
of the women's camp (a wild animal, she was), picked out those
who would go to the gas. They didn't need to look awful: if
they were not standing straight, or their clothes were dirty, they
were chosen. The same took place at the men's camp. We got
the lists of those who would go to the crematorium, and we
looked the names up. For example, the list read "Hella Kounio,
born Levy. Mother: Theresa, born Fink. Father: Ernst." If it
was a Jew, then off to the gas. If the mother (and not the
father) was a Christian, we would write it on the list. That way
they had a chance to be spared. Usually they would be taken to
another camp—not that things were necessarily any better there,
but at least there were no gas chambers. Instead many died of
hunger, typhus, or hard labor.
We were given cards to fill out and send home, telling
everyone that we are well. But I knew what to write: I wrote
to Vital Kounio, a relative who was hiding in Athens: "Salvatorina, Hansita, Erika, and I are well. We are with Aunt Peina
[hunger] and Uncle Tromos [terror)." And on another card:
"I heard you were planning to move. I advise you to stay with
Theresa and Myriam because the climate is not good at the
place you want to go to." Since we worked at the political administration, every three months we were allowed to send a
card. Of course we had to write everything in German. I also
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had a cousin in Munich, and retained contact with her. Her
father was Jewish but her mother was Christian. What they
say about people born of Christian mothers being treated better
usually is not true, but in my cousin's case, it saved her—she
was never sent to camp. Her mother was smart: she said, "I
didn't have this child with the Jew; I had a Christian lover, and
when I got pregnant I married the Jew to cover things up." And
the irony is that my cousin looks incredibly like her father. Her
father was killed.
One day an officer came to the office and told us to
find German and Polish prostitutes in the records. A supervisor then came in and asked me, "What are you doing here?
You only work on dead people." "No, now I'm working on
whores!" I retorted. So we picked out 20 Germans and 10
Poles. When I turned the files in, and asked what they
wanted them for, I was told they would open a bordello. They
used the place in Auschwitz where they now have the archives.
There were even small windows so the SS could see what
went on inside. And established it was: every day the girls would
go dressed in fancy robes. At that time, four Jewish girls got
ahold of some corsets and used them to hide small quantities of
explosives every night on their way back from work. They
worked at Bayer, which now makes aspirins, but then made
bombshells. The girls were later hanged' for what they did. It
was through the prostitutes that the explosives were passed over
to the men's camp, and then smuggled to the crematorium using
them in the revolt to blow it up. We resisted in our own way .. .
We did what we could.
In January 1945, word got around that the camp would be
evacuated because the Russians were coming. So they took all
the inmates and moved them to Germany—those were the terrible
death marches. We were on the last transport, since before we
left we had to burn the documents. If one goes to the Auschwitz
museum today, one may see the documents that we set on fire—
but we placed them in such a way that only the edges were
burned and the rest was spared. In order to avoid being caught
by the Russians, we walked 10 kilometers every day in 20 degrees
below zero temperature without clothes and shoes. We were taken
to Germany, near Breslau, where there was still railway service,
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put in open railway cars, and taken even further away. During the
marches though, we wore wooden shoes without socks and couldn't
walk. And if anyone stopped at the side of the road, an SS officer
would come to shoot them from behind. For four days and four
nights we marched. We who were from the political administration were treated better, we didn't have extra food or anything,
but the most abuse we would get was verbal, telling us to
march faster. The men went to Grossrosen, while we ended up
in a women's camp not too far from Berlin. It was terrible. We
stayed there for a few days. There were 2,000 inmates in the
barracks sleeping on top of each other, without blankets or
food ... Hunger was rampant in that camp; not even the Germans had anything, so we couldn't even steal food. There were
some who couldn't walk and hopped around instead. What we
heard was that the Germans had performed experiments on them,
cutting the muscles of their feet.
One day, we went to cut some wood. We were five girls
from Greece: my daughter, myself, and three others, no longer
escorted by the SS, but by the Wehrmacht instead. They were all
old men. So, I told the others that we should steal something
from the storage rooms and escape into the woods. When we
left the other inmates to escape into the woods we were wearing
gray clothes with white scarves on our heads, just like the
Volksdeutsch. I remember it as if it happened yesterday. We
saw that the soldiers were beginning to break ranks, so we
figured we'd run away ourselves—what worse could happen to
us ? I told the others not to say a word, and pretend to be
workers returning from Prussia. We walked for six days until
we reached a hill on top of which we saw many people. There
was a building from which men were coming out of. We didn't
know who they were, so we kept away that night and slept nearby. The morning after, we saw soldiers. They were not Germans—they had British and French uniforms on, so I approached
them. Former prisoners of war, they were Americans, British,
French, and Yugoslays. They gave us uniforms which said KGF
[POW) to wear, as well as food ... For three or four days we
slept right there on the ground. On the fourth day, we saw a
man dancing around pronouncing that the Germans were gone.
So we stayed there, and shared what the prisoners of war had.
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One day, a 17- or 18-year-old kid, a Russian soldier, carne
over and asked me: "Amerikanski?" "Nyet, Grietski." He didn't
know what that was. I don't know how it came to me, but I
showed him the number on my arm. "Oswiecim?" "Oswiecim."
We all went to stay at the now empty house of a priest, all
together about 20 people. Three days later the Russian Kommisar
told us we would have to go to Odessa. I refused to go, and
so he said that we would then have to go over to the American
sector. In the meantime, because we had eaten a little more than
usual, we all had diarrhea. We were 45 kilometers away from
the line that separated the two sectors; eventually, we got there.
From there we were told to move on to the British zone. On
our way there, we saw a forest of oak trees, with green and
very beautiful leaves. It was springtime, and Erika asked if we
could go through there, just the two of us, to enjoy the place.
But as soon as we got there we froze: Under every tree there
was a concentration camp inmate, face on the ground, with a
bullet hole on the back of the head. Erika and I turned each
of the bodies around to see if my husband and son were among
them. We didn't find them, but it was still such a shock. Can
you imagine, the beautiful green trees and an inmate's corpse
under every tree? We went on to reach what had previously
been a camp for prisoners of war, where we stayed for another
15 days.
After all that, we were finally on our way home. But when
we got as far as Belgrade on the train, I realized I had a fever.
The rail cars had no window panels and so I had become ill.
I ended up staying at the hospital in Belgrade. From there,
I traveled to Florina. It was very cold; I was met by the chief
of police who took me home and then called my son and husband
to tell them I was there. There was enough food for me, he
told them, but as soon, as the roads cleared, they should send
some warmer clothes. And that was the end.
Hella Kauai°, her husband, and two children all returned to
Salonica, where they lived for many years operating the landmark Kowa lc
photo shop that they had owned before the war. At the age of 91, Hella
still possesses that remarkable spirit and enthusiasm that have always
impressed those who ever met her. Her story was narrated to Moses
Altsech in July 1989.
-
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The Story of Sam Profetas

I was born in Salonica in 1914. My father died when I was
two months old, so my mother had to work at various houses
as a cleaning woman. We lived near the factory at Rezi-Vardar,
which was then under construction. I went to school up to the
fourth grade. In the mornings I went to school and in the evenings I worked as an assistant at a grocery store. Later I began
selling candy and chocolates at movie theaters. I remember that
I worked for the first time at the "Splendid," which was in
Vardari, at the location where the "Ilion" movie theater is now.
In 1928 I got a job at the "Attikon," which is also in Vardari,
as an assistant operator. I worked there continuously until the
Germans got us, with an interruption in 1935 when I served in
the army. During the occupation there were only a few movie
theaters operating, playing only Italian and German films. The
rest operated as stage theaters, hosting various theatrical companies from Athens. At the "Attikon" we had the memorable
Spiropoulos, of the well-known trio, Assimakopoulos, Spiropoulos, Papadoukas. In his company he had Rouli Stoliga, Vassili
Avlonitis, Christina Hatakalou, etc. We who used to work at
the movie theater stayed on to do the work involved with
running a regular theater. I worked as a steward, an usher, and
a prompter. As of February 1943 all the Jews were required to
wear a yellow star, and as of the beginning of March we were
prohibited from exiting the ghetto. But, since I still had to make
a living, I used to sneak out at night and go to the "Attikon,
not wearing the yellow star, of course. This lasted for about
a week.
In the meantime, as of March 15, 1943, the first transports
of Jews from Salonica left for Poland. Of course we did not
even suspect what was in store for us. Spiropoulos tried to persuade me to escape to Athens. He said he had a way of getting
me a fake identification card, and insisted that all this was not
going to have a happy ending. I thanked him and answered that
I would think about it. But that same night I was caught by the
Germans for not wearing the yellow star and held at Pavlou
Mela Street, but I managed to escape after half an hour, taking
advantage of the commotion there. I went back to the "Attikon,"
where I learned that the Germans had rounded up the people
"
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from the Rezi-Vardar area, where my mother and sisters lived,
and had taken them to Baron Hirsch (where the ailway station
was), near the old station that had been turned into a camp.
Spiropoulos then asked me what I intended to do, and I answered:
"Thank you very much for your offer, but you must consider
that we Jews have two religions; first we believe in our family
and then in God. I cannot leave my mother who struggled hard
all her life to raise us." So I turned myself in at the Baron Hirsch
camp, named after the Austrian-Jewish Baron who built the railway station in the late 1800s. After two or three days we were
taken and shoved into the cattle cars, 80 people in each one,
with a barrel for our bodily functions, and very little food. The
trip lasted eight days. Many old and sick people died during
that trip.
We reached Auschwitz-Birkenau, where we were ordered
to come out, leaving all of our stuff in the railway cars. Then
they separated the old people, the little children, and the women
holding babies. My two sisters, who had gone to help some
friends who were mothers, held children in their arms, so they
were taken, as was my mother, to some trucks nearby. Of course
we did not know then where they were being taken. We later
found out. We were taken to the camp. After putting on striped
uniforms we were marked by a tattoo of a number on the left
arm. My number is 111383. For ten days we were in quarantine.
We asked the kapos, who were Polish or German criminals, when
we would rejoin our relatives. They laughed ironically, showing us the tall chimneys from where smoke constantly came
out, and told us: "That is where your relatives are." At first
we thought they were joking. We could not imagine that they
could be burning people. But gradually we understood that this
was the case. Then our morale declined, and we were unsure
of what our fate would ultimately be.
They started giving us hard work to do. We carried wagons
with dirt, made gravel, opened roads. The food was minimal.
Thus in one week's time one was ready for the oven, because
often, and especially when new transports arrived, they made
selections and exterminated the previous inmates who were exhausted from hard labor. In one of those new transports that
were constantly arriving, I saw a mother holding a baby in her
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arms and holding another child by the hand. The older child
asked, "Mom, where are they taking us ?" She answered, "First
we will take a bath, and then we will meet dad, grandpa, grandma, and the others." I then lifted my eyes towards the sky and
started begging God, saying, "My God, maybe we grownups
are at fault for something and you condemn us, but do make a
miracle happen for these children." I even begged Christ, who
was resurrected, as well as all the Gods of every religion I know
of, even Buddha, to at least save the children. And I said that
if, by any chance, I were to come out of there alive I would
dedicate my life to the children.
Of course one should find ways to survive. Every night at
roll call I heard they were looking for skilled workers. I did not
know enough German to understand what kind of specialties
they were looking for. Despite that, I always raised my hand
hoping to get a lighter job. So one day a German grabbed me
and asked: "Tu bis maler?" (Are you a painter?") "fa," I
answered. "Maier von beraf ?" (A painter by trade?) he asked
again. I didn't quite understand, and I thought he was asking
me if I was from Beirut. I told him, "Nein Berut; Griechenland,
Salonica." Finally a French fellow inmate explained it to me,
and I said I was a professional painter. So the next day I was
taken to Auschwitz, which was a paradise compared to Birkenau,
because there each one of us had their own bed and there were
not 12 people in a bunkbed. After two or three days I was picked,
together with some others, for experiments. I am the only one
who survived.
I went back to my job as a painter. A German kapo got
me and a Polish inmate, and made us paint a wall to see whether
we were experts or not. The Pole started first, and he painted
very well. Then he got off the ladder to go on further. The
kapo stopped him and told him that if he were a professional
painter he should know how to move with the ladder without
getting off. The Pole used as an excuse his lack of strength.
The kapo, however, was not moved and offered him to choose
a punishment; either 50 strokes on the rear or two on the head.
The Pole said, desperately, "Hit me on the head even if it kills
me." So it was. The kapo killed him before my very eyes. It
was my turn. At first I was stunned, but I said to myself that
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I was lost anyway, and in order to save myself I had to have
courage. That is why when the kapo asked me if I was a painter,
I answered "No, I am not, and I don't know why they brought
me here." "And what is your profession?" he asked me. I approached him and told him I was a thief. I did that because
each inmate had a distinctive sign, colored, showing what he
was: e.g., a yellow one for the Jews and a black one for the
criminals. He had a black one, so he was a criminal. Presuming
that he, too, might be a thief, I thought I'd pretend to be a
comrade. Indeed, he rejoiced. "Ah gutt mein freund" (That's
good my friend), he said. And he went on: "Greek, sit near the
window and pretend that you are painting. Only be careful in
case some SS comes by." And it was good to be near him. He
gave me more food and I escaped many selections for the
crematoria.
During that time I had learned a few Polish words. There
was one Polish political prisoner who always said "Greco perdelone" when he saw me. I did not know what that meant. One
day I asked another Pole and he told me it was an insult. I got
angry and asked him to teach me how to swear in Polish. So
when we met the man again and he cursed at me, I swore back
at him in Polish. He laughed and said, "Dobre Greco," and
since that time we became friends. So, one day he told another
Pole, who might have been the one in charge, that he met a
Greek who spoke Polish beautifully. That person in charge seemed
to be impressed by the courage we showed in the war of '40 '41
against the Italians, and considered all of us Greeks to be heroes.
For that reason he told them to bring me one day to their barracks, so that I would tell them how we beat the Italians, and
they would give me food, for they were allowed to receive parcels from home.
Of course at the beginning I was scared I was going to get
beaten up, for I only knew a few Polish words. But I did go,
and when they asked me to speak about the war I asked for
paper and pencil and I drew our frontiers first, then made
drawings representing battle plans, as if I were an officer of
the General Staff. I even drew mountains with Italian tanks
and cannons and us chasing them, some just by throwing stones.
The Poles were thrilled. One gave me a piece of bread and
-
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another a box with Greek Kalamon olives—who knows how
on earth they got that! They didn't eat olives themselves; they
looked like cockroaches to them. As I was eating them they were
laughing. They also gave me two very small tomatoes, the size
of nuts, and asked me how much tomatoes cost per kilo in Greece.
In Poland they said it cost 5-6RM. I answered that in Greece
with that much money one could buy a cartload of tomatoes,
cart and horse included. They laughed again and gave me more
food which I shared with my friends.
These are a few of the memories I have from Auschwitz.
As the Germans saw they were losing the war, they got harsher.
I will never forget one who came every day to beat me up
without any reason, and then left. He was having fun. On January
18, 1945, Auschwitz was evacuated because the Russians were
closing in. They took us to Gleivitz, marching us for two days
at 25 degrees below zero, and executing whoever could not walk.
From there they put us in cattle cars, and split us up into various
camps. I was liberated on May 5, 1945, by American troops at
Gusen II, Austria, which was part of the Mauthausen camp. I
was totally exhausted. I remember that two or three days before we were liberated I managed to get out of the barracks,
trying to find something to eat, and crawled to the yard. I
reached a low stone wall and stayed there, half dead. When the
Americans came and collected the corpses, they thought I was
dead too. But they saw that I still had a pulse and discovered
I was alive. I saw my friends stand over me and cry out, "Wake
up Sammy! We're free! Don't leave us at the last minute!"
They held a Greek flag that they had made from rags they collected here and there, and sang our national anthem: "Hail,
hail oh liberty." I weighed, as they later told me, 28 kilograms.
The Americans treated me for three months with serums and
sterilized blood. When I recovered and got back on my feet,
I was sent for another three months to France, where I fully
recovered. Then I came back to my beloved Greece, kissing its
soil and crying from happiness.
This story is based on excerpts from an interview given to Alberto
Nar, previously published in the Greek literary magazine To Dendro"
in April 1988 (reprinted by kind permission of the editor). The narrative was translated by Moses Altsech. Sam Pro fetas returned to Salonica
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after the war and, after briefly seeking to escape the harsh reality through
alcohol decided to start a new life. He dedicated his life to helping
children, working at the Jewish community center, kindergarten, and
summer camp for many years. He passed away in November 1996, still
affectionately called Thios Sam (Uncle Sam) by the many generations
of children whose lives he touched. Sam Profetas's photograph (by renowned photographer Frederic Brenner) is on permanent display at the
United States National Holocaust Museum in Washington, DC; one of
a mere handful of items related to Greek Jews that the museum chooses
to display.
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Anthropological Constructions of
Greek American Ethnicity
by GEORGIOS ANAGNOSTU*

Introduction

As all of us in Greek American studies find ourselves
"betwixt and between" the "heroic period" in the field (Georgakas 1989) and a future we will struggle to define, we are indeed in an ambiguous state of transition and self-reflection.
We speak about being at the crossroads as we reflect on the
implications of symbolic ethnicity for our sociological explorations of Greek American ethnicity (Kourvetaris 1994; Scourby
1994). We call for theoretical elaboration in our largely descriptive accounts of Greek American communities, as we identify
the theoretical void in ethnographies of white North American
ethnic groups (Patterson 1991). We are in transition, we
proclaim in our books and articles (Psomiades and Scourby
1982), rethinking our discipline (special issue of the Journal of
the Hellenic Diaspora, 1994), seeking new directions (Georgakas and Moskos 1991) while asking in the process—often in
unison with other Greek Americans—who are we? Where are
we going? These are, of course, questions concerning profes*Special thanks to David Horn, Gregory Jusdanis, Vassilis Lambropou-

los, Frank Spaulding, and Sabra Webber for reading versions of this
manuscript and offering valuable suggestions. I am indebted to Artemis
Leontis whose comments opened paths for further inquiry. The outside
readers' remarks helped me clarify a number of points in my argument. I also thank the participants of our Friday meetings: Cynthia
Hohlfelder, Gerasimus Katsan, Artemis Leontis, and Yianna Liatsos,
who asked challenging questions.
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sional identity—questions which acquire an immediate urgency
as our traditional understandings of cultures and communities

as bounded, holistic, and consistent entities are challenged by
the inter-workings of theoretical reconceptualizations and the
realities of an ever-emerging fragmented, transnational world.
We do not operate—of course—in an institutional vacuum.
We have journals which host our work. We hold our own conferences and special sessions in the Modern Greek Studies Association Symposium. We have recently witnessed an explosion
in the number of publications on Greek Americans (see Moskos
1990).' Our reflective stance has helped us identify future research directions of neglected groups and subjects (Georgakas
1989). And we have learned a great deal about the scope and
orientation of our field through the debate on our institutional
identity (Moskos 1990; Georgakas and Moskos 1991; Jusdanis
1991a; Konstantellou 1994).
Yet, anyone surveying the field of Greek American studies
cannot help but notice the conspicuous scarcity of anthropological analysis of Greek America. Indeed, with the notable
exception of Phyllis Pease Chock, who has consistently presented her work in major anthropological journals and publications, anthropologists in general have only sporadically contributed to the ethnography of Greek America? Thus, my aim
in this paper is to initiate an interdisciplinary approach which
incorporates anthropology into wider discussions on Greek
American ethnicity. I start my inquiry by undertaking a review
of major sociological theories of American ethnicity in order
to discuss their assumptions as they are revealed by anthropological criticism. Noting the lessons we can draw from such an
approach, I discuss the theoretical assumptions in ethnographic
representations of Greek Americans. In the process, I note the
contributions of these accounts towards our understanding of
Greek American ethnicity, and I point out limitations of the
research methodologies. I conclude the essay by outlining future
research directions and posing a number of questions regarding
our critical role as scholars of Greek and Greek American
studies and as anthropologists of Greek America.
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Sociological Approaches to Ethnicity

We are all well-versed with the various paradigms which
have traditionally addressed ethnicity in the United States:
assimilation and its model of a linear transformation of the
ethnic to the assimilated American (Gordon 1964); new
ethnicity or cultural pluralism (in their various guises as
primordialism, revivalism, 3 and politicization of identity), explaining the "Unmeltable Ethnic" (Novak 1971) in terms of
primordial sentiments, revitalization movements, and sociopolitical interests, respectively; 4 Symbolic ethnicity, the popular
notion of "feeling ethnic" rather than being one (Gans 1979),
involving the celebratory, symbolic identification of the individual
with selective aspects of his ethnic heritage. Carrying no social
costs, and necessitating no commitment to ethnic ties, the symbolic adoption of "white" ethnicity becomes a social role, a
lifestyle mediating the American dilemma between individualism
and community (Waters 1990).
We are equally well-versed in the conventional criticisms
of these theoretical approaches (see Thompson's "ethnography
of theory" 1989) : the charge that the notion of "inevitable
assimilation" failed to explain ethnic and racial stratification
and subsequnetly differential structural assimilation (Thompson
1989); the understanding of ethnic identity as a social and
political construct rather than an expression of ethnic genes;
the charge that "ethnicity as interest" is a par excellence application of reductive functionalism; the realization that the
neo-Marxist understanding of ethnicity in terms of ethnic and
racial stratification (Thompson 1989) fails to take into account
the operation of ethnic identity among socioeconomically mobile
groups.
The criticism of these approaches has taken yet an additional twist, as sceptical anthropologists have examined scholarly discourses as cultural "artifacts." Treating theories as data
for cultural analysis, rather than arguments explaining ethnic
phenomena, this reflective stance has produced the realization
that what we perceive as "theories of ethnicity" constitute,
instead, a redaction of native discourse on ethnicity. Thus, Chock
(1989, 163) has convincingly demonstrated that in explaining
ethnicity in terms of interests, mobility, and success, Glazer
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and Moynihan's influential Beyond the Melting Pot (1970)
"appropriated and transformed by redaction the American success
story myth." It appropriated a native discourse which at the
time framed ethnicity in terms of success and interests, and
transformed it by disregarding the moral ambiguities and contradictions embedded in the stories told by native informants.
By positing the success story as a theory of ethnicity, Glazer
and Moynihan's text then "canonizes a certain version of an
American myth" (178). The telling of the stories, on the other
hand, reveals a more polysemic reality. For example, as Greek
American individuals struggled to narrate their mother's success
story to the anthropologist, they were obliged to confront her
harsh treatment by a husband who, economically successful,
exercised his power "to change people into things" (173).
"Success" in one domain brings with it "failure" in others. The
lessons we draw from this critique speak directly to our task
as social analysts. Instead of extracting "bits and pieces" from
native discourse to construct theories reifying ethnicity, we should
take into consideration the ambiguities and nuances of social
discourse. Instead of addressing mobility, interest, and ethnic
success as the solutions to explain ethnicity, we should treat
them as an analytic problem—ask why the "natives" speak about
themselves the way they speak. There is also a political implication in our scholarly constructions of ethnicity. By casting
ethnicity in terms of interest (see also Glazer and Moynihan
1975), Beyond the Melting Pot homogenizes ethnic differences.
Being "substitutable and interchangeable," interests direct the
discourse on ethnicity away from "real" social differences and
towards socioeconomic operations within a competing exchange
system, while situating ethnic groups in a homogeneous "landscape that contains them all" (Chock 1989, 177). 5
Anthropological Approaches to Greek American Ethnicity

Momentarily leaving aside the anthropological critiques of
sociological paradigms—I will shortly return to this issue to
address critiques of "symbolic ethnicity"—I now turn my attention
to anthropological attempts to theorize ethnic groups and ethnic
difference. My review focuses on ethnographic representation of
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Greek Americans and what it reveals, since it illustrates the
power of our theoretical orientations to shape our thinking
about ethnicity. Thus, the '70s and the '80s are dominated by
the question of whether ethnic distinctiveness is articulated in
some kind of cultural content or is situationally constructed
through social boundaries. The short-lived notion of ethnic
culture as an autonomous symbolic system abstracted from its
social context is superseded in the '80s by a discourse-centered
approach which privileges the analysis of talk to comment on
meanings associated with Greek American ethnicity. Finally,
the '90s witness an effort to synthesize the discourse-centered
approach with the Foucauldian understandings of discourse and
power. I address each approach in some detail below.
Barth's (1967) insight that ethnic groups acquire relevance
through interaction has been instrumental in informing anthropological research on ethnicity. It has redirected understandings
of ethnicity away from the definition of ethnic groups on the
basis of observable sociocultural traits towards the situational
construction of socially relevant criteria which communicate
group membership.° As research in the Houston Greek American
community has shown, social boundaries are context specific
and may form hierarchical zones of group inclusion. Thus,
while criteria for group membership include Greek descent and
community participation, "church [membership] is the single
most defining [attribute) of the ethnic group's social boundaries"
(Collins 1976, 344).
In addition to pointing to the ethno-religious nature of
Greek American identity (see Kourvetaris 1990; Jusdanis 1991a),
this Barthian application contributes to the understanding of
ethnicity as a dynamic, ever-changing phenomenon, rather than
as an articulation of a static sociocultural "content?' I should
emphasize, however, that while reflection on boundary construction constitutes a useful analytical tool, it risks the danger
of reifying ethnicity—particularly the notion of the group's
"most basic identity"—by ignoring the multiple discourses on
what constitutes ethnic identity and the power dynamics negotiated within an ethnic group.
In reaction to Barth's (1969, 15) inattention to the "cultural stuff [the group] encloses," the necessity of positing a
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common culture as the defining feature of an ethnic group
has been argued in the case of a Greek American community.
Here it is proposed that Greek American "behavior is ultimately
regulated by philotomo Esic) which is interwoven into the overarching concept of self-family-community" (Kunkelman 1990,
179). As a moral value denoting context-specific social worth
and involving conformity to a cultural model, philotimo 8 according to Kunkelman is a "fundamentally ethnic" moral code
which involves individual success, family values, and commitment to the community's welfare. The public enactment of
philotimo activates a network of interlocking relationships between individuals and institutions contributing to an "effectively
functioning cultural system" (180). Resonating Campbell's
(1964) socio-functional discussion of the Sarakatsani society in
terms of honor and shame, the evocation of philotimo as the
organizing and cementing value of an ethnic community forwards the notion of a coherent and homogenous Greek American culture.' Yet, the limitations of such an approach become
apparent once we observe that it brackets issues relevant to our
understanding of Greek American communities concerning the
relationship between culture and power, cultural inconsistencies,
contradictions, cultural change, and the existence of multiple,
often competing, discourses on the definition of social realities
(Dirks et. al. 1994).
The approach to culture as a coherent "symbolic system"
characterizes early symbolic studies of Greek American ethnicity.
Redirecting studies of ethnicity away from the socio-functional
orientation toward an anthropology of symbols and meanings,
this approach identifies a number of symbolic oppositions which
organize the Greek American cultural system (Chock 1974).
Here, spiritual kinship is treated as a system consisting of pairs
of symbolic oppositions which are analyzed in terms of contrast
and symbolic transformations. For example, the key symbols
of spiritual kinship (respect, eternity, spirit, and birth) are
identified and are subsequently interrelated with key symbols
in the domains of consanguineal and affinal kinship. Thus,
respect (the symbol of spiritual kinship) and affinal love (the
symbol of affinal kinship) are treated as structurally equivalent,
linking the domains of spiritual and affinal kinship which are
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further related through the symbol of spirituality. Spiritual
kinship is a fundamental concept in understanding Greek
American identity, Chock (1974, 33) suggests, claiming that
the. "symbols of spiritual kinship are also in some fundamental
sense symbols of being Greek American."
In their criticism of this branch of symbolic anthropology,
both the American interpretive and the British symbolic schools
join forces to charge that this paradigm posits a radical separation between cognitive classifications and social action. This
"cognitive pastoralism" (Turner 1975) abstracts from the ambiguities, contradictions, and lived-in realities of social life to
construct an ideal model of beliefs, norms, and values. (Geertz
1973, 17). Moreover, this type of analysis views cultures as
autonomous domains, "as 'systems of symbols and meanings'
essentially unconditioned by material, social, and political processes, and . . . [abstracts] • . . cultural change from political or
social relations, particularly relations of inequality, domination
and exploitation" (Turner 1993, 415).
If the construction of elaborate cognitive classifications
endows cultural systems with a static, normative homogeneity,
a discourse-centered cultural analysis enables the analyst to
identify contradictory beliefs and values within a cultural system. Emphasizing that the social world is constituted through
meanings produced in talk, and observing that "much of [the
American) middle-class life is performed as talk" (Chock 1987,
348), cultural analysts focus on how tropes of speaking negotiate
meanings on ethnicity. Thus, irony constitutes one trope Greek
Americans evoke in their conversations to doubt monolithic
characterizations of the meaning of Greek American and to
challenge stereotypical ethnic classifications. Irony appears in
Greek American stories as the telling of family stories (stories
about relations of obligation, dependence, and debt) contradicts
previously told success stories (stories about an individual),
thus challenging the universality of the American success myth.
Assuming trickster-like qualities, ironists "see contradictions and
use them" (Chock 1986a, 90), consciously or unconsciously
warning the social theorist against the reifications of ethnicity.
An anthropology of ethnicity which focuses on irony, Phylis
Chock suggests, recovers those perspectives usually obscured
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by dominant cultural representations, and it undermines the
ideology promoted by hegemonic narratives (success myth).
More recently, as a part of a project which seeks to incorporate
constructions of inequality into the analysis of cultural systems
(Yanagisako and Delaney 1995), the discourse-centered approach examines how gender hierarchies are embedded in Greek
American storytelling. Viewed as a site where the relations
between gender and citizenship are "reproduced, contested and
sometimes transformed" (Chock 1995, 252), storytelling constitutes a gender-related discourse which may naturalize or
challenge gender inequalities. Success stories told by males, for
example, depict women as less successful in economic life, and
as a result, less American. Often releasing feelings of anger
and resentment, the telling of the stories by women, on the
other hand, points toward another success model, the understanding of women's work in terms of good citizenship. Here
women's narratives disrupt, one may even say invert, the (male)
naturalization of the gender-citizenship relationship.
Focus on tropes as the object of cultural analysis enables
the analyst to discuss discourse as an identity-constituting process. Building on an indigenous understanding of ethnic identity
as an inherent part of the Greek American "person," this approach points to the operation of discourse tropes through
which Greek Americans explore questions of identity. The "outside [non-Greek American) wife" constitutes such a trope, providing a paradigmatic model of ethnic identity for the divided
Greek American self. As this self ponders which Greek parts
of itself are "worth" retaining—thus engaging in an ideology
of ethnic identity—the outside wife's ability to fashion a Greek
American identity by mastering the social practices of the ethnic
group ("speech, cooking and rituals"), provides lessons for
the divided self. Not only does it cast ethnicity in terms of individual accomplishment—through the "successful" adoption of
ethnic markets—but it also demonstrates that one can choose
among "ethnic things," thus presenting "hope for the divided
self's mastering of choice" (Chock 1986b, 195). This is an
American discourse, as the "divided self ... turns the act of
choosing from among many possibilities, each marked as distinctively Greek, into an affirmation of being an American....
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The divided self in choosing becomes the quintessential American, modeled ironically after the quintessential Greek—the outsider wife" (Chock 1986b, 195-196).
This analysis of identity construction through discourse
constitutes a focal point around which cultural analysts launch
their critique of symbolic ethnicity (Chock 1986a; Chock 1989).
While cultural analysis problematizes the category "person," exploring how symbols of cultural domains operate in identityconstituting discourses, proponents of symbolic ethnicity ignore
the processes involved in the construction of this category. Symbolic ethnicity does not problematize identity construction, treating ethnic identity as role behavior, as a personal lifestyle activated either for nostalgic or sociopsychological reasons (voluntary association mediating the American dilemma between individualism and community involvement) (Waters 1990).
Moreover, noting the absence of social referents associated with
"white ethnicity," the paradigm posts the operation of symbolic ethnicity as an articulation of "empty—devoid of social
content—symbols." In doing so, symbolic ethnicity ignores the
manner by which ethnicity is articulated in discourse, the way
by which ethnic operators create meaning—and constitute social
worlds—in everyday talk.
Useful as it may be, the discourse-centered approach does
not carry out its paradigmatic promise, namely to "preserve the
unity of saying and doing" (Chock and Wyman 1986, 20). We
learn a great deal about verbal evocation of meanings but very
little on how these meanings are negotiated in social life. Furthermore, it is noteworthy that cultural analysis has rarely extended beyond the level of individual symbols and tropes (see
also Turner 1993). If everyday talk constitutes ethnic identities,
what are the wider discourses informing the saying—and doing—
of the informants? If informants delve into memory to speak
about their family stories in interview material collected in the
'60s (the discourse analysis discussed in this paper bases its
analysis on fieldwork conducted in the late '60s), who produces
ethnic memory in the '90s ?
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Towards an Anthropology of Greek America:
A Programmatic Statement

This review illustrates the value of anthropology in making explicit issues regarding boundary construction, the situatedness and the ambiguity involved in the construction of individual identity, and the reproduction of gender asymmetries
in everyday discourse. One can imagine additional insights gained
by accounts addressing how Greek Americans negotiate larger
institutional discourses or the poetic evocation of Greek American practices. Activated under the rubric of practice anthropology (see Ortner 1984), the former approach will have to
wrestle with the serious methodological problem of the actors'
intentionality. Performed within the postmodern sensitivity to
indeterminacy, specificity of context, and multivocality, the latter
approach will sharpen its critical edge once it matches its attention to textuality with an equal concern with issues of
politics and power.
In the pursuit of outlining a broader role for an anthropology of Greek America and Greek American studies in
general, our sister field—allow me the kinship metaphor here—
can teach us valuable lessons. As cultural critics have demonstrated the value of studying modern Greek material to expose
the Eurocentric assumptions of the institution of literary criticism
(Jusdanis 1991b) and anthropologists working in Athens have
effectively undermined the customary anthropological dichotomization between Self and Other (Panourgia 1995), to mention only two recent examples, we can similarly ask what the
analysis of Greek America contributes to our critical thinking of
ethnicity, diaspora, and pdstmodernity in the United States.
We can initiate such a critical project by mapping the terrain comprising Greek America, locating and identifying its
social spaces, institutions, and discourses." In this search we
may benefit by combining the ethnographic attention to particular localities with insights offered by developments in critical theory. This methodological strategy can be productively employed in
order to 1) examine the construction of Greek America through
relationships—relationships between state and ethnicity, discourses and institutions, the local and the transnational; 2) ad70
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dress the role of contemporary institutions in cultural productions in public events such as the Greek festival; 3) adopt a
genealogical study of Greek America to identify the enabling
effects of institutions and discourses on the articulation of particular aspects of Greek American ethnicity; 4) situate Greek
America in a comparative framework and juxtapose its historical
transformations with the Jewish (Sacks 1994) and Irish cases
by drawing from recent discussions on the social construction of
"whiteness" in the United States (Bendersky 1995; McMillen
1995; Warren 1995). Such a project demands rigorous interdisciplinary work and professional commitment. It necessitates,
and this goes without saying, that we honor our research grants
and solidly contribute to the field.
I could have concluded this essay with the above, rather
optimistic, programmatic statement. Yet, I would like to raise
a set of vexing questions which confront me with an increasing
urgency: What is the role of an anthropologist who is involved
in the study, development, and dissemination of Greek and
Greek American learning and at the same time undertakes ethnographic work in Greek America? 'What is the role of a Greek
anthropologist, like myself, who assumes the role of the ethnographer of a Greek American community, but at the same time
actively participates as a teacher in its Greek language school
and is a member of its cultural organization?, What is the role
of an anthropologist who writes about Greek America, while
finding value and utility to the notion of "cultural activism ?'hl
It is beyond the scope of this commentary to answer these
questions. Yet, as a way of setting up the stage for further inquiry, I would like to situate this problematic within current
developments in the understanding of the role of the anthropologist.
It is a commonplace now among reflective anthropologists
that our traditional role as detached, neutral, disinterested parties is neither intellectually, morally, nor politically sustainable.
We also recognize that we can no longer take seriously the longcherished metaphor of the anthropologist as a child learning
anew a foreign culture. Long justifying the construction of the
Other as anthropological subject, the concept of the anthropologist as child has been exposed as a rhetorical tactic allowAnthropological Constructions of Greek American Ethnicity 71

ing anthropologists "to appear ethically innocent and culturally
invisible" (Rosaldo 1989, 204).
The appearance of ethical innocence and cultural invisibility
brackets the operation of the anthropologist in a field of power
and competing discourses, thus reproducing an ethos of anthropological non-involvement."" Yet, as any anthropologist has not
failed—I am sure—to notice, such an ethos is seriously challenged
by the dynamics of the field situation. While the anthropologist
inquires about culture, the "natives" increasingly seek to draw
him into their own concerns and agendas. The invitation extended to Charles Stewart (1989, 90) to participate in local
efforts to recreate and reenact folklore rituals is but one example
drawn from the ethnography of Greece. Let me also present,
in a rhetorical fashion, some of the questions posed to me
during my association with a Greek American community: Isn't
it true that the anthropologist taught Greek at the university?
Why not join, then, the Greek language school which is in
need of experienced staff ? Isn't it true that the anthropologist
studies Greek culture and society ? Why not accept the invitation, then, as a guest speaker for the community's Greek Independence Day celebration? Isn't true that the anthropologist
studies Greek America? Why not discuss his views on the future
of Greek American institutions? This fieldwork situation compels us to think of ourselves not only as producers of ethnographic texts, but as producers of social discourse in "native"
settings. It raises the issue of intellectual and moral responsibility, the implication of our conscious involvement and the
negotiation of roles meaningful to the people we converse with."
Yet, the scope of the anthropologist's role extends beyond the
mere response to invitations to participate in local institutions
and discourses to include responses against discourses and social
injustices. Anthropologists have long been confronted with livein field situations marked with competing discourses, racism,
exclusionary practices, poverty, exploitation; and they have responded by assuming a wide range of positions. Some reserve
for the anthropologist the role of the myth-teller, the epic poet
who may find his own salvation by writing about the struggles
of others, "of how men wrestle with the problem of being
human, of how people envision a society of love but live in a
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society of hate, of how they conceive of a collective soul but
live in individual cells" (Richardson 1990, 28). Some have
openly addressed their guilt concerning the sharp contrast between their privileged middle-class status and the excruciating
poverty of the people they study (Behar 1993, 239); others,
resigned over the practical utility of the social sciences, have
opted for textually reproducing a collective sense of shame,
which endows with a revolutionary status (Benitez cited in Behar
1993, 225) 14 Anthropologists have also reflected on the relevance
of anthropological writing, underlying its potential utility for
ecological and feminist audiences: "We [anthropologists]
may gain even more by writing for audiences with whom we have
actual relations . . . ecological audiences writing for and participating in the ecology movement; feminist audiences writing
for and participating in the feminist movement" (Sutton 1991,
101). Some have steered away from textual solutions to actively engage in advocacy anthropology, committing themselves
to the side of the people who clash with the state over issues of
local autonomy and self-determination (Myers 1988). Others
locate the contemporary relevance of anthropology in its ability
to reincorporate turn-of-the-century anthropological activism into
a contemporary anthropological praxis committed to democratic
ideals and social justice; in a general, programmatic fashion,
they encourage anthropologists to "discover ways of integrating
intellectual practice with social life" and to bridge the intellectual commitment of the academic with the "affection and
genuine commitment" of the amateur (Grimshaw and Hart
1994, 252-253).
The quest for inventing suitable roles for the anthropologist
has resulted in an anthropological activism which has directed
its energy against social oppression, racial and gender discrimination. And this, undoubtedly, is a noble enterprise. Here, one may
suggest that the mobilization of the anthropologists around the
values of ethnic self-determination, autonomy, and social justice constitute a liberal solution in view of the legitimation crisis
confronting the time-honored anthropological tenet of cultural
relativism. Miles Richardson (1990, 23) captures the current
anthropological aporia: "Once the informant was a man who
fought with Geronimo. Now he is a Saturday drunk in the
.
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white man's jail. How can the ethnographer profess that every
culture has equally valid solutions to the human problems?"
The questions concerning cultural relativism and anthropological
involvement become increasingly acute and urgent as anthropologists turn their ethnographic attention to their own culture.
Loring Danforth's (1989, 290-291) response to the discourse
of the American Firewalking Movement illustrates how particular field situations force the anthropologist to question the
ethos of non-involvement:
I could no longer claim to be the disinterested foreign
ethnographer studying a totally alien and isolated
culture.... Why do I feel the need to distance myself
so strongly from the world of ... the American Firewalking Movement? Perhaps because it is so much
more troubling, so much more threatening to me than
the Anastenaria is. It strikes too close to home. It
forces me to abandon the safety and comfort that my
relativism has provided. I can no longer bracket the
crucial questions I have always refused to address.
Danforth's relinquishing of the "safety and comfort" of
relativism leads him to produce a cultural critique of the American Firewalking Movement. Yet, as is evident from my earlier
discussion, our critical role can extend beyond the production
of critical ethnographic texts—the anthropological writing as
cultural critique (see Marcus and Fischer 1986) —to include an
active anthropological stance. If we agree that our activism makes
a difference, how are we to act? As advocates for communities,
as critical writers or as epic poets, as mobilizers of activist groups,
or as intellectuals ? Are there any additional roles we have
yet to imagine ? It seems to me that this problematic needs to
take into consideration another set of interrelated questions:
What are the criteria for choosing our fieldwork destinations?
What are the reasons for choosing particular anthropological
subjects? How do we envision our relationship with our interlocutors? What are our moral and ethical responsibilities toward the people whose words, gestures, and practices, confessions, trust, and life become centerpieces of our work and
our careers?
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Since anthropologists have turned their ethnographic attention to their own home territories, there has been a structural
shift in the conceptual terrain, vocabulary, and fieldwork requirements associated with the encounter between the Self and the
Other." We can now speak about and practice an anthropology
which centers in dwelling rather than traveling, long-term association rather than extended periodic encounters, mundane
rather than heroic and exotic adventures. Fieldwork conditions
conducive to anthropological activism exist, therefore, in a wide
range of settings, networks, social fields, and communities."
Greek America represents such a field, since its multifaceted
realities crisscross, more-often-than-not, the professional paths
of anthropologists working in the United States. If we agree
with the basic premises of this discussion, then the great task
facing Greek American anthropology is to reflect on how our
multiple roles as academics associated with Greek and Greek
American studies, as ethnographers of Greek America, and as
participants in its institutions, converge to create a place where
our thinking, writing, and acting help illuminate the social
world while at the same time they contribute to its making.
,

NOTES
1 In addition to the contributors to Greek American studies discussed
by Moskos (1990, 188-190), we must add the work of researchers who
have incorporated wider theoretical concerns in discussions of Greek
American historiography (Kalogeras 1992 and 1996), literature (Kalogeras 1990 and 1991), and anthropology (Chock 1987 and 1995).
2Anthropology's neglect of Greek America is intimately connected
with the discipline's traditional focus on the exotic Other and deserves
a monograph in its own right. For such an analysis of the Greek case
and its relationship to anthropological theory, see Herzfeld (1987).
My reference to the anthropologists of Greek America is not to
diminish their contribution to the field. I simply focus on those professional anthropologists who systematically continue to write about Greek
America beyond the dissertation level or an occasionally published ethnographic article. There is a number of anthropological and ethnohistoric dissertations on Greek America which also deserve a study. I am
familiar with the works of Collins (1976), Reimer (1977), and Warnke
(1993); there are many others (see Moskos 1992, 26; Zenelis 1992).
,
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°For a treatment of Greek American ethnicity as a revitalization
movement, see Orso (1979).
4Primordialism is further divided into two subschools: the biological
approach, which views ethnicity as biologically determined ethnic feelings and sentiments (Van de Berhe 1981), and the primordial approach,
which views ethnicity as a type of identity emerging out of affective,
deep-rooted ties (Shils 1957). There is a further qualification in
discussions of primordialism, involving the distinction between the
natives'—rather than the analyst's—definition of ethnicity in terms of
primordial ties (Geertz 1993). It is the primordial nature of ethnic ties
which are posited as the factors attributing to the appeal of the ethnic
over other types of identity (Royce 1982). Opposing the primordialists,
the social constructionists speak about ethnicity as an invented phenomenon (Sollors 1989; Fischer 1986), while emphasizing the need for
the dose study of the socioeconomic and political forces contributing
to its invention (Alonso 1994). I recently came across a study (Banks
1995) which examines American and British anthropological constructions of ethnicity and which exhibits a number of methodological affinities with my present approach.
°For an anthropological application of the notion of ethnic groups
as interest groups competing for resources see Cohen (1974) and
Hannierz (1976).
°Focus on ethnic boundaries has directed attention to the contrastive
construction of ethnicity on the basis of a "we/they" dichotomization
(Cohen 1978). For a discussion of the dissociative process involved in
ethnic identity construction, see Devereux (1975). For a discussion
calling attention to the role of place and space in the construction of
boundaries, see Alfonso (1994). The Barthian framework has been
proved particularly useful in understanding the construction of panethnic
identities. For the case of Asian American panethnicity see Espiritu
(1992).
7The Barthian approach to ethnic groups as forms of social organization has been taken to its logical extreme by Cohen (1974, xxi) who
suggests that the elite business people in London—who are organized
informally for economic purposes—are ethnic, "indeed as 'ethnic' as any
ethnic group can be." The Barthian inattention to the cultural "content"
of an ethnic group has also led to attempts to conceptualise ethnic
groups in terms of some type of shared attributes. Value disengagement,
the pursuit of a particular set of values different from those of the mainstream, has posited as one of those attributes defining ethnicity. According to this understanding of ethnicity, WASPs and intellectuals are
ethnic since they evoke a particular set of values to differentiate themselves from other groups (Aronson 1976). These rather unconventional
conceptualizations of ethnicity are mitigated by Barth's recent attempts
to incorporate a group's history as a part of its definitional attributes
(in Jenkins 1994).
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8 Campbell's (1964) discussion of philotimo is still considered a
classic. Herzfeld (1980) has directed our attention to the polysemic,
context-specific nature of its articulations.
9 For a critical review of ethnographies on Greece see Mitccxcadm
(1993). The positing of a distinct culture as the defining feature of
Greek American ethnicity is a common strategy of creating Otherness.
Sherry Ortner's (1991, 166) observation that "anthropological studies
of the United States have had a chronic tendency to 'ethnicize' the groups
under study, to treat them as so many isolated and exotic tribes" is of
particular relevance here. This general tendency "to 'ethnicize' (the
domestic version of 'orientalizey indicates that "anthropologists studying America have mirrored anthropologists studying other peoples in
this respect" (186).
°Without overlooking the historical dimension, Leontis (1996, 8)
employs the spatial metaphor of networks to evoke "the interconnected
threads of communication, associations, and institutions that comprise
Greek America."
11 In delineating the activist role of scholars cultivating Greek learning in universities, Artemis Leontis (1996, 18) introduces the idea of
"cultural activism" as a mode of action which defines the organic intellectual. Cultural activism "links between the efforts to preserve and
display Greek America and the efforts to cultivate Greek learning.
Cultural activism refers to cultural work that intervenes in the normal
functioning of people's lives . . . One of its goals may be to introduce
a subject or a field of learning to institutions of culture such as museums,
and arts and cultural organizations, schools and universities—where it has
not appeared before."
12 Our informants have been aware of the power dynamics involved
in their encounter with the anthropologist and are certainly suspicious of
our professed ignorance. Here one recalls Herzfeld's (1987, 21) observation: "should the visitor [anthropologist] not be telling them [the
villagers] about such matters [village customs and history] ?" Let's also
not forget that we increasingly find ourselves in fieldwork situations
where all "sorts of scholars" are "present, or at least near by: historians,
economists, philologists, political scientists, sociologists, psychologists,
art fanciers, filmmakers, musicologists, even now and then a philosopher
or two. And journalists, of course, are everywhere" (Geertz 1995, 132),
Enactment of the anthropologist-as-a-child metaphor within such an
ethnographic setting may become at its best a source of embarrassment,
at its worst an exposition of anthropological naivete.
131n contrast to the intended consequences, the unintended consequences of the anthropologist's presence in a community have been
extensively commented on by anthropologists. Rabinow (1977, 19)
proposed the term "doubling of conscioussness" to describe the impact
of the anthropologist's presence on the informant's conceptual world.
He observes that as the informant is exposed to the anthropologist's
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classifications, he is "forced to look at his life in a new way. His world
had new contours...." Cowan (1988, 251) also discusses how the
presence of a prestigious folklorist altered the social conditions surrounding carnival celebrations in a Greek town.
14The following passage is particularly telling: "Ricardo Pozas
doesn't return home satisfied after finishing his admirable biography
of Juan Perez Jolote. He will always feel the pain of the injustice with
which we have treated the Chatnulas.... The social sciences are a profession for erudite people, whose projects are doomed to never be put into
practice. But even so, the ethnographer must accept her destiny, overcome her frustration, and go on researching. At the very least she can
communicate her shame to others, for shame, as is well known, is a
revolutionary sentiment" (Benitez cited in Behar 1993, 225).
15 For a discussion of the reasons for this development, see Hayano
(1979, 99).
16This is not to say that an activist stance is an option exclusively
reserved for those anthropologists working within their own home territories. In its broadcast sense, anthropological activism can be practiced
within the context of transnational organizations, institutions making
policies, and other associations.
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The Intellectual in Greek America
by ARTEMIS LEONTIS

Introduction

In 1994, a set of circumstances led me to step out of my
role as literary scholar into the job of curating a community
exhibit of women's handwork in ColuMbus, Ohio, "Women's
Fabric Arts in Greek America, 1894-1994." I never really wanted
to take on what turned out to be such an absorbing project, but
the vortex of intellectual curiosity drew me onto its centripetal
path. At its center, I found the quiet, domestic space of dwelling.
This was a place of conversation and contemplation. I interviewed 12 women and one man who had volunteered to exhibit
handwork that succeeding waves of immigration had washed
upon these shores. As they recalled the origins and travels
of each handmade piece, they also rehearsed ideas about their
origins, history, and future. Together we found patterns of
movement and settlement, everyday practices that marked the
Greek home as a different kind of place. We were unable, however, to define clearly the limits of a Greek world in America.
For my interlocutors as for myself, this remains an uneven,
amorphous terrain, with a history of tentative beginnings and
occasional dead ends, a present shaped by loose affiliations
connecting diverse constituent elements, and a future that appears uncertain.
After completing the interviews, I returned to my desk,
where I processed notes I had been collecting and organized a
body of writing as printed matter—work I am trained to do.
From there I ventured out to the public spaces where I would
ARTEMIS LtoNns is adjunct professor of modern Greek at Ohio
State University and the author of Topographies of Hellenism:
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negotiate with community leaders, secure funding, set up and
publicize the exhibit, meet the scrutinizing gaze of my collaborators, and face an influx of some 5,000 visitors. Here I
found myself accountable to a public as I had never been before.
I had to give an account, that is to say, not only of my expenses
and of the number of people who viewed the exhibit, but also
of decisions I had made to present my subject one way and not
another. And the crux of the matter is this: my public accountability rested on a supposition that my work fairly represented
the desires and aspirations of Greek America, a claim I would
have disavowed under a multitude of other circumstances. But
in this case I had drawn on the resources of a particular community. I had made an exhibition of its histories and artifacts.
Furthermore, I had included myself in the stories I retold. I was
implicated in my subject. I could not easily disappear behind
the guise of critical distance.
With this project, then, a diversion from scholarly work
where I am normally accountable to like-minded peers who
know me through my publications, I have been forced to reconsider my role as a Greek scholar in the United States. Two limits
of critical inquiry require further reflection. On the one hand,
there are the Greek Americans, a group lacking the visibility
and the "difference" that distinguishes more publicized minorities—African Americans, Asian Americans, Hispanics, women,
and gays—yet which has continued to build separate networks
and institutions. What kind of a social entity is this? On the
other hand, there is the public work of intellectuals. What kind
of accountability do we intellectuals have? To my mind, these
two questions are not unrelated for Greek scholars in the United
States: how we fill our role as intellectuals depends in large
part on how we understand Greek Americans and their institutions; conversely; the place we create for Greek studies depends
largely on how we define our public role vis-a-vis this group.
From Greek Americans to Greek America

No single metaphor captures the Greek presence in America. "Neighborhood" is inaccurate, since Greeks- in this country
are more likely to reside scattered in suburbs than congregated
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in a city neighborhood. "Greek Towns," nostalgic renovations
of onetime Greek strips in major cities, commemorate a 'history
rather than sustain a living present. Perhaps the strongest contender is koindteta 'community.' This is for many the term that
most fully represents the whole of a Greek diaspora. 1 It is a
theme we find, for example, in the lyrics of Dionysis Savopoulos's popular song. As kratesoun of horoi 'Let the dances continue,' which praises koinOtetes of Hellenes round the world for
creating their own galaxia 'galaxy' through their special relationship with a Hellenic past:
Whether through antiquity or Orthodoxy
KoinOtetes of Hellenes create another galaxy.
In this country, koinOteta 'community' (rather than the
Greek term, enoria 'parish') usually names the congregation of
Greeks that establishes and sustains a Greek Orthodox Church.'
The idea of a Greek koinOteta in America extends beyond the
religious community, however, to include other institutions that
may meet in church halls. Certainly it is impossible to comprehend
Greek America without first marking on an imaginary map the
presence and limits of the familiar koinOtetes of people of Greek
descent. During a good part of this century, Greek immigrants
and their offspring have been instituting communities as places
of gathering and mechanisms for preserving a certain way of
life against the erosion of assimilation. These do not usually
stand alone: they are connected to one another through bridges
of kinship, friendship, economic, and political interests. While
the church parishes have administrative centers in the offices
of the religious hierarchy, the communities actually seem to
operate day to day quite independently of this administration's
controls. Furthermore, the lines of communication running
through a vast network of personal, cultural, and professional
affiliations cross—and frequently interfere with—lines radiating from the administrative centers of the religious leadership,
while they meet lines radiating from a variety of other centers.
It seems, however, that one would have to qualify the noun
"community" with the adjective "partial" to describe accurately
the workings of those groups.' Greek Orthodox churches and
The Intellectual in Greek America
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their social halls and classrooms constitute a partially adequate
place of gathering. That is to say, they operate for some Greeks,
for some of the time, for some activities or aspects of social
life, and only in some ways. Peoples' commitments to a particular
community are partial, too, in both senses of not being total and
not being impartial. Meanwhile, their satisfaction is never complete. As Litsa, one of my collaborators, complained, "KoinOteta?
You ask me if there is a community here? What is community ?
If we mean by community that which keeps the Greek language
alive and preserves our heritage, there is no Greek community.
People never really commit themselves to these things."' I should
also add that the koinOtetes are bearers of some but not all the
history of a Greek dispersion in the United States. Although
churches and their halls help us locate important focal points
of interaction in Greek America, nevertheless they are not the
only sites of its presence. They are not fully representative or
all-consuming. That is to say, they are not the only places
where Greek things matter, What is more, they are no longer
places where only things Greek matter. They are no longer
wholly identifiable with a group of immigrants and their offspring or a class of Americans of a certain descent. And they
are not fully dedicated to Greek American interests.
Despite partial commitments, however, Greek communities
today remain tied to the notion of a homogeneous, if dynamic
and changing, ethnic group that shares stories of "the transformation of the ethnic" from immigrant "to the assimilated
American" we call the "Greek American." Yet my recent collaboration to organize the exhibit of women's handwork has led me
to conclude that even the idea of a Greek American ethnic
identity is not as useful for grasping the Greek presence in
America as I once thought.' It had been my habit to rehearse
a history of Greek American struggles and successes as a prelude
to isolating the characteristics of an ethnic group and answering
questions about its identity. As I collected histories and materials
to organize the exhibit in 1994, however, my collaborators moved
me to think not about the identity of Greek Americans but of
the practices and interactions that hold together the delicate, if
resilient, network that is Greek America. 8 Let me explain.
The individuals I interviewed, especially the women closest
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to the circumstances of migration, were surprisingly resistant to
questions of identity, "Who are you?" "What makes you Greek?"
or "Are you Greek or American ?" "Who are the Greek Americans?" Several women brushed these questions off: "America
is a place where I live."' Instead, they spoke about the processes
of exoikeiosis, of making the unfamiliar space of America an
inhabitable place. They found a stable center not in the characteristics that comprised their Greek, American, or Greek American selves, but in an ethos, that is to say, an arena of habituation, that was theirs!'
If there is something I found they share, it is a will to
sustain a changing sameness in the everyday. This is what generated their stories: a resolve to keep alive old materials and
habits from another world." Their narratives are not the familiar
immigrant tales of trial and mastery, but stories of changing
worlds and criss-crossing routes that channel habits otherwise.
Their own modernizing inclinations do not run against their
resolve. For Alexandra, who manages a privately-owned computer software company featured in Mac World, crocheting remains a part of her very modern life, despite its associations
with village women. She crochets,
mou fyghei kamia ora `so as not to lose an hour's
time.' ... It calms me, and I use the time to think; I
feel like I am creating something and that I will have
something to give to my children. I like to crochet because it is portable, it goes everywhere, and it doesn't
require too much concentration. I collect designs from
people, from magazines. I know what my next project
will be. In the villages, everyone crochets. They have
beautiful designs. In the cities, not so. They hire others
to crochet for them, and they pay for everything by the
piece!

The effort to convey certain habits and to maintain an
equilibrium in the household of a changed life, however, is not
as easy as transporting a crochet project. Several women measured
their own competence against older ways of doing the little
things and found themselves lacking. Evgenia reported, "I am
The Intellectual in Greek America
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filled with awe for the palioi 'older generations.' "18 Others listed
materials without which they feel uprooted. Panayota, who came
to the United States with her husband a few years ago to pursue graduate studies, did not bring her mother's woven pieces
with her because she did not intend to stay. Circumstances
changed, and now she finds herself making a home here without
any of the handmade family heirlooms she inherited from her
mother. "I don't have anything. Now that we are discussing
this, aisthanomai oti dhen eho sizes 'I feel that I don't have
roots.' "14
Drawn by the subject of erghoheira 'handwork' to reflect
on their collective origins and destinations—what was the world
we once inhabited? what did people expect of us? how did we
change our course? what world will our sons or daughters inhabit?—my collaborators mapped a world of resonant places,
with family homes occupying central points of reference: a
grandmother's home in Chios, Samos, Athens, Eastern Thrace,
Alexandria, or Farsala; an aunt's apartment in Cairo, Thessaloniki, or New York; the first home one decorated in the United
States. They reconnected themselves to these places through
reference to gifts received (they would proceed to show me
the object) or practices repeated, as if those things were not
bound to one specific location. Their stories did not reveal an
interiority bruised by the difficult adjustments to a foreign world.
My interlocutors did not give me this kind of immediate satisfaction, for their assessment of their lives was more modest and
subtle. I found only practically imperceptible changes in unmarked everyday habits, as the following narratives suggest.
Litsa recalled receiving from her mother at the time of her own
wedding her grandmother's bandy 'wall hanging,'
because it was a piece you eiha zesei 'that I had lived,'
and it was one of the best pieces in her dowry. She
had never put it on the floor. When winter came we
took it out of the yioiskos 'neatly folded pile' and hung
it on the wall. Of course, in the winter we made the
ylotikos every day. I had learned to make the yiakos.
It had its own technique. My grandmother did not re
member who made this piece for her dowry. We really
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used it. You can see that the material stretched where
we used to hang it with tacks. Here I used to have it
on the floor on top of the carpeting. I washed it. That's
why the edges were ruined."
This narrative moves subtly through the theme of a continuity
of a "lived" material—which was hung annually in the winter,
folded away in the summer—to describe changes in the way
the piece becomes worn: ruined edges supersede tack marks,
as the favorite woven banda moves from the wall of homes in
Phocis and Attica to the floors of several Ohio homes. In its
signs of wear one can find a history of migration, but only if
one observes the signs carefully and imagines in detail the
automatic processes used to remake a home day to day. In
another narrative we find the familiar promise to preserve
materials and to transmit the klironomia 'inheritance' from one
generation to the next, both important aspects of ethos, tinged
with a hint of uncertainty. Will the klironomia be maintained ?
One wonders:
We used to use these pieces. It was part of our daily
life to wash and iron them. The centerpieces were placed
on top of the tablecloth at the center of the table. When
I married, my mother gave me many pieces. I always
valued these things. It was considered a parent's obligation to pass on family heirlooms. It was something
meaningful, a way of maintaining the klironomia. Annette [Evgenia's oldest daughter] is also interested.'
To describe relations that connected people outside their
home, several of my interlocutors used the word "network."
This was most succinctly applied to women who moved in a
wider circle, where designs and materials for handwork may
have also circulated. Helen, the mother of one contributor to
the exhibit, said this about her mother, who lived in Pine Bluff,
Arkansas: "She was also very particular about linen. We would
say, where are you going to get that linen? But she had her
network.""
Here I would like to dwell on the idea of a net-work, not
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to propose that this is the most apt metaphor to grasp Greek
America, but in order to recover a certain image that may help
us comprehend the relations that comprise it. Today "network,"
(recently joined by the "web"), seems to be a preferred term for
describing every manner of human communication. There are
professional networks, intelligence networks, electronic networks,
neighborhood networks. The image of a grid of crisscrossing
lines prevails. At each crossing there is a node or point of concentration, which assembles information, knowledge, power, people, or some form of energy. This focus on places of convergence
and exchange is useful; but there is a dimension of net-work
that is missing.
In researching women's handwork, I have found a ubiquitous
lace-making technique that borrows from and elaborates on
fishermen's net work, which we call netting. It works one or
two strands of fine cotton or silk with a saita 'tatting shuttle,
netting needle' or velOria 'needle.' It pulls, loops, and knots
these threads to create a more or less complex design of worked
threads and open space. This technique is applied to make anything from the simple filet 'net, hairnet' to an elaborate doily,
tablecloth, or lace frill that decorates an item of clothing. The
product may become canvas for embroidery, or it may be lined
in some shiny material, or set against bare wood or flesh to
show off not only the complexity (or simplicity) of its design
but also the beauty of that which appears in the space between
the patterns of knots. Net-work is nothing without the space
between. It never forms a solid plane. As a textile, it is malleable
and subject to wear. If one thread breaks, what is left is more
open space, fewer lines of connection, and an altered pattern.
One can mend the net, one can add more pieces, but the pattern
will never be exactly the same.
I think it is useful to keep in mind the image of net-work
as we try to understand the interconnected threads of communication, associations, and institutions that comprise Greek America.
I do not propose net-work as an all encompassing metaphor,
for it fails to evoke the human historical input of people and
groups as they redraw their boundaries, reaffirm their connections, and redefine sites of interaction. The net-work of Greek
America is, however, a suggestive enough metaphor that one
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may draw out further properties. Net-work suggests that we
not look for a continuous, well-circumscribed plane in America
densely occupied by Greeks and their offspring. Instead we
should think of the different locations where Greek interests
coincide or collide. We should consider nodes of activity—some
interconnected, some isolated, some few and far between. We
should study transformations in institutions that have emerged
to promote those interests: professional associations; newspapers,
magazines; political lobbies; literature societies; festivals that
reproduce a "Greek experience" of recreation and dining; language schools; parades. We should recount events such as the
social dance, the convention, the benefit concert, the film festival,
holiday celebrations, independence day festivities, commencement exercises of the language school—which may be coordinated by groups as large as AHEPA or as small as a local
sylloghos of Greek university students, as visible as an organization or as hyperreal as an Internet website.
Changing Patterns
To locate nodes of activity and threads of connection in
Greek America is to produce what is still an incomplete picture.
We should also reflect on changing patterns of migration, social
organization, and thought that give shape to laces of convergence
as they also exert pressure elsewhere—pulling the net-work in
new directions, wearing down connections weakened by time,
mending old threads, or creating new lines that connect Greek
America with other social net-works in America. Here I recall
a conversation I had with Sotire, a contributor to the exhibit of
women's handwork. His mother had arrived in Toledo, Ohio
from the island of Tenedos in the 1920s. In the period prior to
the Second World War, according to Sotire, all the Greek women
in Toledo "did handwork together. They would pick up pictures of doilies from newspapers. My mother never sent for
patterns. She could figure them out. Crochet was her specialty....
During the War she slowed down some, because she had to
keep up with so many things.""
The war stood in Satire's memory as a marker of change.
After the war, women did not return to their pre-war habits,
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since other matters occupied the first generation a immigrants,
while their daughters did not choose to follow in their mothers'
footsteps. If the crochet network had assembled to share materials,
patterns, and techniques, but also to compare notes about how
to do all those little things that comprised a woman's work, it
could not hold together during and after the war, when the
conditions had made it possible ceased to exist. The point is that
factors which once held the net-work of women together no
longer existed to support their old communal gatherings: Greek
women in America no longer lived in close proximity; handwork
ceased to represent a woman's value as historical developments
applied new pressures on society. At this time the net-work of
women who crocheted would have unraveled if they had not
found other forces (e.g., the war effort to send clothing and
food to Greece," the formation of Philoptochos societies), to
hold them together.
Forces of change have been reshaping Greek America ever
since the first immigrant men xenitaltikan 'became strangers' in
America. A standstill in the flow of Greek-speaking immigrants
such as the one experienced during the past 15 years is certainly a force of change most strongly felt. When immigration
stops, social net-works created to preserve Greek ways in an
American world lose their sense of purpose. Today one hears
anxious concern that the main thread holding together Greek
Americans has been drawn. Yet Greek America has not completely unraveled. It is now bound by other purposes. Although
some might call these forces of assimilation, they have not thoroughly worn down institutions and relations that sustained Greek
America when immigration was at its peak in the 1910s and again
in the 1970s.
Certainly the hiatus in immigration of the last two decades
has widened a chasm between Greek America and Greece—
though new institutions (such as the well-publicized Council for
Greeks Abroad) have formed to bridge the gap. At the same
time, the history of immigration to this country has accrued.
Greek America is growing conscious of a past contained on these
shores, which connects it to Greek migrations elsewhere and
non-Greek migrations to the United States. Greek America finds
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itself acquiring a temporal depth that exceeds its present here

and its past elsewhere.
The security of its future now seems more and more
closely tied to the proper handling of its past. Here "proper" is
subject to interpretation, as is the sense one gives to "security,"
so that we find Greek America involved in different efforts
to preserve the past. Where security is understood in terms of
the financial affairs of the koinOteta, then proper is what efficiently raises funds. Where security assumes a sound grasp of
culture, history, or traditions, then what is proper is historically
or folklorically correct. Where security means good Greek, propriety requires intensive language instruction. Where security means
saving from obscurity a vanishing immigrant past, then proper
involves collecting oral histories from oldtimers, preserving archives, reprinting and re." All these kinds of cultural intervention are presently part of Greek America.
In the present public spirit of preservation, certain institutions, born from immigrant needs to socialize internally, are
working hard to preserve and to promote externally signs of a
Greek ethnic identity. Here one can point to the transformed
community paneghyri 'festival,' which began as a family affair
and has become a huge moneymaking publicity event. According
to one observer of the Greek festival in Columbus, Ohio,
The history of the Greek-American festival, from its
"humble origins" in 1973 to its enormous attendance,
evidences the wide appeal of Greek ethnicity.... The
festival is part of an intensive reflective process, involving the annual evaluation of its merits and shortcomings, and the conscious selection of those cultural
aspects which are defined as most effective in capturing
the ethnic orientation of the festival. A number of individuals with whom I have spoken stress that this
communal effort, which involves the mobilization of a
great number of volunteers and their time and efforts,
illustrates the commitment of the group to the dissemination of Hellenic culture, its presentation to the American
public and the preservation of its Hellenic heritage and
the well-being of community."
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Here we see that the new style of paneghyri relies on presentday ideas of ethnicity to achieve the old end of community wellbeing as well as the newly realized objectives of self-presentation
and preservation.
It is not only internal forces such as diminishing immigration that are changing Greek America. A changing America is
also pulling old institutions like the Greek paneghyri in new
directions. Here I mention the driving force of multiculturalism,
a relatively recent movement in America that emerged from the
need for schools and markets to manage the "diversity" of their
populations. According to Jusdanis,
Since ethnicity has become respectable and legitimate
in the United States, Greek Americans have learned
successfully to protect it within the agora of American
multiculturalism.... The ideology of multiculturalism
has enabled certain groups to relate to the outside community by promoting an acceptable picture of the Other,
foreign enough to reinforce—by virtue of its very
existence—the doctrine of pluralism, yet incapable of
threatening or alienating the collective culture'
Despite a few voices of loud protest against the identity politics
of other groups, Greek America has been careful to redirect
itself through new channels made available for the representation of marginalized experiences. I mention multiculturalism for
two reasons. First, the ideology of inclusiveness served me well
as I tried to find not only an audience but also public funds for
my exhibit of women's handwork. It is no accident that my argument that women, handwork, and Greek America are "underrepresented groups" found sympathy in the panel of experts
who were judging the state arts council grant applications. They
supported the idea of linking an exhibit of women's handwork
to a local ethnic festival, citing the "Greek community's" solid
reputation for its good organization and authentic self-presentation, "The Greeks are well organized and united," I heard them
comment in their public review of my application. "Their festival is one of the best in town." There was unanimous agreement among members of the panel that the exhibit would find
a broad audience at the festival without alienating "its own."
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The Intellectual
I also mention multiculturalism because this ideology has
forced a change in the place of paideia 'culture and learning' and
hence of the intellectual in Greek America, the subject to which
I shall now return. Though potentially reaffirming of the separate contributions of Greeks in America, multiculturalism has
not crossed Greek America's communication lines without generating sparks of controversy. The Greek America that identified
itself closely with the model of a classical paideia has interpreted
the rise of multiculturalism as a sign of crumbling foundations
of learning laid 200 years ago in Western Europe. Hellenism,
the classical, and the classics no longer seem to stand on solid
ground. Hence the Greek America that grew accustomed to
finding its own appeal in this true blue heritage has been compelled to change its story—not without resistance or complaint.
The multiculturalism has elicited strategies and made possible a new set of projects and a new kind of public spirit. The
focus is not on displaying the pomp of the powerful old prototype but on discovering the resonance of that obscure cultural
object or that unsung hero. Topics of research and display are
Chicago's renaissance in Orthodox iconography, the café aman,
rebetika recordings, the Greek bootblack, the exploited Greek
miner, the forgotten memoir, women's handwork in Greek
America. The impetus lies in something small, personal, or
local, which grows in significance the deeper one digs. Thus
I described my own quiet adventure that led me from family
history to a city-wide exhibit:
Research ... began in 1976. It began at home, where
I felt the urgent need to document a family collection
while I still had the chance (one of its immigrant guardians recently crossed the threshold of one hundred
years of life). I could see that embroidered, lace, and
woven textiles offered in some cases the only thread
I had leading me through the labyrinth of time passed
and geography crossed to lost homelands. While the
origins of things remained elusive, the stories of their
arrival in central Ohio acquired greater and greater
meaning. Then the frame of reference had to become
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wider. Immigrant histories are community narratives,
never just personal stories of private lives."
New sites of activity support this kind of work, two of
which have created nodes for the intellectual in Greek America."
One site makes possible the excavation and exhibition of forgotten materials from immigrant daily life. For the first time
in the history of Greek America, there is room for collecting
and displaying items carried by immigrant ancestors, religious
articles from early churches, musical instruments and recordings
that found a home here. These materials from previous eras are
acquiring new value as objects of art or testimonies of a Greek
"immigration experience," which is further illustrated through
recordings of oral histories.
One can point to a variety of fine efforts around the
country, most of which are organically related to a local group
and not formally connected to any another. Here we see the
elaboration of "organic intellectuals" who have the assimilating
and organizing capacity to fill their brief displays with the spirit
of ethnic pride that Greek America enjoys and multiculturalism
rewards. 25 Self-sufficient, self-supporting, seeking only to serve
a Greek population, and, by extension, a range of visitors who
care enough to partake in Greek festivities, most displays lead
a short life. They remain, too, unconnected to initiatives taken
in other parts of ethnic America, though they may find inspiration in these. Often they are quickly dismantled, since only a
handful of buildings and institutions, such as the Hellenic Museum and Cultural Center in Chicago, are dedicated entirely to
managing cultural exhibitions, and only a few organizations,
such as the International Greek Folklore Society, have created
an international profile. With few exceptions, too, this kind of
intellectual work finds support in a single, local cultural organization such as the Hellenic Preservation Society (Cleveland),
the Hellenic University Club (Cleveland), or the Hellenic Foundation (Columbus), three that I know exist just in Ohio, all
of which operate independently and rarely join forces.
A second site of cultural activity in Greek America is that
which cultivates a modem Greek paideia the learning of the
Greek language, literature, culture, political and social organ—
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ization, and history—in institutions of higher learning. It consists of modern Greek programs (sometimes just ad hoc positions) established at colleges and universities during the 1970s
and 80s. At that time, university officials were seeking to expand
curricula while they also built up their endowments with help
from newly affluent communities, while Greek elites campaigned to introduce in universities a modern Greek language
sequence for the benefit of their college-bound children. The
idea of inclusiveness, made possible by multiculturalism, inspired
administrative initiatives, while changing demographics in. Greek
America—a growing population of professionals, the arrival from
Greece of an intellectual elite, the gradual rise of the immigrant
laborer into the middle class—fueled the Greek drive. The two
interested parties played to one another: Greek America appealed to the principle of inclusiveness to ask that courses representing its population find a place next to other ethnic studies,
while university officials argued that the desire to preserve and
educate should inspire Greek America to new heights of
generosity.
There is much in the brief history of modem Greek programs that suggests that they, too, are organically connected to
the part of Greek America that partially funded them and whose
children take their classes. Yet one can see that many programs
very quickly acquired autonomy as a result of their struggle to
survive and multiply according to the rules of academic excellence. Thus we find scholars housed in modern Greek programs publishing works for an audience of scholars, rather than
for the communities that initially supported but could not fully
sustain their programs. Service to communities and survival in
competitive academic markets seem to require two different
courses of action.
On the Y whole, the relations between scholars and most
threads of Greek America are indifferent. The social mass of
country people who immigrated here for a better life, which
makes up the traditional Greek koinOtetes, views scholars who
teach Greek in universities in much the same way that a peasant
might have look at a village teacher, with a combination of
respect for the person's social position and something less than
esteem for work that has little to do with business as usual.
,

.
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There is also a suspicion that the intellectual work cultivated at
universities is irrelevant to Greek America. As for intellectuals,
do we not cultivate—do we not actually take pride in—the impression that our work has little to do with running the world?
that our class is something independent, autonomous, endowed
with its own character? that our work follows its own rules?
Our pride in our independence is not, however, without
ambivalence. For some time now I have been following discussions in the humanities and social sciences that decry the loss
of a public role for intellectuals. "The number of people who
depend on humanist intellectuals as the arbiters of civilization
and taste is dwindling," it is observed." What has brought
about this state? Certainly there are economic factors. A consumer society that is constantly reinventing "culture" for the
benefit of expanding markets makes little room either for the
traditional intellectual (the teacher or priest) who once oversaw the reproduction of social order, or for the enlightened
arbiter of taste (the philosopher, scholar, publisher, book or
art dealer) who defined what was good, beautiful, or otherwise valuable. As mass marketing has squeezed out intellectual
labor, we intellectuals find ourselves sequestered in academic
institutions, driven to dismantle rather than to advocate common values, or absorbed in internal debates over the methods,
object, and uses of our intellectual work. In short, separated
as we are from political society, having lost both our constituency and our social force, we find ourselves isolated and
unheeded.
The image of the learned person who has no real place
in the business of daily exchange is not new. In fact, it has been
commonplace in the Greek diaspora of the past century-anda-half that produced today's omogeneis laborers, merchants, and
professionals. Here I quote from the author Dimitris Vikelas
who, nearly 150 years ago, struggled against common sentiment
among his compatriot "London Greeks" that one's time was
better spent book-keeping than book-reading.
If I had not lived next to my uncle [Leon Melas] during that period in my youth perhaps my life would
have taken a different turn. Perhaps my inclination for
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letters would have worn down in the environment that
surrounded me. It is not that the omogeneis merchants
did not value paideia; they valued it as an accomplishment not suited to their career. Whoever among them
turned his attention to other things, whoever was not
exclusively devoted to business, that person was not
considered a real entrepreneur. I do not think that I
am misrepresenting either London Greeks or my uncle
when I say that there existed a reservation in their
esteem for him.... Following his example, however,
I saw that it was possible for someone to fulfill his
responsibilities in the business office and at the same
time to cultivate paideia. 27
We can easily relate Vikelas's struggle to "cultivate paideia"
in the society of London Greeks 150 years ago to the struggles
we intellectuals face as we try to promote research and education in modern Greek." Vikelas seems to have found a cozy
place for paideia alongside business: quite simply, he made sure
that his interest in the former did not hinder his effectiveness
in the latter. He became a man of letters on the side, out of the
view of his entrepreneurial colleagues. Neohellenists in America
today, too, seem to work at an oblique angle to koinateta that
does not follow our work yet does not stand in our way, provided
we do not interrupt business-as-usual. When we conduct our
"outreach," it is out of a sense of duty to Greek Americans.
We fulfill our responsibility, but, when we return to our desks,
we feel that nothing essential has changed either in us or in
those who have shaken our extended hand.
Yet those of us who are developing and promoting Greek
studies enjoy the mixed blessing of having a public role that
others in the American academy might envy, though we expend
a good amount of energy dodging it. We have one foot in the
academy and the other in the net-work of Greek America, pressured by the strains of its own history. Here I would go so far
as to state that we, no less than those involved in the preservation and exhibition of Greek America's past, are organic intellectuals—intellectuals, that is to say, distinguished less by our
profession than by our function in serving, representing, dare I
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say, directing the ideas of the group that has produced us. Yet we
are accustomed to thinking that intellectuals, whether in London
in 1860 or in Columbus, Ohio in 1995, stand apart from a
koinOteta of diaspora Greeks.
In the first half of this essay, I made an effort to trace the
fine, elaborate, multi-strand and tenuously worn net-work of
Greek America so as to prepare the ground for reconsidering
the distribution of intellectual work. I have tried to give the
broadest possible view of that net-work—so that readers will
wonder if there are, no limits to what I would implicate in the
mesh. I justify this move by stating quite simply that there is
too much of Greek America left over after one has rounded up
the usual suspects. I do not mean to suggest that Greek America
is not sometimes and in some ways represented by the koinOtetesbut that it is only partially covered by them. The net-work presents a pattern of looped and knotted threads of connection, which
form segments of closed and open spaces. No one segment is
connected to all the rest and none stands alone, even if it has
been created piecemeal.
At the beginning of my paper I described myself as having
stepped "out of my role as literary scholar into the job of curating a community exhibit." In choosing the prepositions "out of"
and "into," I was actually following a commonplace notion that
intellectual work takes place apart from other social and political
fields. Here I was assuming a divide between work that takes
place Under the cover of academic institutions and work that
finds a home out in the open field of social consensus and conflict.•We found the same division in the picture DimitrisVikelas
presents of himself cultivating learning next to his wise uncle,
apart from the noise that filled his heart and mind during the
day. Outside "he kept books; inside, he read and wrote them.
This imagery runs quite contrary to the net-work of relations,
practices, and communication that I have been describing, where
there is no inside Or outside, no singly defined cells of a Greek
American being that can reject mutation. Greek America consists of numerous focal points that communicate through many
joining threads. Both university programs and exhibition spaces
are important nodes of activity in Greek America today.
At this point I would like finally to introduce the idea of
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"cultural activism," a term that allows me to find links between
the efforts to preserve and display Greek America and the efforts to cultivate Greek learning. Cultural activism refers to
cultural work that intervenes in the normal functioning of people's lives. Cultural activism works by applying pressure to carefully selected points of sensitivity in order to activate them, to
give them a structure, status, and distinctiveness, to represent
them as "culture," "history," "experience," "art," and "literature."
One of its goals may be to introduce a subject or a field of
learning to institutions of culture such as museums, arts and
cultural organizations, schools and universities—where it has
not appeared before.
There is no question in my mind that the academic study
of modern Greek owes its beginnings to cultural activism in
Greek America. This is not to say that all of us who study or
teach Greek found inspiration in Greek America. I am not
speaking of individual motivation but of institutional mobilization. I cannot think of a Greek program or position in this
country that did not involve group intervention in university
affairs. Greek positions were not created as a result of changing demands in the work force or because administrators themselves envisioned modern Greek as an integral part of higher
education. Rather, some valuable part of Greek America (in
some cases, Greece) extended its presence into institutions of
higher learning in the United States and made a persuasive case,
usually with money supporting words, that Greek has a constituency and a social force from which the university may benefit.
The whence, whereof, whereto of this social force is left
to us to demonstrate. I have stated that those of us who cultivate Greek learning in universities are organic intellectuals,
distinguished by our function in directing the ideas and aspirations of the group that produced us. The circle of activism to
which I allude is not strictly circumscribed. Neither do we take
our orders from those who have activated the space in which
we work, nor do we automatically function as organic intellectuals because we teach modern Greek. Our "outreach" should
not be aimed primarily at pleasing or placating our benefactors;
the target seems to me to lie elsewhere, in the space where we
work, where we find our public. Situated at the intersection of
,
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Greek America and American institutions of higher learning,
we stand to refunction materials for scholarly output. This is
work that we are best suited to do. Daily we face the great intellectual challenge of trying to integrate Greek materials into
the curriculum, structure, and debates of higher education. This
translates into practical consideration of how to give our subject
visibility, prestige, influence, proper distribution, and representation when we seek sources of funding, a disciplinary home for
our courses, a medium for the presentation or publication of our
work, or when we enter general discussions about the course
of education and thought in America. To conclude, I am continually haunted by the blanks I draw whenever I ponder the
following questions: how much space do Greek women occupy
in the very rich area of women's studies ? have Cyprus or the
Ionian islands found a place in post-colonial discussions? does
research on Greek immigrants make its way into America's folk
or immigrant museums? is Greek America represented in multicultural organizations and projects that are well-supported
today? are journals and critical series devoted to the subject of
diaspora inundated with manuscripts on Greek migration? is
contemporary Greek fiction finding readers and reviewers among
those who loved Orhan Pamuk's White Castle or Milorad Pavic's
Dictionary of the Khabars? is Greek American fiction riding the
wave of interest in ethnic literature? is Neohellenism making its
presence felt in the current reworking of disciplinary or area
boundaries, which is inspiring efforts to revive and revise the
Classical or to redraw the once complacent line that ran between
East and West? Not to act to remedy our bleak under-representation is to squander a wonderful set of opportunities and resources.
To accept the public role of the organic intellectual requires that
we make Greek America indispensable in the important
discussions of the day.
NOTES
*The research for this paper was financed by a fellowship from the
National Endowment for the Humanities. I would like to thank the
colleagues who have discussed ideas in this paper with me: Georgios
Anagnostu, Stathis Gourgouris, Gregory Jusdanis, Gerasimus Katsan,
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Eva Konstantellou, Vassilis Lambropoulos, Yanna Liatsos, Ryan Mills,
and Leonidas Moschoutis.
1 Even the applicability of the term diaspora (a word of Biblical
origins, despite its Greek root) to Greek Americans is subject to disagreement. In his popular book Greek Americans: Straggle and Saccess,
Moskos chooses to view Greek Americans as a case of American immigrant
groups, rather than of a historical Greek diaspora. Jusdanis finds this
approach short sighted. He takes issue with Moskos's choice in his review essay of Moskos's book: While Moskos "recognizes how repeated
waves of immigration have enabled the survival of Hellenism in the
United States, he too quickly brushes aside the notion of diaspora and
the symbolic value of Greece (ancient and modern) to the maintenance
of Greek-American ethnicity.... Moskos draws a false distinction between homeland and diaspora. While Greek Americans are nationals of
the United States, they are nevertheless conscious of themselves as members of a transnational entity" (Jusdanis, "Greek Americans and the
Diaspora" 216).
8Hasiotes studies the origins and distinctive qualities of the Greek
words diaspora, paroikia, and koinOteta in his exceptional historical study,
Episkopisi tes istorias tes neoellinikés diasporas `Survey of the History of
the Neohellenic Diaspora' 17-22.
aBoyarin calls the Jewish minyan a "partial community": "partial
in the precise sense that it does not exist continually and ubiquitously,
but rather is repeatedly enacted at a very specific time and place and is
furthermore made up of people who do not have much to do with each
other in other situations" ("Death and the Minyan" 16).
4From a taped interview with Litsa Kozyris, September 28, 1994.
5 In "The Greeks in America," Georgakas cites four major institutions as having played a crucial role in defining a Greek community in
America: the Greek Orthodox Church, the Greek-language press, the
national Greek social organizations, and the ethnic centers known as
"Greektowns" (7). Of these, only two are functioning today.
8Anagnostu, "Theories of Ethnicity and Greek American Studies:
Redrawing the Boundaries" 4. After surveying recent trends in the study
of ethnic identity, Anagnostu points out the limits of these projects.
7The challenges facing those who would define Greek ethnicity can
be found in a series of vexed questions posed by Scourby, each of which
undermines the previous: "What then is to make up Greek ethnicity?
Is it to be food, dance, history, language, or culture? But, wait, are
these not amenities that can be shared with and appreciated by nonGreeks? Well, then, what is to bind us? Is it to bind us? Is it to be
Orthodoxy? Who is to be included? What restructuring, if any, must
the Church undergo in search for that common thread that will define
what is now confusingly referred to as a Greek-American community?
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How is the call for 'spiritual unity' to be articulated and implemented?"
("Ethnicity at the Crossroads: The Case of Greek America" 130-31).
8 In critical studies of American social groups, one finds a polemical
move from reifying discourses of ethnicity, race, and roots to a transnational, intercultural "discourse of routes: a historical tableau of traversals and aiss-crossings signifying upon a vast oceanic surface; a diaspora ... where the potentially Mosaic discourse of roots and the promised
land is maintained as a mosaic of routes" (Critchley, "Black Socrates ?"
23). Paradigmaic of this shift is Gilroy's The Black Atlantic. The
journal is an excellent source of similarly-minded studies. Gilroy and
others have drawn on the cartographic inclinations of French philosophers
Giles Deleuze and Felix Guattari, whose A Thousand Platens: Capitalism
and Schizophrenia represents a fine example of geophilosophical thinking.
9Leontis, Women's Fabric Arts in Greek America, 1894-1994 (Exhibition Catalog) 12.
"Studies of ethos have been growing in numbers as ethics becomes once again, an important category in political philosophy. For
Beiner, ethos "is a function not of reflective consciousness but of our
very being as shaped by life in society" ("Do We Need a Philosophical
Ethics? Theory, Prudence, and the Primacy of Ethos" 235). Chamberlain's "From 'Haunts' to 'Character': The Meaning of Ethos and its Relation to Ethics" is an excellent study of the transformations in the uses
and meanings of ethos from Homer to Aristotle. Habitus, the analogous
Latin term, has also generated new approaches to the study of human
societies. In Greek diaspora studies, one should note Bottoinley's work.
She borrows the conceptual framework of habitus outlined by Bourdieu
(Outline of a Theory of Practice) to study traditional music and dance
as they are transformed in an Australian social field. See her "Culture,
Ethnicity, and Representation" and From Another Place: Migration and
the Politics of Culture.

11 I have described in detail "the strong connection between women's
handwork and their lives' in an essay published in Laografia, 'Women's
Fabric Arts in Greek America."
18Leontis, Women's Fabric Arts in Greek America , 1894-1994
(Exhibition Catalog) 12.
18Leontis 59.
"Leontis 75.
"Leontis 41.
18 Leontis 60.
"Leontis • 72.
18 Leontis 26.
18 0n the Greek American relief campaign see Kyrou, "Ethnicity As
Humanitarianism: The Greek American Relief Campaign for Occupied
Greece, 1941-1944."
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"The effort to collect oral histories, a movement begun in more
publicized groups such as the African American, caught on in Greek
America in the 1970s. It has generated written work on the Greek American experience, to say nothing of the audio and video recorders set before Greek America's "oldtimers," "original immigrants," community founders" so that ..sterity might hear their stories. The
following list of articles and •.•ks that use oral histories as sources is
in no way complete: it includes (in chronological order) Patterson,
"Greek Men in a Denver Coffee House" (1976); Helen Papanikolas,
"Greek Immigrant Women in the Intermountain West" (1989);
Tsorvas, "Highlights of a Study of the Mobility and Social Characteristics
of the Greek Population of Bridgeport, Connecticut, 1900-1970" (1989);
Constance Callinicos, American Aphrodite (1991.) and "Arranged Marriage in Greek America: The Modem Picture Bride" (1991);' Zeese Papanikolas, Buried Unsung: Louis Tihas and the Ludlow Massacre (1982);
my own exhibition catalog, Women's Fabric Arts in Greek America (1994) ;
Helen Papanikolas, "Growing Up Greek in Helper, Utah (1995). On
the uses of oral history as a source for Greek American studies, see Tselos,
"Archival Sources for the History of the Greek American Community:
Problems and Challenges" 171.
21Anagnostu, "Ethnic Boundaries in a Greek-American Festival"
8-9. Jusdanis also mentions the Greek festival in Columbus, Ohio in
"Greek Americans and the Diaspora" 216.
22Jusdanis 218.
23Leontis, Women's Fabric Arts in Greek America, 1894-1994 (Exhibition Catalog) 2..
23Leontis, Women's Fabric Arts in Greek America, 1894-1994 (Exof intellectual [who) brings into contact the peasant masses with the
local and state administration" ("The Intellectuals" 14) very nearly
applies to an older type of intellectual or professional in Greek America:
the Greek Orthodox priest, the teacher, lawyer, or doctor who found
status among immigrant laborers. Educated professionals in Greek America at one time did have a "different living standard from that of the
average" laborer, and consequently did represent a social model for the
laborer "to look to in his aspiration to escape from or improve his
condition" (14) .
25 Gramsci wrote tantalizing brief if frequent comments abOut the
"organic intellectual." Although his fragmentary writings do not yield
a systematic usage of succinct definition of this evocative term, collected
notes from his Prison Notebooks organized under the category "The
Intellectuals" suggest that the organic intellectual can emerge from any
social group and can participate in a wide range of "intellectual-cerebral
elaboration" (Gramsci, Selections from the Prison Notebook 9): "Every
social group, coming into existence on the original terrain of an essential
function in the world of economic production, creates together with
itself, organically, one or more strata of intellectuals which give it homo,
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geneity and an awareness of its own function not only in the economic
but also in the social and political fields" (5).
"Grimshaw and Hart, "Anthropology and the Crisis of the Intellectuals" 229.
27Vikelas, My Life 231-33.
28 I am referring to scholars of Greek and Greek American studies
who work either in universities or in preservation efforts.
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Egypt and Cyprus:
Representations of Colonialism in
Cavafy, Pierides, Roufos, and Durrell
by MARIANNA SPANAKI

Alexandria was the meeting point for E. M. Forster and
C. P. Cavafy (Pinchin, p. 83) . Contacts were made possible mostly
through colonial administration and cultural activities. And if
the city inspired E. M. Forster enough to write Alexandria: A
History and a Guide, colonial British administration certainly
prompted G. P. Pierides and R. Roufos to discuss their perceptions of the matters involved in their literary works. Colonialism and imperialism had their thematic repercussions in modern
Greek literature and in that of the Republic of Cyprus (Spanaki,
1990, pp. 97-114). The purpose of this paper is to examine
characteristic representations of gendered colonialism from
modern Greek literature as well as from that of the Republic
of Cyprus. Firstly, I shall turn to the Alexandrian poet, C. P.
Cavafy, and G. P. Pierides and discuss their representations of
colonialism in Egypt. Secondly, I shall examine the representations of British colonialism in Cyprus in G. P. Pierides's and R.
Roufos's work, taking into account that the latter wrote in direct
response to Lawrence Durrell's celebrated travelogue, Bitter
Lemons (1957). It is, I think, worth noting at this point that
in the early twentieth century the Greek diaspora communities
of Egypt, to which Cavafy and (for a number of years) Pierides
belonged, enjoyed financial prosperity and had been present in
MARIANNA SPANAZU lectures on modern Greek Language and Cultural Studies at the University of Birmingham, UK. Her research
includes children's literature and perceptions of Byzantium in England
and Greece.
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the country from the nineteenth century onwards. Most of them
were involved in the cotton cultivation industry and often had
joint ventures with English or other foreign firms (Kitroeff,
1983, pp. 11-23). At the same time, intellectual circles had been
created among the Greeks, and literary interests had found outlets in periodical publications, such as Grammata and Nea Zoe
(Pierides, 1992, pp. 70 73, 81, 103). Discussion groups had
been formed, and the role of the intellectual (with emphasis on
literary interests) was highly esteemed. The most central figure
of all the literary activity was C. P. Cavafy. G. P. Pierides also
started his literary career in Egypt and then moved to Cyprus.
Roufos, however, was an Athenian diplomat posted in Cyprus,
and it is there where he came in close contact with Lawrence
Durrell. Since the two men held opposite political interests,
it will be useful to juxtapose their perceptions of colonialism in
Cyprus and thus illustrate better the differences of opinion recorded in their works. All four of them observed the effects
of circumstantial realities on simple folk and the role played by
colonial administration in opposing disagreeable subjects for
purposes of maintaining the status quo of the colonial yoke.
Cavafy went beyond the Helladic by cultivating the Hellenic
in his masterful poetry. Interestingly enough, he turned to historical sources from all periods of the Hellenic, most significantly
to the Hellenistic and the Byzantine eras. It is not, I think, accidental that Cavafy chose to speak about moments of power
for the Hellenic culture, referring especially to the fortunes of
elliniki paideia, elliniki koine. An element of his thematic
development, which I think has not been sufficiently discussed
from the perspective of his attitude to colonialism, is his poetic
interest in themes relevant to the cultivation of the Greek
language and the expansion of Hellenic letters in geographical
areas affiliated with the territorial expansion of the ancient
Macedonians.
There is no doubt that Cavafy demonstrates an interest in
themes relevant to colonialism from the ancient world to his
times. It is significant of the interests of his time that C. P.
Cavafy did not only eroticize his poetry but engaged with the
day's political concerns. I shall illustrate his poetics of colonialism by briefly turning to two of his poems, which in my view
-
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•
focus on such issues. Cavafy was considered an Anglophile, and
one cannot but take this into account while considering issues
of colonialism in his poetry (Tsirkas, 1971, pp. 27-163). Nevertheless his oeuvre includes reflections and colonial administrations.
The first poem belongs to Cavafy's earlier work and is
clearly a testimonial poem concerning the hanging of a youth of
seventeen years of age, a young Egyptian taking part in an uprising. Cavafy not only alludes to the Orthodox hymnography
of the holy week for lamenting the death of a young person,
but he also seems to have provided us with an example of poetic
reaction to a stressful event, an act of violence carried out by
colonial forces, forces represented as masculine authorities. This
poem introduces the theme of life sentence, so much a part of
resistance literature, and is dated June 27, 1906, 2:00 p.m.
27 louvtou 1906, 2:00 v.v.
T6q)apav of XpLoTtavol vdc To KpEthaOUV
TO SEKaErec xpovE) dcac ao Troubt,
f tadcva TOO 'Tt06 GTO KpEvexXa KE'L Kowa
akpvovTav Kai xTumoOircav
oTa xthvaTa
Kdc
dine Teyv varrivEptavdp, TOv di-ypo
'ROTE oOpXo:ge, Kai Kpat5yae as XOKoc, oc3c Oripfo
Kai TC6TE t&GVTXTlii.k.VT1 veyTuacya votpoXoyo0aE
.thEKaEcpTO: xpOvia vovaxdc vi TO:CriaEc •rtalbt (1003..
Kt. OTCC1/ TO dcvalaaav cruii crxda.a Tfic ITE[laag
• knapacsery TO TO OKOLVI Kai TOnvi&av
TO beicaEcrec xpovc7) dc88o natbt,
-

.

•

A XEELVa KpE[11/1.06VTON GT6 KEVOV
Tok oTraavobc Tic tiat5plig TOO &WI/tag
TO cpsi61.K6v &pock( Kavcovavo ac7iva,

126:va 1 vdcpTuoaa KuMoávTocvE oTdc xcbvaTa
Kai Sv tampoXoyoGoa iTt.dc ytdc xpOvio: Tdapa'
«AEKaEcpTdc vepEc vovaxdo>, votpoXoyo0aE,
«bEicaEcpTdc vapEc VOVCXVX GE )(di:prim naLEIt vow..

When the Christians brought along to hang
the innocent youth of seventeen
his mother who was nearby the gallows ,
Egypt and Cyprus: Representations of Colonialism
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beating herself on the ground

... underneath the strong midday sun
... cried like a wolf, like a bear
and after she got exhausted, the martyr lamented
"You only lived for seventeen years, my boy."
And when they brought him up the ladder of the gallows
and passed over the rope around and throttled him,
the innocent youth of seventeen
she did not lament for years anymore
"Seventeen days only," she lamented,
seventeen days only I enjoyed your company, my boy."
(Tsirkas, 1971, p. 74)

"

Stratis Tsirkas, commenting on this poem, connected it with a
real event, the tragedy of Denshawai. Four Egyptians were condemned to hanging, two to life sentences, one to fifteen years
of forced labor, and six to public flogging after one officer
died of sunstroke following the outbreak of a dispute between
locals and a small number of soldiers who insisted upon killing
the village pigeons (Tsirkas, 1971, pp. 78-93). The hanging of
the youth is also the subject of a popular political song, a manual
which comments on the effect of the new laws, the civilized behavior of the Christian English forces, and the lament of the
young man's mother. So the incident is not chosen at random
by Cavafy. The execution of the four peasants stirred up an
intense reaction in Egypt. Cavafy's poetic method suggests a
historian's voice, carefully breaking up recorded history into its
constituent moments (Beaton, 1981, p. 519, Beaton, 1983, pp.
43-44) and dramatizing such elements as Christian military forces
(versus innocent youth). Attitudes of this kind allude through
irony to the often suppressive world of the colony in Egypt.
The second poem, In a Large Greek Colony, 200 BC, is rather
well known, whereas the first one is less so, although very revealing
for the purposes of our discussion. The timing of the second
poem indicates the beginning of the decline of the Hellenistic
world and the gradual advancement of Roman forces in the
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region. No name is attached to the colony. It has been suggested
that the poem is written with vocabulary used in reports and
deals with notions of governing and economics (Theofanides,
1983, pp. 69-84). Nevertheless, the poem is dated to 1928, six
years after Egypt was proclaimed an independent kingdom (although it remained an effective British protectorate until 1936,
and arguably until 1954). There is no doubt the issues of reformation were at the top of the political discussions in Egypt by the
time the poem was written. Cavafy's poem, In a Large Greek
Colony, 200 BC, may implicitly comment on the involvement in
Egypt and on the enforced administrative changes considered
as necessary. This may by implication allude to the political developments of the times in which the poem was written:
'Ev veyeari XXrtVLK1 datotida, 200 Tc.X.
"On Td( Trpecytiorta bkv eatvouv KOCTs EtixtiV OT11'1V 'AITOLKCCC
esL,
t.X.axtati
pi
Kai if ao nob Oncomiw tpaGoOlf tirrtp6c,
tcroc, KaOac vopgouv o6K 6Xtyoi, vdc gepOaaa 6 Katpac
va cptpoupE IloXinK6 'Avap.opqxyrii
"Optoc To np6oKop.pa Kai I) SuaKoMa
Elva' nob Kapvouva pth eloTopta
tiEyeari K6e5E TEpayp.a of 'Avapopcpurat
aaTot. (arcar)pa 0* tray eiv ITOTA
tliv 'Wag XpEleCOVTCCV KaVE(C). 1- 1.1:3C KeCOE 1L,
yid( TO napap.up6 pCOTOOVE K' tatecCouv,
a6.0 6c crr6 VOG TOUC pLO.Kk pEtappuap.tcratc 864ouv,
IA TO anatTriat vck KtaXecreo0v dm) livaeokfic.
.

"Exouve Kat inec KMaL crag Ouatac

That things in the Colony aren't exactly what they should be
there is absolutely no doubt,
and even though in spite of everything we do move ahead
maybe—as quite a few believe—the time has come
to bring a Political Reformer.
Egypt and Cyprus: Representations of Colonialism
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The problem, however, the snag, is this
that they make a long story out
of the tiniest thing, the Reformers.
(What a relief it would be
if no one ever needed them). They question everything,
and cross-examine the smaller detail,
and right away they think up radical reforms
which must be put into effect immediately and without any
postponements.
Also, they have a liking for sacrifice
(Cavafy, 1980, pp. 66-67)
In this poem, history is subverted from within, and with Cavafy's
characteristic irony, colonialism is taken to its far-reaching consequences: the time has come to avoid ruining the colony altogether and bring in political reformers.
The poem, however, can imagine alternatives to that civilization which introduces reformers by clearly indicating in verses
following the above that the extra responsibility toward the
colony cannot be served by a system of reformation which keeps
on asking for things to be eliminated, when it's always things
which are difficult to do without. Both poems suggest Cavafy's
practice of historical interpretation and constitute paradigmatic
texts of European colonial experience. More importantly, the
boundaries of the masculine powers of imperialism are questioned in a way which projects the disintegration of old absolutes.
The first poem is more explicitly set in its time with regard to
British forces proclaiming cultural superiority and rightness while
administering a system of justice in a foreign society. On the
other hand, it is worth bearing in mind that Cavafy was differently positioned as a poet of Greek origin and Greek cultural
interests and wrote from his vantage point of colonial otherness.
This may help to illustrate how he managed to observe and
resist the colonial forces from within and without.
Cavafy was not the only writer who reflected on colonialism
in Egypt. George Philippou Pierides is a contemporary Cypriot
writer who was present in Egypt from as early as 1904. He grew
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up in Cairo and worked in various parts of Egypt. Later on, he
moved to Cyprus. But his literary works are set both in Egypt
and Cyprus. In his memoirs, he refers to all kinds of incidents,
particularly those concerning aspects of Greek community life
or recollections of political events, uprisings, and military actions
taking place in Egypt. His novel 0 t Batifiatheec (The Cotton
Workers) (1945) considers the life of Greeks in Ekypt's villages,
the situation of the fellahin and the other local working people
(Pierides, 1989). One of the first novels concerned with such
matters, it has now been translated into Arabic. In his narratives,
the Greek white settlers are depicted as merchants who often
exploit the locals. The latter appear as a poor labor force
working endless hours under hard conditions, with no more
rights than those granted to them by their enterprising masters.
They are faced with endless exploitation working the land, or
as domestic servants, or working in factories. Fellahin women
are particularly exposed to sexual advances and economic
deception; they are portrayed as more vulnerable. Most of the
enterprising Greek men act as colonizers; they are able to influence events, particularly the fortunes of the locals. Greek
women serve patriarchy and the interests of the Greek colonial:
one time they play their role in the social hierarchy of their
little community and at another that of the mistress of the
household. In his stories the colonized are marked by racial difference. Here it is worth noting that Pierides's stories focus not
on heroic moments but on cases of physical and psychological
reactions to unfortunate events (confusion, pain, remorse, and
self-inflicted torment).
Cyprus: Pierides, Roufos, and Durrell

After Pierides returned from Egypt to Cyprus, he was appointed director of the Famagusta Public Library and lived
through the period of the Cypriot uprising against British rule.
EOKA (Ethniki Organosis Kiprion Agoniston, or National Organization of Cypriot Combatans) was a partisan organization
which went undercover and fought the British authorities; promoting the overthrow of colonial rule and unification of Cyprus
Egypt and Cyprus: Representations of Colonialism
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with Greece. In general terms, Pierides's narratives suggest that
he attempted to remain faithful to historical developments and
recorded events accordingly. More specifically, he has taken into
account issues relevant to the relationships between the three
communities—the British, the Greek and the Turkish—the role
of the different resistance groups, and the gradual differences
emerging between right- and left-wing policies. Violence against
civilians is explored in instances of massive reaction, and the
strategies of the colonial administration are presented in the
form of their actions in turning people against one another,
asking for traitors, tormenting for confession, and indirectly motivating the mob to violence. Colonial administration is implicitly
considered responsible for creating deep hatred in the lives of
peasants and town people alike. In the case of his collection
IKkripol Koapoi (Hard Times) (1963), he also produced reworkings of actual historical events (Pierides, 1989, pp. 205,
216-217).
In a short story entitled '0 floptcnKaXOKTrroc (Orange
Grove), events follow the killing of a young student who was
taking part in a demonstration by the colonial forces (Pierides,
1989; pp. 137-143). This story refers to a documented event
concerning the death of the 18-year-old Petrakis Yiallouros in
Famagusta on April 7, 1956. It should, however, be noted that
Pierides adapted the events to a slightly different plot. In addition, the writer continued exploring the mechanisms of the
colonial administration by focusing on various instances.
In another story from the same collection with the title
`0 rip°Semi (Traitor) (Pierides; 1989, pp. 183-204), the
narrative bears testimony to a rather well-known incident, the
Battle of the Barn at Liopetri. The British surrounded Liopetri,
in an effort to find EOKA fighters. The brother of one of the
four fighters, Elias Samaras, lost his identity card, which was
found by the British near the resistance point of the four hiding
EOKA fighters. Samaras was arrested, and during torture he
revealed information useful to the British. Although he was
helped to escape to England in order to escape execution, he
returned to Cyprus after 17 days of loneliness, feeling
the impossibility of adapting to a new environment. Feeling
guilty for the death of his friends, he gave himself up to EOKA
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to be put on trial. Subsequently, his execution was ordered by
Colonel George Grivas and was carried out on November 21, 1958.
In a way, the short stories represent the writer's wish to narrate
aspects of Cypriot history between the years 1955-1959. The
use of the word Katpol (times of) in many of his collections
indicates an awareness of different historical moments and an
approach to literature as history writing.
In his long literary career, two of Pierides's literary works
were set in Egypt and four in Cyprus. Both Bagoacabsc
(Cotton Workers) and Itaripol Kayo' (Hard Times) seem
to have interpolated issues of colonialism. In the first novel,
the writer used as subject matter the lives of the Greek immigrants working in the cotton industry of Upper Egypt, and
he also considered their relationship to Arabs. In Zarpol.
Katpol he referred to issues of colonialism by thematizing the
methods of the British administration vis-d-vis an uprising.
Events in Cyprus have also been thematized by Lawrence
Durrell, the poet and novelist who came to Cyprus first as a
freelance writer, then as a press officer and as an army public
relations officer (Fraser 1968: 85). As events moved from Egypt
to Cyprus, so did administrators. Novelist Rodis Roufos was also in
the Greek diplomatic service throughout the Cypriot uprising.
Both administrators wrote their accounts in slightly different formats. Durrell wrote a quasi travelogue, still very popular with
the British tourists in Cyprus, and Roufos wrote a novel. In
fact, Durrell's Bitter Lemons prompted Roufos to construct his
narrative, `11 XaXKLvri 'E'rroXfl (The Age of Bronze), in opposition and/or in reaction to it. it is worth mentioning that Roufos
wrote the text in English in an attempt to introduce the Cyprus
problem to the British public (Jones, 1960, Porter, 1960). The
book was published by Heinemann in 1960 without the rather
ironic introduction by Roufos which was directly relevant to
Durrell's colonial attitudes and activities in Cyprus. Bitter Lemons
is referred to as "Sour Grapes," The publishers, however, objected to the introduction, as it could lead to complications;
eventually the novel was published without the introduction.
I shall proceed by comparing the two accounts, beginning from
the unpublished introduction ($panaki, 1990, pp. 97-114).
According to Roufos, Montague (the name given to LawEgypt and Cyprus: Representations of Colonialism
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rence Durrell) was fully committed to the imperial cause. The
arguments put forward in Bitter Lemons were set in order to
explain the Cyprus problem to the British public. To Montague,
it was wrong to tell the Greek Cypriots that they were not Greeks
at all. Feelings of Greekness should have been tolerated, for:
. they really loved belonging to the Commonwealth.. .. It all led up to the concrete demand for
self-determination. This was embarrassing; for although the Cypriots adored being British subjects, in
the event of a vote they would probably feel an irrational
impulse to opt for Greece. Still the movement was as
yet peaceful and might have been checked, or circumvented by an intelligent policy. The Greeks were naive
and trusting. A vague promise of self-determination in
the remote future—say twenty years—would have kept
them quiet. Meanwhile, by stepping up propaganda and
granting more scholarships, Britain had a reasonable
chance of winning over to its side an appreciable proportion of the population and making the Greeks forget
Enosis; if they still remembered it at the end of the
twenty years it would then be time to consider the question afresh. . .. for nobody but a lunatic could seriously
prefer Greek to British citizenship. .. . He [MontagueDurrell] wisely refrains from taking sides in the controversy that is dividing his country in two camps over
the policy to be followed in Cyprus—roughly speaking,
in a "shoot-first" camp and a "negotiate-with-the-Cypriots" school of thought is in the right; from the military angle, the "shoot first" school of thought is equally on the right. This bland impartiality won the appreciation of all shades of opinion ... he does not think
it necessary for example to mention the torture chambers of Omorphita; indirectly he even denies their
existence—for such things are in bad taste and likely
to make a book unpalatable to the public. .. . The book
is not only very British—which is natural enough—
it is Tory British. . .. Another book was needed to fill
in the gaps, to give the Greek view. I wondered if
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Alexis, with his incomparably smaller talent, had
managed it. (Roufos, Archive, pp. 18) 1
Roufos's anti-colonial criticism combines with his patriotic
enthusiasm to safeguard Greek interests in Cyprus (4)payithTrouXoc, pp. 20-37). But let us turn to Bitter Lemons.
The narrative is designed as travel writing and is one
of the three island books by the same author. Following the
tradition of colonial travel writers, the narrator comments on the
life of the indigenous people. To this he devotes the middle
part of the text. The first part as well as the last describe the
landscape and echo the lyrical sentiment of the writer. Interestingly enough, both Bitter Lemons and 1-1 XciXiuvri 'Ertoxfi (The
Age of Bronze) are presented as the products of certain intellectuals with literary interests. The first one is put out as a
travelogue by an Eglishman with refined taste, often based on
notes out of a diary, including some temporary teaching. The
second one is the diary of a Greek who studied in Paris and
Heidelberg, and who was also a teacher interested in poetry. In
Bitter Lemons, the narrator is increasingly involved in the affairs
of colonial administration having first settled in a village (Durrell, 1959, p. 105). In II X6cXxivri 'Error) the narrator is
also gradually drawn to the interests of the uprising and to
action by some of his pupils and is executed (Roufos, 1980,
pp. 238-247).
Durrell considered the locals naive and trusting. Concerning their sentiment for England, reference is made to Byron,
Churchill, and the Cretan resistance. According to him they considered the English long-standing allies of the Greeks. Furthermore, he did not find any communal strife: Greeks and Turks
were doing business together (Durrell, 1959, p. 127).
The few references to women concern a case of bargaining
to buy a house from a local peasant woman, some female pupils,
some friends, the narrator's mother, and a Cypriot servant (Durrell, 1959, pp. 70, 73). Direct misogyny surfaces in Durrell's
narratives rarely, and only in connection to mature peasant
women; this may reveal conflicts not only of gender but of race,
class, and age. His depiction of bargaining to buy a house from
a peasant woman serves to portray Durrell's limits of patriarchal
Egypt and Cyprus: Representations of Colonialism
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masculinity. The male narrator presents a local Turkish house
agent in the role of the tough negotiator who tries to save money
for his English client. In the process of negotiations, the woman
is presented as having an erratic body and a voice pacing
and pitching (in her effort to deal with the authoritative male
monotones). In addition, she operates through a system of family
values. Finally, the narrator and his agent win over the female
Cypriot peasant, and the narrative reveals a misogynist denial
of feminine values connected to the local female experience. At
the same time, the masculine values of the right to pronounce
the final word about the price of the house are attributed to the
colonial administrator and his Turkish Cypriot male agent (Durrell, 1959, pp. 62-72). It is from a Cypriot maid, however, that
in a later part of the travelogue the narrator is given an explanation for the neighbor's silence in his presence. The British
had not given the body of an executed young man to his mother
and that was against the religious practice. The steady deterioration of the situation in Cyprus between the years of 1952 and 1956
is documented not in a chronological manner, but through the
tensions of the events described. Furthermore, the counter-violence
on the part of the new governor, Sir John Hardy, is presented as
unavoidable, since England had to hang on to Cyprus due to its
commitments in the Near East (Kelling, 1990).
Roufos takes the opposite view and supports self-determination and his view of what he thought was the passage from
colony to nation. He deals with situations involving the colonial
administration and the arrogance of its self-righteous servants
in Cyprus. Amidst a series of ordinary events, the novel follows
the diaries of a teacher who, although sympathetically inclined
to the uprising, nevertheless has opportunities to mix with members of the colonial administration through a personal friend,
a woman of Greek origin. A testimony to the contacts between
the circles of diplomats with conflicting interests is the presence
in the Roufos plot of the British administrator, Montague
(Lawrence Durrell). There are instances of open disapproval on
the part of the British as to issues of preferred identity (Durrell,
1959, 52, 54). Young, ordinary people, such as a waiter, are
subjected to questions of that nature in order to satisfy the administrator's doubt on the issue. It is interesting to observe a
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degree of confusion experienced by all parties involved in the
story regarding desired citizenship and preferred cultural identity (Durrell, 1959, pp. 108, 109).
The main character of the novel is a teacher, who has to
deal with the presence of an underground resistance movement in
the schools of Cyprus (Durrell, 1959, pp. 64-65). Using youth
in revolutionary positions and referring to death sentences brings
forward the issues of the empire's boys. As Joseph Bristows
argues in his splendid study, Empire Boys, the "literary representations of imperial maleness belonged to wider discussions
of the moral and physical well-being of boys, especially in relation to schooling, health and military recruitment" (Bristow,
1991, p. 2). For Durrell, Cypriot boys were still the empire's'
boys, and he had wshed for them to be more British oriented in
terms of their education: he mentions, for example, the lack of
such an educational system as opposed to the existing German
type of schooling in Cyprus, the lack of a good book shop, and
of course the lack of a university (Durrell, 1959, pp. 136-137).
Durrell rages at sixth-graders he taught, whom he finds in a detention camp. On the other hand, the Greek writer had wished
the Cypriot boys to dissociate themselves from the British empire
and take part in the struggle for independence. Schoolboys are
transformed into young activists. They gain their masculinity by
taking active part in what is considered appropriate for adults,
and by doing so they get stronger and pass the stage of being
boys. In a sense, the Cypriot schoolboy has become a manly boy
and, on occasions, a hero. Roufos allows the youths to influence
their teacher to the extent that he takes action and is condemned
to hanging.
The novel CH Xda.xivr) 'Eiroxii (The Age of Bronze) was
written by an author who had observed the Cyprus uprising
mostly from the unification to Greece perspective. Yet what
makes the discussions of identity most interesting in both books
is the attitude to issues of preferred identity. For Durrell the indigenous cultures of Cyprus were inferior to British institutions.
For Roufos the young uprising Cypriot represented a new and
healthier generation, a generation with a cultural mission to
rediscover the spiritual qualities of Greelmess. From weak masculinity they pass to a stronger one; from being boys they become
Egypt and Cyprus: Representations of Colonialism
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men, and regeneration is attained through action (Roufos, p.
108). Both writers clearly explored the anxieties exposed within
colonization. The colonial setting of Cyprus prompted methods of
dealing with it. For Durrell the Cypriot peasants or town folk
were inferior, as they represented ideas of community and custom outside Englishness. Keeping the young men away from
and at a safe distance from other influences would have been
a way to handle demands for dramatic reforms. Durrell remained in accordance with the firm policy of the colonial
government, to protect the peasants against the wiles of the
urban nationalists. This can be demonstrated in the way he
juxtaposes urban and country environments. Roufos, on the
other hand, has preferred to focus on urban settings. It has
been documented that for the colonial office line Cyprus was
seen as a strategic colony which should remain British indefinitely. Bitter Lemons testifies for Durrell's attitude: keen
on mild reforms in accordance with the recommendations of
the colonial office but also with his prejudices and stereotypes
against the non-English. Provisional identity was an open issue
for colonial policymakers in Cyprus. The different approach to
all these issues manifested by Durrell and Roufos is clearly indebted to different political interests.
Representations of colonialism in Cavafy, Pierides, and
Roufos are clearly centered on issues of imperial cosmology and
colonial formations of masculinity. In his poem In a Large Greek
Colony, 200 BC (1928), Cavafy discusses a historical antecedent
from the ancient world for the modern operations of colonialism
and works with the concept of reformation, investigating the imposition of the imperial power's economic, political, and cultural
systems onto the colony. In his earlier poem from 1906, Cavafy
considers the textualization of empire and masculinity in a range
of images including a mother lamenting at the loss of her male
child, an image completely opposite to the mother-daughter one
which allegorized the British empire in its hegemonic relationship
to its colonies. Pierides wrote on the role of Greeks as colonizers/
settlers in Egypt, and his writings on Cyprus articulate the destructive powers of martial masculinity on the colonized. Roufos,
a Greek diplomat from the metropolis, takes issues from ethnicity
and "notions of nationalism" (Pearton, 1996, pp. 1-15) and
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discusses cultural difference in resistance to imperial assimilation in direct response to the British colonial Lawrence Durrell's
concerns about the implementation of British imperial vision,
law, and authority in Cyprus. Cavafy may allude to his times with
characteristic ambiguity, but the two prose writers clearly discuss
issues of colonialism in Egypt and Cyprus, and by doing so they
intimate narratives moving between autobiography and nationalism, the politics of difference, notions of Greekness and otherness.
NOTES
'The unpublished typscript by R. Roufos was kindly shown to me
by Mrs. Arietta Roufos, wife of the late Rodis Roufos and president of
the Rodis Roufos Kanakaris Foundation (a foundation concerned with
education and human rights, Athens). The passages quoted are from
pages 18-22.
A first draft of the paper was presented in the June 1995 Birmingham, U.K. conference on masculinity, imperialism, and colonialism
in nineteenth and twentieth century literature. I am grateful to Christopher E. Gittings for his comments on an earlier draft of this paper.
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The Works of Christos Sarakatsianos
As Seen in Light of
An Amended Formalism
by THALIA VRACHOPOULOS

Increasingly, interpretations of the visual arts have been
predicated upon interdisciplinary studies, which in turn have fostered the establishment of innovative criteria with which to
examine works of art. These ideologies and methods have resulted in a multiplicity which has augmented the number of
voices in the discussion regarding art, while simultaneously underscoring the diversity of the viewpoints presented. Many theories, including feminism, post-structuralism, and semiotics, have
received a great deal of attention by art historians and critics—
in opposition to the perceived limitation of formalism and its
inability to produce the adequate theoretical discourse anticipated
at an earlier date. Revisionism, a methodology currently favored
by art historians, has called into question the objectivity of earlier
scholarship and is an attempt to rewrite art history from a more
synthetic perspective. Consequently, for a viable discussion of
the visual arts to be undertaken with the aforementioned developments in mind, it should focus on methods and issues that
are relevant to the particular work or group of works, as dictated
THALIA VRACHOPOULOS is an adjunct professor at Marymount Manhattan and at Borough of Manhattan Colleges. She teaches the History of Art and has developed and taught courses in Islamic, Russian,
Far Eastern and Surveys og Western Arts. She is an A.B.D., Ph.D.
with the University and Graduate School of the city of New York.
Vrachopoulos has curated exhibitions and published her essays in
several journals and catalogues. She is presently completing her dissertation on the modernist Jean Xceron, one of the progenitors of
American Abstraction.
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by the visual parameters set forth by the artist.' Accordingly, this
essay will examine the works of Christos Sarakatsianos in terms
of an amended formalism as discussed and defined in the following pages. This particular methodology is well suited to Sarakatsianos's oeuvre because it focuses on the formal aspects of art
as indicative of the work's underlying conceptual framework.
The root of the word formalism2 is form, which has been
understood in various ways throughout history. Initially derived
from the Latin forma, it is still utilized today in some of the
Romance languages, as well as Russian and Polish. Slight
variations of the Latin are found in the French, forme; also in
German and English. The etymology of forma has its basis in
the verb ferire, which means to strike or hew. Thus, the meaning of the word form may be understood as the creation of a
recognizable object. Form, as it is comprehended within this
Roman context, finds its essence in quantifiable physical attributes or known natural phenomena. 3 This particular notion
of form became the basis of the Renaissance paradigm for the
arts, as it was discussed by Alberti, and remained the prototype
until the latter part of the nineteenth century. Thereafter in England, Roger Fry and his associate Clive Bell began discussing
modern art in terms of significant forms—the prominent characteristics of a given painting. By the middle of the twentieth
century, the notion of formalism came to be intimately associated
with Clement Greenberg, who expanded on Fry's conception of
formalism. Greenberg asserted that the essence of painting lay
in its two dimensionality or in its formal qualities which were the
only significant aspects of art. However, Greenberg's focus on
the visible physical attributes of the work, without regard to the
underlying meaning of a particular formal choice, had by the early
1970s become tenuous.
In contrast to the purely physical characteristics of form,
the ancient. Greeks defined form in terms of two separate components, morphe and eidos. The first was applied to visual
form; the second to conceptual form. Thus, unlike the Roman,
the Hellenic concept of form was defined in terms of both the
material and the ideal. This fundamental outlook has been explained by C. M. Bowra, a renowned scholar, as follows: "The
transference of [form] from the concrete to the abstract, from
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Untitled No. XI/1992, Acrylic on Canvas, 34 X 44"

Untitled No. XIII-603/1980, Acrylic, 120 X 180 cm

Untitled No. XVI-706/1985, Acrylic on Canvas, 79 X 63"

Untitled A20/1993, Pencil on Paper, 52 X 42"

the visible to the invisible, shows how the Greek mind worked
when it moved from the gifts of the senses to the principles behind them." 4 Bowra's statement has captured the bifurcated
nature of the Greeks' premise regarding form as an underlying
principle of the visual arts.
Within this context, the notion of form can no longer be
construed in a narrow manner, i.e. concerned solely with the
visible or physical. Instead, form may now be considered in light
of a broader definition which includes the conceptual. Accordingly, the connotation of form has been recast to include a
theoretical and symbolic component by delving into the original
meaning of the elements of a work. Consequently, amended
formalism, as discussed in this essay, will be applied as a method
with which to examine the art of Christos Sarakatsianos. The
selection of this method is pertinent to Sarakatsianos's work because his conceptual and formal agendas enjoy a reciprocal relationship, interacting and affecting one another.
A principal image in Sarakatsianos's canvases is that of
woman. In a recent work dated to the early part 1992, Untitled XI,
the reclining figure of a woman dominates the canvas, horizontally. Her pink form is partially clad in a fanciful sock and
brassiere, and is juxtaposed against a vertically striped background of varying grays, accented in bright yellow. There are
also linear outlines of other figures and faces placed in an overlapping manner on the canvas. The paramount figure, the recumbent nude, is a simplified, flat, vibrant pink form, defined clearly
in darker pink.
The history of this particular form, the nude, has been well
documented by Sir Kenneth Clark. He notes that the reclining
nude, as opposed to a standing nude, "does not seem to have
been the subject of any famous work of art in antiquity, although
it is sometimes to be found in the corners of the Bacchic sarcophagi." 5 Although the motif of the reclining nude was not typical
of the antique period, discussion of the female form was offered
by Plato. In the Symposium, Plato argues that the female form
represents two distinct personae: Aphrodite Celestial and Aphrodite Vulgar.° Plato's classification of the female form is based
on his view that an ideal and a natural order both exist in the
universe. Therefore, it is consistent with Platonic thought to
The Works of Christos Sarakatsianos
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create this distinction in the portrayal of women, This dichotomy
associated with the female form was later expressed in terms
of the Venus Celestas and Venus Naturales, the former associated
with the heavenly, while the latter was identified with the
earthly.? Each type was represented by specific, rather than
generic, female form. The earthly connoted sensual, reproductive
and even sexual themes, while the Celestas was the basis for the
depiction of the Madonna, and other virgin women. Thus, the
particular form selected by an artist would be indicative of a
certain type of woman, or idea of woman.
The nude in Untitled XI, 1992 finds precedent in Cycladic
figures, whose geometricized and contained proportions have
been associated with the Platonic celestial Venus. 8 From this, it
can be said that the female figure in Sarakatsianos's works may
be viewed as paradigmatic. Surrounded by children and faces of
men, she is depicted at the center of the canvas, the allegorical
center of the universe. Further, her presence is so assertive that
her importance in the hierarchy of existence cannot be underestimated, and is made apparent by the sheer magnitude of her
scale in comparison to the other figures on the canvas. While
her form is somewhat idealized, the fact that she is surrounded
by children also suggests an affiliation with Venus Naturales.
By selecting visual clues that are connected with both types of
formal presentations of women, Sarakatsianos combines these
concepts and represents woman in a composite fashion, indicating the complexity, rather than the simplicity of her character.
In earlier canvases Sarakatsianos repeatedly employed the
female form; however, the basis of the form was found in the
voluptuousness related to Venus Naturales. The oversized breasts,
rotund buttocks, full hips, and protruding nipples could be read
as fecundity. For example, in Untitled No. X111-603 of 1980,
the female form is repeated in a perpendicular configuration at
the right edge of the canvas. The background is replete with
commercial piping and u-joints, intruding into the atmosphere.
The sense of both the organic and industrial pervade, and the
intertwining of human and machine alert us to dangers infiltrating our environment. Again, the limited markings standing for
facial features are apparent, as are the playful peasant socks.
In this work, the male figure is also present and dons the
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ancient laurel, depicting athleticism and victory. The viewer's
sense of the male figure's presence is marked by an appreciation
of his relationship to the placement of the two female forms,
which are both opposite and below him. In Untitled X111-603,
the female form may be understood as representing the earth or
mother nature. Around her there is a blatant disregard for her
protection. The male figure may be read as her champion, and
seems to be alone in the fight to save her. An alternative view
might include the competition that men face in trying to harness
cultural excesses. Sarakatsianos's formal selection in this canvas
exudes a gripping sense of drama about people's relationship to
the earth, or alternatively, one man's relationship to woman.
When comparing the 1980 canvas to the 1992 canvas, a
difference in the message of the artist can be discerned, not only
in the formal arrangement but in the underlying concepts Sarakatsianos makes manifest. In the 1992 canvas, an orderly sense
of the universe is pervasive. Woman is at the center, her role
defined as the synthesis of the ideal and natural. In the 1980
canvas, the earthly depiction of woman is of one trapped and
possibly reliant on her one supporter, as the world closes in
around her. The development which has taken place during the
twelve years between the two works can be witnessed in the
way the artist has amended formal concerns to accompany his
changing experiences. As Bowra noted, Sarakatsianos has made
the "invisible, visible" by creating forms in a concrete plastic
language which exhibit his intangible conceptions.
Aristotle explained form as the manifestation of the conceptual essence of an object or "the attainment of a body's final
aim," which he termed as entelechy. The Aristotelian definition
reveals an important difference between the conceptual and perceptual. The perceptual is limited to what can be sensed, while
the conceptual leaves an infinite number of possibilities available. In Aristotle's view we also find the dichotomous nature
of form, because the conceptual nature, or entelechy, may not
necessarily be synonymous with a particular appearance of a form.
Simply, the meaning of a given form may be capable of a myriad
of readings or have a disparate nature in contrast to its physical
expression.
In discussing the purely perceptual nature of form, Barasch
The Works of Christos Sarakatsianos
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has averred that the imitation of nature, which is based upon
the perceptual, formed the systematized basis of Western art in
the early Renaissance.'° Alberti, a proponent of this view, developed mathematical rules governing the depiction of natural
perspective. The nude was a component of this process. That is,
the nude form was used as an element or a means by which
artists mastered problems of proportion, perspective, and spatial
arrangement. As such, the nude was relegated to a means,
rather than an end—an independent form capable of conveying
a theoretical attitude. 11
The function of the nude as a formal entity was challenged
in the early twentieth century by both Matisse and Picasso, albeit in divergent ways. Each of these artists examined the nude:
the first attempting to simplify the overall form; the latter,
refracting the planes and displacing the limbs. In these ways,
Matisse and Picasso recreated the nude form as an autonomous
plastic construction. These modernist masters indirectly applied
Aristotle's concept of enselechy some two millennia later. For
example, in Picasso's Nudes of 1910, the forms on the canvas
appear as triangles, ovals, and other planar combinations that
have only a hint of a resemblance to the human body. Yet, by
the very title of the works, the subject or concept behind an
unclear formal arrangement is revealed. In this way, Picasso
utilized forms which are disparate from the underlying concept
of the nude, which refers to human form. This particular understanding of the nude form was, until this century, alien to Western artists schooled in the academic tradition, yet by its very
nature alludes to principles discussed by Aristotle.
The Greek experience, however, should and can be distinguished from that of the westernmost parts of Europe. In
Greece, the importance of the conjectural aspect of form was
never completely abandoned in favor of the natural experience
of the Gothic era, nor the insistent humanism of the Renaissance.
Rather, due to its unique history, the Greek nation was able to
maintain a strong and unbroken link with the earlier notions of
its conceptual forms.
The Byzantine empire, which controlled Greece, flourished
for over eleven hundred years from 330 A.D. to 1453. The principles inherent in the Byzantine style were at odds with those
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of the Italian Renaissance. As an example, one of the pioneers
of abstract art, Kandinsky, in his book Concerning the Spiritual
Art, acknowledges unreservedly that Byzantine art influenced the
development of modern art.' As is clear in retrospect, the objective of the early modernists, such as Kandinsky, Picasso,
Delaunay, and Malevich, was to create an art that was based
on concept, rather than illusionism. This tendency toward abstraction was well established in Greece, based on the country's
unique historical situation.
Throughout the periods of late antiquity and early Christianity, arguments raged over idolatry—that is, over the nature
and appropriateness of graven images as objects of divine worship. During the reign of Leo III the iconoclastic controversy
reached heated proportions. Those in favor of keeping icons,
or the so called iconodules, found their advocate in St. John
of Damascus. St. John based his position on a reading of Plato's
Phaedo, in which the notion of participation, or methexis, was
presented. Participation (methexis), as used in the context,
meant that the image is neither completely divorced from the
archetype, nor is it identical with the archetype; rather, the icon
participates in some way with the original. 13 Those who defended
the icon and upheld this view came to be known as Orthodox,
the most prevalent religion in Greece to date and in Russia
until the Bolshevik revolution.
Plato's "theory of participation" became one of the underlying principles for the practice of iconography in Byzantium
and also in Greece today, as a nation which enjoyed an unbroken
link with the past due to its predominant religion. Many artists
in Greece study iconography, while working in other than the
Byzantine style. Sarakatsianos, as many other contemporary Greek
artists, has worked as an iconographer, and has studied hagiography, thus making him familiar with the function and nature of
the icon as a divine image. Thus, the appreciation of Plato's
concept of methexis continues to be a relevant factor in the iconographic tradition of the present. Sarakatsianos's appreciation of
this notion is manifested in his canvases as evident in the discourse they create.
Because his work is not solely perceptual in nature, the
images presented participate with, but do not specifically repreThe Works of Christos Sarakatsianos
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sent, the persons or places they allude to, which exist in reality.
Therefore, they are not illustrative and diverge from the Renaissance paradigm. Rather, his forms allude to archetypes. For
example, the female form as conceived of by Sarakatsianos does
not depict a particular woman. Rather, it speaks to the viewer
about issues and perceptions affiliated with woman as an entity
in the universe, as expressed in the plastic language of the artist.
The "theory of participation" can also be explained in Sarakatsianos's work vis-à-vis the male nude. In Untitled No. XVI-706
of 1985, the male figure is portrayed as running. This depiction
makes a connection between the male nude and the Olympic
sporting events of antiquity. Unlike the female form, which is
based on more rounded figural components, the male form is
less curvilinear. This contrast has been discussed by Rubin in
regard to Picasso's Young Acrobat on a Ball, 1905. 14 Rubin
averred that Picasso selected the rube, on which the man is
seated, and the ball, on which the young girl stands, as future
referents for male and female, respectively. Sarakatsianos also
elaborates on this notion, by endowing the female form with a
greater degree of curvilinearity than the male. Thus, the theory
of participation allows the viewer to understand that there is
another dimension beyond the mere formality of the work; that
is, gender classification. Thus, the formal qualities become a
starting point, to be augmented by associations and research
into the underlying meanings of form.
In this particular painting, the athlete portrayed is not directly engaged in competition; although the running action may
be alluding to that theme. One of the implied connections is
between the runner and the Olympic events, so prominent in
the history of the Greeks. 15 In addition to the association between the ancient events and the nude male form, Clark suggests that a deeper experience is also at work. "Two powerful
emotions that dominated the Greek games and [which are)
largely absent from our own are: religious dedication and love.
These gave to the cult of physical perfection a solemnity and
rapture that have not been experienced since."' An alternative
understanding of the nude male may also be attributable to the
ancient disposition of displaying and elevating the body as something beautiful rather than shameful. In this way, the formal
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aspect of the nude is amplified and intensified to include not
only the plastic qualities displayed, but also to recount (albeit
indirectly) some of the ardent experiences of the past. Those
historic experiences are still within the contemporary conscience,
as they are revived every four years in the attendant drama of
the modern Olympics. Thus, by selecting forms which allude to
this ancient ritual, Sarakatsianos refers to factual past and present, as well as the timelessness of the emotions that flourish
with competition and the attainment of physical excellence.
Theories of art have been said to have begun with Xenocrates
of Sicyon, in 280 B.C. 17 Xenocrates was one of the first artists
to review the developments of his predecessors and comment
upon those qualities that were present, lacking, or distinguishable
in their works. His evaluation of the visual arts was based upon
several notions. As discussed by Barasch," one of the central
concepts was precision, or akribeia, in addition to symmetry,
rhythm, and optical illusion. The term akribeia designated the
virtuosity of a particular artist, as well as a sharp, crisp, precise,
and linear method of execution in the work." Considered a
preferred method of artistic performance, it became recognized
by later philosophers and critics. As early as the first century
A.D., Dio Chrysostom, a rhetorician, compared "shading, which
is weak and deceptive to vision," with "a distinct- outline which
approaches the most precise means of representation." 2° This
critical slant is taken up in Sarakatsianos's work, with its emphasis
on clearly articulated forms, his use of geometry and the simplification of his visual language. The tenor of Sarakatsianos's art
is informed by the past, while at the same time revealing vital
and contemporary issues. This approach was also considered by
Matisse, in La Danse of 1909. The French master maintained a
reference to a past ideal, yet depicted it through a plastic language that was modern and simplified. His large nudes are alive
with a vibrancy achieved through color and line, without the
necessity of the illusionism that was the hallmark of the Renaissance paradigm. Matisse clarified his plastic vision, while simultaneously expressing the essence of the arcadian.
The balance between clarity of plastic means and the communication of an idea underlying the formal expression finds its
parallel in some of the elements found in the natural topography
The Works of Christos Sarakatsianos
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of Greece. Bowra notes that "what matters above all is the
quality of the light. It sharpens edges. It is a powerful influence
on the Greek vision of the world. Just because of its very strength
and sharpness, it forbids a diaphanous effect and imposes a
secret discipline on the eye. 21 This special topographic consideration has resulted in the attainment of a highly purified plastic
language, relying predominantly on bright colors and a strong,
confident linear approach, without the necessity of illusionism.
This observation is supported by Arnheim, who notes that, "a
judicious distribution of light serves to give unity and order not
only to the shape of single objects, but equally to that of the
whole setting." 22 This is evident in Sarakatsianos's work, with its
reliance on potent, definitive chromatic choices and lucid, distinct forms.
The methodology of amended formalism does not advance
a discussion of the formal components of a work without also
advancing a dialogue regarding expression. The plastic language
of the artist is viewed as the vehicle by which the expression or
message is communicated. This method employs an analysis
that considers far more than the formal appearances, and results in multiple discourses, because of the implication that the
ideas that underlie forms vary as interpreted by individual
viewer.
In conclusion, amended formalism as it has been defined
herein may serve as an understandable and appropriate scheme
for discussing the work of Christos Sarakatsianos. This method
advances a thorough analytic framework which partakes of the
history of art, the development of individual plastic idiom, and
the contextual nature of form. Amended formalism allows a
dialogue to be developed by each viewer. This is accomplished
by an appreciation of historical references, artistic clues and
styles, and associations underlying forms.
Sarakatsianos's work is well suited for an amended formalism
analysis, because he has succeeded in creating a plastic language
that, while concrete, treats and entertains the abstract questions
of existence. Through his choice of forms, manifested in a
unique concrete expression, Sarakatsianos presents and represents
important issues to the viewer, such as the role of women in
society. The essence of the dichotomous nature of art as ex136
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pressed by Sarakatsianos is not only personal experience, but

is a shared quest by artists throughout history. They have created forms within their own era that relay a message, not only
about their own times, but about the human condition.

NOTES
'This position is evidenced in Nochin's essay on Seurat in Politics
of Vision, whereby Nichlin examines pointilism within the context of
the artist's political sentiment.
3As it is meant here generically, formalism can be described as "any
school or doctrine that emphasizes, any emphasis on or preoccupation with,
forms or formal elements in any sphere: of thought, conduct, religion, art, literature, drama, music, etc." See Bullock and Stallybrass, eds., Harper
Dictionary of Modern Thought (New York: Harper and Row, 1977),
240.
31n The Social History of Art, Hauser avers that Roman and Western
art "consists of history-painting, the depiction of scenes in which essentially transient phenomena are caught and translated into spatial terms
through skillful optical technique." See also M. Barach, Theories of
Art (New York: New York University Press, 1985), 3. "Cicero says
that art cannot be cut off from science, because it refers to things that
are known."
4C. M. Bowra, Theories of Art (New York: New York University
Press, 1988), 12.
°Kenneth Clark, The Nude (Princeton: Princeton University Press,
1956), 115.
°Ibid., 171.
'See M. Barasch, Theories of Art (New York: New York University
Press, 1988) for the dating and coining of this terminology.
°Ibid., 71.
°Ibid., 114-120.
"Kenneth Clark, The Nude (Princeton: Princeton University Press,
1957), 357.
"D. Mouriki, "The Expressive Language of Byzantine Painting,"
Zygost Annual Edition on the Hellenic Fine Arts (Athens) 3 (1984), 56.
13M. Barasch, Theories of Art (New York: New York University
Press, 1988), 56.
"William Rubin, introduction to Primitivism in Twentieth Century
Art (New York: Museum of Modern Art), 1984), 52.
"In several other works by Sarakatsianos, the male figure is depicted
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with laurel or laurel wreath, the symbol of the victor. 'the laurel acts
to create a more cohesive relationship between the formal elements and
the notions presented by the artist.
leKenneth Clark, The Nude (Princeton: Princeton University Press,
1957), 34.
17M. Barasch, Theories of Art (New York: New York University
Press, 1988), 19.
12 Ibid., 21.
12Woffin has described the linear as the opponent to the painterly,
suggesting that artistic styles develop in a pendulum-like manner. See
G. Schiff, ed., German Essays on Art History (New York: Continuum,
1988).
"Ibid., 21.
21 C. M. Bowra, The Greek Experience (New York: Praeger Publishers, 1957), 11.
22Rudolf Anheim, Art and Visual Perception (Berkeley: University
of California Press, 1974), 313.
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Book Review
What Does Mrs. Freeman Want? Translated by
Kay Cicellis. Modern Greek Writers Series. Athens: Kedros, 1991.
MENIS KOUMANDAREAS, Xenia. Translated by Kay Cicellis. Modern
Greek Writers Series. Athens: Kedros, 1991.
PETROS ABATZOGLOU,

The Kedros publishing house certainly did all teachers of Greek
literature a service by deciding some years. ago to translate some of its
prose listings into English. In 1996, Kedros put out a third set of such
translations in reasonably priced paperback editions and so raised the
number of titles to twenty-seven. All of a sudden, it has become possible
for those of us wishing to teach contemporary Greek prose in translation—
in a survey class or as part of a broader comparative class organized
around a theoretical issue of a comparative theme—to be spoiled with choice
and more teaching options. Of course, in the best of all possible worlds,
Kedros might have taken it upon itself to convince other publishing
houses in Greece to do the same with their own authors, or even get
them to agree to incorporate their titles into the series in some kind
of joint venture. Nonetheless, the selection of authors such as it is from
the "Kedros stable" may, in the final analysis, bestow hidden blessings
since it throws up writers, and often works, that might not otherwise
have been selected to appear in English translation.
Petros Abatzoglou (born 1931) is one such case: certainly a writer
known in Greece, though not really amongst the most recognized.
Writing since the early sixties, and with several novels—one carries the
catchy title 'H yavvriorl To0 Earrrepp.av—AbatzogIou's ironical work,
in other circumstances, may have had to wait much longer for this
international exposure. The same does not apply for the more celebrated
Menis Kownandareas (born 1931), though Koala is not his best work.
His reputation as one of the principal exponents of social realism has
been cultivated over many years, from the publication of his first set
of short stories Tdc inixavdcKta in 1962 to his most recent and prominently advertised 'H MupcaStdc TOUC Rem& Va xXccka (1996). His
celebrity has been enhanced by the adaptation of one of his novels into
a successful film, 'H qmaa pt. To 9 (1986). Others, including the
work reviewed here, have been adapted for television.
Both novels bear the experienced translator's touch of Kay Cicellis,
which captures well Abatzoglou's chattiness and Koumandareas's more
authoritative and poised third person narrational voice. Both works
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under review are short works, novellas, which deal with rather ordinary
themes. In fact, they both principally focus on a relationship. In so
doing, they sidestep the rather bizarre and narrow-minded criticism
that the details of Greek history in contemporary Greek novels get in
the way for the uninitiated audience and so contribute to their lack
of success in the English-speaking world. Of course, such a claim would
never be made in the case of French or German history. These two
novels require little background knowledge of Greek society, history,
or literature. This said, it is one of the flaws of the series that the
volumes do not carry a short introduction to provide this very context,
particularly as the volumes are aimed at a foreign readership. Clearly,
both works concern themselves with the curbing of personal freedom
or impulse by familial, sociocultural, even linguistic structure or stricture
at the time of their writing, particularly in the case of Koumandareas's
work written in the post-dictatorship seventies, when such issues were
very much at the forefront of people's minds. Both works are fed by,
or address, a romanticized notion of individual freedom.
The relationship between Mr. and Mrs. Freeman is recounted to
us by an indifferent though personable narrator who, lounging on the
beach of Andros one hot day, thinks back over the years to his conversations with one Mrs. Freeman. This is Petros—not "Mr. Abatzoglou,"
as appears in the translation (31)—who mentions in passing that he
was once a military man who now seems to negate everything that such
a way of life may have taught him. The narrator's familiar and casual
summary of events is effected with a self-consciously nonchalant air:
"I'll explain what I meant when I said that's not exactly the way things
are and at this point I've got to admit that I've lost track of what I
was going to say" (15). Indeed, the narrator very often digresses and
loses track: be is consumed by food; ever ready to berate academics for
their inaction (Mr. Freeman is a linguist who is held hostage by the
power of words); and prone to follow his flights of fancy and imagination extravagantly and in ways that he hopes will set him apart from
the people that he is describing. In short, we have a self-professed unreliable narrator who rules over his description of this relationship in
a way that opens up for the wary reader an intriguing space between
the narrator and his creations. Especially since this narrator is at
pains—great pains—to impress on us that his story is told with little
or no ulterior motive (31). A corollary complication is that the reader
is also keen to discover the nature of the narrator's relation with Mrs.
Freeman, yet, by novel's end and after some tantalizing play, the narrator
foils our expectations and leaves us in the dark.
For what Mrs. Freeman wants is, of course, at the center of this
excursus. Even if, title aside, what the narrator wants by probing into
what she wants is just as important, even if this is presented merely
as a leitmotif holding him between spearing his next olive to accompany a draft of ouzo and taking a quick dip to cool off. Mrs. Freeman
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is introduced to us as one who was brought up believing in the eminence
of reason, always wanting to "know what's what, always to be in control." Mr. Freeman is paralyzed by his inability to control the power
of words—they hold sway over him By way of contrast, the narrator
seems to be less beholden to such concepts as his imagination roams
and he is even questioning of the very associations that make words
signify: "Things that smell nice should be edible. Flowers, for instance,
have a useless sort of beauty, and I really don't see why they're always
thought to represent everything that's delicate and sensitive" (26-27).
In fact, it is control that is the key element at the heart of this narrator's
digressionary description of the relationship and its participants' motives
over time. Doubtless, there are, as the dust-jacket proclaims, marketing
in mind, reasons to read the book as "much more than the story of
Mrs. Freeman's life and times; it also offers an ironical insight into the
confrontation of two cultures, two different ways of looking at the
world." Abatzoglou does play with certain stereotypical distinctions
between Anglo-Saxon and Mediterranean culture, but the self-parodying
tone does not allow this work to be, simply, one's version of the other.
In class, it is often useful to make students sensitive to the way the
narrator inculcates certain of his own assumptions into his depiction of
the other's culture and then represses these in his own; by discussing
this point, one turns the tables on readers who are often keen to make
assumptions about other cultures, like Greek culture, from a narrow
perspective or based on little evidence, often on one solitary novel.
Koumandareas focuses on the whirlwind relationship of a young
male student, Dimitri, with Koula, a married mother of two, employed
as an accountant. Their fling is initiated and developed on the Athens
metro. The tale very much exemplifies Kournandareas's concern for the
myths of the petit bourgeoisie in the mid-seventies as seen in works
such as BicaexvIaXi.x&iv (1975) and TO xoupdo (1979). The latter, in fact, echoes Koula in its depiction of another accountant's attachment—this time male—to a young manicurist. The early part of
Koula unfolds as a careful and meticulous narration of the orchestrated
gestures and probing platitudes that inch the protagonists toward
establishing contact and finding something to talk about. Quite skillfully,
Koumandareas plays with the omniscience of his third person narrator,
often calculatedly arresting that omniscience in favor of ambiguity:
"They did not meet the next day, either because the young man was
late or because the woman chose a different carriage this time" (12).
In time, the protagonists' intimacy carves out a private space for them
to the exclusion of everybody else on the train and beyond, to Koula's
work, to her family, and to her duties. Her irresistible longing, to pursue
the feeling that both attracts and repulses her plays itself out in a
raucous working-class tavern that Dimitri frequents, and then in his
adolescently decorated, grimy room where the two meet evening on
end to crush their lips and bodies together. But Koula's job in ac-
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counting—a metaphor for the rationalization of "a life on track"—
supplies her with a logic that eventually intrudes on the relationship
when, one night, she offers Dimitri a gardenia to mark their twomonth anniversary, which coincides with the day on which she and her
fellow accountants close the monthly account ledgers at the office. This
will to order time and emotion marks a watershed. It is from this point
that circumstance—Dimitri's planned trip to England for studies and
Koula's return to those around her, both in the immediate environment
of the train and by extension to her family, become the focus of her
will to behave rationally and accept her now extinct relationship with
Dimitri and return to her ascribed place on the train, in the rat race,
alongside everybody else. Once again, for Koala, "everything seemed
perfectly regulated, predetermined, as if taken care of by some invisible hand. It made her feel God existed here—a boring God, perhaps,
but he existed" (68). God and the devil are in the details; Koumandareas offers us the logic that both keeps such a livelihood in place and
urges the leap of faith and delusion into a last tango in Paris, or here
a frenzied karsilama in the Athens metro.
Troughout all this, Koumandareas's cinematic perspective clearly
calls for the transfer of this novella to the small screen. But the portrayal
of the protagonists' psychologies and the novella's plot offer few
surprises, and this predictability may, in fact, be the reason for both
Kaula's television success and novelistic ordinariness. Despite the
latter, it is encouraging and significant that the non-Greek reader finally
has access to Greek depictions of such ordinary experience.
VANGELIS CALOTYCHOS
New York University
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